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with oloudy periods. 
NOTICE 
Th'e Herald Kltlmat Grad 
supplement will be ap- 
pearing in the Tuesday 
June 27 issue. 
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New forestry" 
Act dooms 
B,C. forests 
• j l .  
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/ !  
George Vik, Kiflmat Representative for the Terrace area Telephone Employees Com-. 
munity Fund, presents Fie Oowker of Kit/mat Workshop with a contribution of $2,50,00. 
. .The Telephone Employees Community Fund is generated by regular contributions 
from telephone workers and is used to helpmany worthwhile causes in the'Northwest. 
• .~e  Klflmst Warktho_p rovides a working envh'anment for mentally handlc~Ipped 
aaumi ena is sustained ny contributions, the Flowers of Hope campaign I  May ofleach 
"' Helmut Brauer " ii 
Chairman of the District No. 80 School Beard, Bev Rodrigo, presents retiring Mount 
Eflzabeth Secondary School language department head llelmut Brauer with a com. 
memorative plaque iastThursday night. ' . 
Honouring the retirement of one of EIUmat's educational staff the Dtstrico No. 80 School 
.Board had a special presontaUon of a plaque and some kind words to Helmut Bra,uer, • 
head of Mount Elizabeth Secondary School languag~ departmenL . 
• .Chairman of the Klthnat board, Bev Redrlgo, cited some o f /he  accomplishfi~ents i 
Helmut has been hunoured for in the past. . 
• .After coming to Kltlmat in 1960 ava  teacher Helmut was to receive an.outstunding 
• work award in 1961. In 1967 he was aecredltted as the head of the language department, ! 
the position he holds now. , . , . 
• .Principal of Mount Elizabeth, George Newman, ,(the last of four different principals i 
for Helmut), took a moment oimpress upon the board the sincere educational and social 
attitudes which he felt Helmnt displayed, "1"sis tea man who hm had people live at his MU William S,  g in~ 
home when they are~w to town-a real person," • - ~, 
• .During the 1976 schcol year, Helmut was notified of achieving his Masters degree in ViCTORIA -- /New without adequate r gard for 
educatlen from UBC.: Before. and since that time he has done bxtmsive work on the Democratic Party,,~orest currem, inventories and 
Haisla language. ' :" critic William S. King has regeneration.needs. ,~ 
• ..HelmutstemstoenjoyKitlmat, heisnotgoingtomoveawayfromthetownasso many attacked the Soeial"Credit King, who is the MLA for , 
rttirees do. " " " ' '" /~ " government's nay Forest Reveistoke Sloean, said the 
!lzriftYear andshopbYthatthe isSal pa/'t°f ofpart/cipant'madethelr Workshop atg°°dSRiveriodgeand medinCiOthingKitimat.end o her items in the . ."It takes everyQne. In coo/Jeration with my friends and studenis this town has been a Act as an  aband~me~t of act Will strengthen tenure on 
big part oi sly !-.[~,, I intend to stay in close contact with my past students," -Helmut the .concept of sustained forest lands by the' eight 
' • m m: " " e.~Rleattr~m~',:~/ ~: ' ' i~i , .  yield whichi~.~forcoeen the majorfarestrycompantss- 
i~ j~nSamsA6 l~dShMml  -&A J t~ mLA- - - - 'Adh  .- , ~WillnotbeaholIdayferHelmnt. Threeceurseso~,ihePacIflcNorthweet eventual ~Qnd of British." seven of which are foreign 
• .~! i !+~~iR l l l l l l a l  i au Jwur?  J |~ | |  ~ Jm~J~J~J~ : . CoHege seu/'rlculumwlllbehisnedl,~ngangeeducatlentusk ~+ " . Columbi0~ffforests /omi  ated • ~ . . . .  " ', " • / ~ :  " .' ', ' , ".,- . , ./'i . . . .  "~,~ " ! . . ..;, . ;.~,d n .- who now 
, ' ,K i t~  tR0~aret010~.....,werk.;wi..~,:censtsble Den C6~imralRickHarriesw~.:~.i~ ... .. , i o . l~ .u . ,~ . i : , . .  , d i'. "i":&'a.~;:~':" ./~:'#m ~. . . . . . .  ~ : .~ . ' , . . : : . ,~ ' . ; . .~  in the~#control a l l  tree" farm .~, 
~egm ..~uorear w~u. ~aao~ .: aumorlzed the d.et _ . i l l~ :~yamn,  : ,:/:. ~. ".,,. :. ':in~sashaf(er b~into 'B  .. In other Terrace -ellen ",;an'ti~,, nr  ;G i ; , ,o , .ho, ,~:  re~.myao.l.e ~or e .z.n.a~..~,- represear~a memse~ves as 
ma~e~:a muu,  mtimat " toat  " 'Tlieseeo~iidwill " :  Constables: O ~  Cote ' "  ~ .... " ~--;,~.~.~ .. - ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  ":,--,-~ ~-" - "  repmceameCropwntm must tree enterprisers in the last ~,_ . ,  _.?~._. . . .  ., ~ . ~ - quL"e~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ . - . . . .  . . _ . ,  ~:,.& .~O Grocery. on-:/f~Llum ' news, routme roadblocks •out for vchwJe Violations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
p~u~ pt~.~...m:.xo. ~ . . oo nere t~0. .  ~ . Kanoy t,'urmm, ann. x-czar ~Sunday Terrace RCMP are ' durin~ the'weekend ~nt~t ,~ ~ ~ . . . . .  ,u~m~rv~mu anuwmm must e~ecuon, snoulo msearo me 
.I. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ., . . . . . .  . . . . .  . effect ve Juy . . . l e t  and drums .o~ his .property offences, .two 'persons answering calls on loud mi . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
uuu~. ur~ ..~.utm.ns..mr s.m replaces ny external repmcements will ne in ey Stmday, snil l ln~0 ualloas of " char~ed with nosscosion o f  mrflo= ~,d t~=ht, . . runs me.nm))W to.. me t;ommom wm.oe sen up in 
m _ _ _  ~ ~ ~ - ~-  . . . . . . . .  ~ . . _ ,  ~ i Ohms wztn slue-oy-sme recruitment. . then. . . . . . . .  . . . • ~ gem.ent0ftnetorests of the tight monopoly grasp of' 
. . . • . • - ~ ' • . mm provmce. Instead of eight major • companies Weekend P E P We ksh0p 
" ce  .... George  ] t i res  " " 
Pnn . r w ise  husban~iry, through a without the opportunity for 
• , . .. sustained.yield concept and the small vntrepreneur to 
.. ": ~; .: even-flow objective, the enter the market or to enter 
' (new Forest) Act stimulates the industry for the next 25 to " .  / : . :  A highly Bilceessful volunteer spotters, and. Prince Rupert areas, increased, cutting'of timber 35 years at lesst. ''~ 
• c""*r "Ars u. ,= • ~uc*ea-a ' - - r  Prov inc ia l  Emergency  Throe participating were and the Buffalo crew from- ' 
Program-regional workshop from the Terrace, Kithmat Comox A. F. Base.. 
. .. . held at the Terrace Sandman :' ' 
TO IK)NTO(CP) 'Oneof  problems were to beldaced .system, unt the kids, Char les .  personshUi°¢ertheweekendsaW55partieipating; in. B .0 .  shou ld  woo , Kitimat ROMP report 
Teronto's most innovative ~nspoclaleiassesandtoldhts. McCaffray never did that," ,ciuding ten pilots. Eight Kit imat RCMP report the taken but police have not yet 
seh0ol~flelaisloftf~anew "lZdaeipalsthattheyoughtto LISTENED TO PARENTS private aircraft plus an ~|~,m JLAmm.,|AJ . - - '  theft of a stereo valued at established exactly what is ; 
Job in Prince George, B,C,, at least one class McCaffray opened his Armed Forces Bt~ffalo N+Sg.  IOMI I+ I ;~ , $900 .from No, 15-1035 missing, during the weekend after themselves, 
Iosln~ a frustrating battle to ANGERED,TRUSTEES . . doors to parents ' and tramporter were used in,the " ' • Alexa'nder Street over the A 1969 ChevyPick-up truck 
teachers with complaints exercise. ~ . VICTORIA (CP) --  The The Social Credit hsckhen- weekend. Donald "MacAn. was vandalized Saturdav by 
reform D ntarin's biggest. But his unorthodox ideas about the system, Mrs.  Starting at I0 a.m. British Columbia govern- char said many Americas " drew is the owner of the' .spray paint. The vehicle is 
board of~ducatlon, so infuriated many ofh is  Seaffe added, . Saturday, at the Terrace- sent-should spend more. and Canadians t rave l l ing  equipment. ' owned by William Carver. 
"Charles ~McCaffray, 47, staff and trustees that two~ "He took the lead in Kit/mat airport the Buffalo" money promoting the hare have their own campors • ~Youths were reported A Kitimnt adult ~as 
saldinarecentintarviewhe years and 17 days into his meeting with us," chesaid, transporter took" groups of  'wovineeinEuropeandAsia, and therefore dou't spend as vandalizing the Driftwood chargedwith discharging a 
thatWaS thetheOnly senlOrMetropolitanOfficial for edfive'yearto l ve,C°ntraethe said.he was narenta"And it wash'tHe m tJUst Withthe ten aloft for famillnrlzatio~i./Stephen: : Rogers (SC~- much as someone travelling Street ~ area of Kitimat f irearm within District 
Toronto borough'of North ..Since McCaffray and ~. . . i  ~. o ,o . . .  ;. flights - tmtil 3:30 p,m, 'Vancouver South) said from overseas and staying in Sunday. Police responded to boundaries aturday. Th~ 
Y~rk imported in more than trytees signed an ~g~,000 ~'~'H~ . . . . .  ,-. ,-a. . At 6:30 that evening, the Monday. a hotel would spend, the resident call. Ser ia l  incident was reported to 
meet ing  started at the ~ ~xogers, a former airline Rogers said that with the youths were checked as a have liappened on' M.B. a decade when~ lie became ,~ l lon  agreement last e bad an open dialogue 
.Sandman Inn with preens, pilot, said he feels the devnlued Canadian dollar, it part of the RCMP Vise- Logging road. 
the boreugh's dii'eetor : of "fall;neither side has talked with everyone, but I don't fattens by the Armed Forces . government is spending too now is more inexpenlSive for Vandalism program. No 
education three yeurs ago. almut what exactly caused think the trustees up-  ' KunstCoastruction reports team on the use of survival muUch of'lie budget rying to E~opoans to travel here. arrests reported. McCaffray said that he he." the rupture in their ,reia. :preemted that. Some told me the theft of a canopy for a 
lievnd he had ~ brought tion~hip. / . that  wasn't his job--it was kits, E.L.T.S., and mountain ure tourist~ from other The government is Grad 1978 went very quiet, Ford truck removed from 
eiim~Ing, This was followed parts of Cmiada and the currently spending about according to Staff Sergeant the construction site in 
into the ~MS,000-;Ly~mr jobto, ',The. hard part for him,, their'o." . . 5y a video presentation on " western parts of the U.S. to $2.~ .million to promote the Dlckiaek of the Kitimat Service Centre, 
liberalize the NoX~h .York .was: ,working. with the" One trustee who fought o 
dens i ty-a l t i tude f ly in~ B.C. . "provmce. police. Other than seven One r~! and one blue girl's ' 5nard with item 100,000 board--not with the kids or~ bring McOaffray in and thes showing the takeoff and  ' ' " " " ~ • ' . liquor seizures, one 24 hour 
sttldents, 7,000 staff and parents," said Shirley "argnedtogethimflredsald landing hazards of high 6o lden  Ru le  helped 'suspensionoflicenseandone bicycle as well as one 
$i27:,000-inillion :: yearb .  Scaife, president of a. NortheaSt,he was a man out of step altitude and heat  on ,the . : charge of ever.08 bloodlevel mauve, one green and one , 
Imdgetand make lt morer~-, York parents' federation, with his board, who didn't 'operation of aircraft, alcohol count. The black boy's bicycle have 
s'pousive to its community "His great nttribute is that have the required political Sunday was devoted to CHEQUE PASSED'.,  Hattun, towards the support celebrations' were .not been reported stolen, 
andHetimeS.put ' students on he"AthlnkSlot Ofof kidS.'admiustratorsl .and administrative skills." flight-briafing, and air "The. proceeds of the Bingo . (if The Golden Rule, The marred by incident. A small amount' of money ' 
held on June 11, by the presentation was made, over "He succeeded in antago- searches, by private pilots Abreak and enter occured was found near City Centre. 
se]ectlon committees ,for when thsy get t/ed up in their uizing everybody," said the using tMir own aircraft for KermodeFrlendshipCentre, the weekend, by Lorelei at Atom Motors in Service Owner may claim at  the 
.. principals, told 0fflclals that .offices forget what a child trustee, who asked not to he simulated targRs, These which amounted to $417.69, Smith, "of the Kcrmode .Centre Kitimat Sunday PubliesefetyBuildingpolice 
more students wi~!earnlng looks like.. They serve the rased. " pilots were accompanled by, were presented to Juenltu Centre. night. Several. tools wa~e. station. 
Torraoo Jayoeos Trades Fair trophy 
:: awards r and :;draw winners 
Terrace,& :District ' Jaycees held, their . . . .  ' l - 3rd - District of Terrace 
annual Trades Fair during the weekend. Artistic Expression . , : 
F011owingare the trophy winners for the ' '1st • Outdoor Education 
display categories: ~ . 2nd - Kelp's Craft 
' TRADES FAIR. 3 rd -Nor thern  Craft 
Loea'l Retail ,. ' "  
1st ': - . .  Albert & M~Caffery • Merchants Award 
2nd .  Northern Craft 1st - Outdoor Education 
3rd - Kefo's  Craft 2nd-  Kefo's Craft 
National Retail , '3rd Albert & McCaffery 
I s t -  Avon of Canada ' ' , • 
• ' 2nd - S.S. Cookware . . . . .  , Winnersof the draws drawn in the c los ing 
3rd - Amway ' hours of the Terrace Jaycees'  Trades Fair 
Industrial , were as follows: 10-Speed Bicycle won by  
Ist- ~ - Charlie's. Plumbing " John Amos Jr. of Terrace; Colour TV won 
2nd .  Madig Industries • ' by John Auriat of Terrace; Skit Outfit, won 
Institutional .... by Brian Burdett of Terrace and - the grand 
• Ist - Outdoor Education. draw, a choice of any one of five cars.- by 
t 2nd ,  Canad ian  Imperial Bank  of, Corn- Theodore  Desjarlais, a B .C . .Te l .  Ter race  The Outdoor Education Booth took three first prizes at the stitutional. ArttsUc Expression and the Merchants Award. 
merce  .employee. ' '" ~; ., Jaycees Trades Fair, Saturday and sunday: I.. Photo l i ) I ) .ug  Misfeldt. 
:, THE HERALD, Tuesday, June 20, 1978 
Employer of the year was awarded to the Kitlmat Fire Department last 'l'nursday night 
when Cameron Lawson, right, anu Inn Murray, missing from picture, presented Lt. 
Dave Underdewn, left, with the Mount Elizabeth Secondary School Careers Week 
plaque. The department took about seven students during the work-study perisd where 
students are mixed in with personnel to get the 'flavenr' of their position. 8ome of the 
boys attended fire cells with Fire Chief Bill Dawned while still others attended am- 
bulance sails. All the boys worked on 'the floor' of the firestatioa in the "nifty gritty" 
areas of the Job. 
Hearst not to marry, 
contrary  to Newsweek report  
SAN FRANCISCO ( ,AP) -  Newsweek quoted~ teetion when she was kid- 
Patricia Heerst's mother unidentified sources ae sapped Feb. 4,1974, from hor- " 
today termed "totally saying the couple might be Berkeley, caliL, apartment. 
ridiculous" a report in married before Miss Hearst 
Newsweek magazine that leaves prison. 
her daughter plans to marry Miss Hearst returned to 
a former bodyguard, the minimum-security 
The magazine said Miss federalprisonatPleesuntun, 
Hearst, 24, who is serving a Calif., May 15 after failing in 
seven-year prison term for" court appeals to have her 
bank robbery, is planning to guilty verdict overturned. 
marry Bernard Shaw, 30, a TI)e~.S. Supreme C0m't had 
San FrancisCo pollcemajd~ t ~  tO rbview.: the con- 
who W0~'" fW a:. 'time" ~Uo~ in March? "' 
during off-duty hem as the Miss Hearst gained at- 
newspaper heiress's bud- 
yguard. 
The report is "totally 
ridiculous," said Catherine 
Hearst, wife of Randolph 
llearst, president of the San 
Francisco Examiner. 
"Of course it's not true," 
Mrs. Hearst said when asked 
by reporters about the 
magazine article. "She's in 
prison. There are so many 
rumors about Patty that 
don't bother my mind about 
them." 
Shaw, who has 'refused to 
comment on the etory, is in* 
volved in divorce 
proceedings. He is 
represented by San Fran. 
cisco lawyer George Mar- 
tinez, the same lawyer who 
took over Miss Hearst's 
defence last month. 
Fibre optics to supply Elie .wit] t m¢ dia 
QUEBEC (CP) --  The 750 
residents of Elie, Man., a 
farming community 60 
kllometreswest ofWinnipeg, 
will be enjoying "such city 
luxuries as sinaleparty 
telephone service, five or 
more televislen, channels, 
FM radio, teleshopplng and 
other, servicos under a five. 
year  communicat iona .  
program announced today 
by Can~munirations Minlst~ 
Jemms~mve. 
Mm~ Sauve said her 
depari~ent .and.  the 
CamdiMnTele- 
commmdeati~ Carriers 
Amelatien are splitting the 
~00,000 cost of studies for 
theexperimeet, designed to 
improve communicatimm to 
rural Canada and to keep 
Canada in the forefroat of 
fthre.opties technology. 
Also involved in the ex. 
periment are Bell Northern 
Research, the' Canadian 
Wire and Cable Co. and the 
Manitoba Telephone System 
whleh will supply housing, 
poles, switches and per- 
sonnel to operate and 
maintain the system. 
The, minister announced 
the program at a.meeting of
the carriers association. 
Mane. Suave said it is 
wrong to believe that rural 
residents want te avoid 
million persons in rural 
Canada, ono-third to onchslf 
are unhappy with their 
telephone service. 
"About 30 per cent of rural 
m~erlhers are st, lon lines 
with more than four parties 
and while four-perty llne 
telephone s~vice is fast 
becoming the norm for mrsl 
earrien, the demand for 
stngie-perty servico is rising 
sharply," she said. 
Economics is' respomlbile 
for the situation, not the 
carriers. She said it costs 
about seven times more to 
provide telephone service in 
low-pupulatiun areas than in 
dues. 
COULD BE ANSWER 
She said fibre optics with 
"its incredible information- 
carrying capacity" could be 
the answer. " 
"A glass fibre is capable of 
delivering not only standard 
telephone service, but cable 
television and other in- 
formational, educallonsl and 
entertainment services not 
yet dreamed of," said the 
minister. 
"Quite apart from the 
social impact of such 
potential, there is the 
prospect that the revenue 
from tulcoommunieatiens 
services delivered, through 
fibre could be doubled or 
urban technology. Of the five tripled through fees for other 
Messiah to horses 
PALATINE, Ill.. (AP) -- 
Most broken down horses 
make a qulek trip to a dog- 
food plant. But thanks to 60- 
year -o ld  Art Thompson, 
w~n-out IivezT harass, old 
track ponies and gimpy 
thoroughbreds get a chance 
to grow old gracefully, 
frolicking in.  a lakeside 
Imsture. 
Tlmmpeen, a juekey in his 
youth in his native Britain, 
stable superintendent aist 
Arllngton,Park. A couple of 
kilometres away he has 
operated his old-horse 
retreat fo~ 19 years a ta  
fe ted  farm, which is home 
now to 13 horses. 
~e  later Joined forces with "I ~ I could take in 
her captors, the Symblenese more of them and it makes 
Liheratica Army and par- me sad that I can't, but 
llcipated with SLA members space is limitedand so is my 
in the April, 1974, bank messy." says Thompson. "I 
holdup for which she was spend $7,000, about half my.. 
convicted. " " .~, yearly salary, to keep eno 
'. ' feed the berees o they can 
During her appeals: ,she live out a carefree life. I've 
WaS free on $1 million!ball, always loved horses, it's as 
She will be eligible for simplensthat.Ican'tbearto 
parole in a year. think of them being carted 
Province-wide resource strategy 
CRANBROOK, B.C. (CP) and parks and wilderness. :~" other speakers said.  the  
- -  Natural resource "Giveme any combination solution would not include 
strategies on a provincial ~.prioritins for those nine sinning up every logging 
level are needed to avoid uses and I would be able, in read or bunning roups from 
government confild at all en,hour, to come up with a the wilderness. 
levels, Bill Young, assistant rough plan for the province 
chief forester, said Satur- which would give us those TORKSEY, England (CP) 
day. priorities," Young said. - -  Miss Gladys Wlckens, 77, 
I Young, speaking to about Ray Demarchl, Kootenay was told by a high court 
125 Kentsmay outdoorsmm, regional game biologist, said Judge that she may have to 
said only provtneinl resource coord inated  resource  go to prisun if sbe rafnses to 
strategies could adequately planning could resolve sell her farm. Miss Wickens 
cope with regional priorities conflict over access to agreed to sell her farm and 
and programs. Wilderness areas. There her cattle six years agobut 
He enid top resource uses would be a road in every later refused to go ahead 
were timber production, Kcotenay valley.by 1382 if with the deal because she 
forest land base, agriculture the problem is not solved, said the potentlal owner was 
development, range land, However, Demarchi and not interested in the cattle. 
•water management, fish, 
wildlife, forest reereatien 
[ 
i ubor 
 Juu 
=lltt $11akespearean guam 
FORMAL DINING 
Mon-Thur-Sasme.12p.m. 
Fri-Sat-Sa.m.-la.m, 
236 OITY OTR. 
CLOSED Reservations, 
• su.. ~2-3636 
beef & bottle 
technological properties of scrambling to perfect and 
the 706. introduce itand a worldwide 
"Western nations are race is on." 
s~vicas." 
Mme. Sauve said fibre 
, optics :'is one of the hottest 
l' . " ' ~o,,~.; .~@~ 
n ~ ¢ n  • n 
rov lnc la l  
The biggest Provincial yet! and still only $5! 
NOW ON SALE. 
off to be ground into pet food 
after they've broken down 
and are of no more use." 
Seven horses that died of 
old age while on the farm 
have been buried secretly by 
Thompson around tL~ 
countryside. 
His "family ''~ emqists of 
track ponies that are bowed 
and no longer can ac- 
company skittish race 
horses on to the track, worn- 
out livery saddle horses and 
thoroughbreds, all geldings, 
that broke down racing and 
were to lle destroyed. 
His favorite is Francis, a 
livery horse he rescued from 
a van of old.nags befng 
hauled off to be killed. 
"Francis is 36 years old and 
I've had him eight years," 
Thompson naid..."He was 
just plum worn out. He loves 
bread end geto'two l aves a 
day. 
v~le ln  Cono~o t ottefv Fo~lg~,  
Accidentally . . .  
tree about 20 kilometres east 
of the Vancouver Island 
community of Par~vil le. 
Police said he was alone at 
the time of the crash. 
The Canadian Press 
survey, from 6 p.m. Friday 
to midnight Sunday night 
local times, does not include 
homicides, industrial ac- 
cldenis or suicides. 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
At !east seven persons died 
accidentally in British 
Columbia during the 
weekend, all in traffic ac- 
cidents. 
Donald Kevin Simpson, 38, 
was killed early Sunday 
when his semi-trailer 
slammed into a ditch on 
Highway 5, 25 kll0metres 
south of Blue River in 
southern Interior B.C. Wit- 
nesses said the impact 
shifted a load of wire rope, 
crushing the driver's cab. 
Two Vancouver women 
died Sunday In a one-car 
accident at Deroche, B.C., 
about 80 kllometres east of 
Vancouver. Police said 
Tri~vina Devi, 19, and 
Drirendra Prasao, 20, were 
killed when their cer went 
out of control and overturned 
in a slough. 
Wllllam Wytowich', 50, of 
Va:,couver, was killed 
Saturday when he was hit by 
a car in downtown Van- 
couver. 
Roy Halderson, 47, of 103 
Mile, B.C., was killed Friday 
night when his car left High. 
way 97 south of the Caribee 
community of Quesnel. 
Anna Gronewegen, 39, of 
Richmond, B.C., was killed 
Friday night in a heed.on 
collision at the south ehd of 
the Oak Street bridge linking 
Vancouver and Richmond. 
Police said the driver of the 
other car suffered minor 
injuries. 
Clifford Alva Chase, 67, of 
Port Alberni, B.C. was killed 
Friday night when-hie car 
left the road and struck a 
News 
oddities 
HENRYETTA, Okla. (AP) 
- There could be disco 
dancing in this eastern 
Oklahoma city of 6,500 later 
this year-maybe. 
The city council voted 
Tuesday night to put the 
city's ban on public dancing 
• to a vote of the, peoIMc at the 
Aug. 22 primary. , 
The ordinance, adopted in 
1957, prohibits dancing 
"whore the general public is 
allowed to participate." 
Not much was hoard about 
the ordinates until several 
weeks ago when a group 
cenverllng an old depart- 
meat store on Main Street 
into a disco dance holl 
discovered the ordinanc( 
would keep the dance hell 
from opening. 
Mayor P. W. Cunninghem 
said the council decided to 
put the repeal prnposttiou en 
the primary ballot after a 
group circulated a parities 
seeking an end to the or. 
dinanca. 
presents  
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Reservations atthe Tudor up until $ p.m. 
WED.-SUN. 
6 a.m.-| a.m. 
45 OitY 0tr. 632-71 
HIRE A 
STUDENT 
WEEK 
JUNE 
19-23 
OONTAOT 
,JeAnne Ames 636.2044 or Alflson Knight 632491 
I, 
Telephone 636-4HI 
Dealer Lioonee Number 1492A Terrace, B.C. 
J.im M c'Ewan 
I "1 
REMEMBER OUR 2nd BIRTHDAY SALE iS 
STILL ON UNTIL JUNK 29th 
LATE MODEL USED CARS OR 
TRUCKS AND ACCESSORIES 
WE ARE C ING TO LEO DE JONG 
A UCTIONOFF SOME SPECIALS 
2:00 p,m, EVERY SATURDAY 
ITEM ENT 
Brewery workers say 
contract unacceptable 
VANCOUVER (CP) '-- A 
spokesman for British 
Columbia brewery workers 
said Sunday a contract offer 
by industry negotiators 
during the weekend was 
totally unacceptable. 
John Langley, of the Cana- 
dian Union of United 
Brewery, Flour, Cereal, Soft 
Drink and Distil lery 
Workers, said the companies 
made a package proposal 
includi~ the e]imimtian ofa 
cost-of-living allowance 
cia~se which the union had in 
.its previous contract. 
Workors went on strike at 
the Carilng O'Keefe plant 
here last month before the 
union was locked out at 
Labatt's In New West- 
minster and Victoria, Mol -  
sons  in Vancouver and 
Columbia Brewery in 
Creeton June 8. 
The strike-lockout affects 
I,-~00 productiou employees 
and about 200 distribution 
workers. 
"It seems the companies 
.are trying to impose an 
extension of wage controls 
on us," Langley said. 
He said many of the 
proposals from the com- 
penies were already con- 
rained in the old contracts. 
NO TALKS 
No further talks have been 
scheduled for four of the five 
union bargaining units in- 
volved in the Breweries 
dispute, Langley said. 
Representatives of the 
Victoria local were to meet 
today with negotiators for 
Lahntt's. 
~jA,-~,;,,; , : , ,p:•;,~;,:,:~,~ ~. , - , -~ .  • . . . . .  ~•:~.~•~.:`.~`~x~•~.~.t:.•~.:•~<•:~;.:•:`~.~.~..•~•~.•~`.•~.~.~ • , , ~n~. , ; , , '~ . ;% • . , , , . .  , , ,  , , , - * ,  , . , . * , . . . . , , . . . . . . . . - , . , . , . ,  
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Job opportunities 
. . Fur ther  detsi;~ on the 
following lobs are to be 
obtained by ca l l ing the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 635. 
7134. 
Millwright- 10.5i per hr. 
Terrace. Temporary full 
,time position. Should be 
certified. Some shift work. 
Typ is t -  $4.00 per hour 
D.O.E. Terrace. Permanent 
part-time. Fast accurate 
typing. 55 w.p.m. 
General Office Clerk - $3.25 
per hour• Terrace. Part 
time. Some typing (40 
w.p.m.) 
Dining Room Waitress - $3.75 
per hour. Terrace. Per- 
manent full time. Ex- 
per ience  pre fer red ,  
Janitor - ~4.55 per hour to 
start, Terrace. Clean office 
buildings, varying hours and 
shift, must be reliable, valid 
ckivers liocnco, some heavy 
work, long term era- 
ployment. 
General Office Clerk - $4.50 
hr• Terrace• Permanent 
part t ime~ General 
bookkeeping experience. 
Reception work. No typing 
required.. 
Clerk'Typist - $750 month. 
Terrace. Shorthand 
preferred. Typing 45 w.p.m., 
Switchboard, filing ex- 
perience required. 
Project Manager - $180 
weekly, Terrace. Tem- 
porary full.time. Grade l0 
and exp, with related work, 
Experience in working wi~ 
the public. Ability to 
supervise mployees. 
Baker - $7.50 per hour to 
start. Terrace. P~manent 
• full time. Must have ez- 
perie~ee. 
Laboorbr & Bookkeeper -
Combination. $1~8 perweek. 
Temporary full time. Must 
have some bookkeeping 
ex~rienee.. 
H.D. Mechanic - IWA rates. 
queen Chnrlottes. Employer 
will accept no~ ticketed 
tradesman if fully ex-, 
perieneed with heavy 
Meanwhile, George 
Johnston, president of the 
B.C. Federation of Labor, 
said the current breweries 
lockouts were orchestrated 
by the Employers' Council of 
B.C. • 
Johnston told delegates to 
the annual convention of the 
B.C. division of the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees~ 
'Saturday that "the lockout is 
and stock, reception, mail 
nuns. 
Housekeeper - $3.50 per hour. 
Terrace. Do all 
housekeeping duties - no 
cooking - some heavy work. 
4-e hours per week - prefer 
Fridays - must be reliable. 
letters of refermce, 
Receptlenist - 1;600 month. 
Terrace. Gmreai reception 
duties, typing speed 'not as 
important as the desire to 
improve and progress. 
Clerk 11 - 1,0~5 month. 
Terrace, Geural typing and 
switchboard backup• 
Waiter-Waitress - ~.~S per 
hour. Terrace. Permanent 
• full.Ume. Over 19 years of 
agq. Stock work," cash 
register and balancing 
ordering. 
Clerk Typist- Terrace. ;893  
+ 52.80 per me. Permanent 
full time. 40wpm typing 
essential. Some experience 
required. 
H.D.  Mechan ic  - I .W.A•  
rates. Juskatla. Permanent 
fulltime. TQ or fully ~- 
im~e~ocd. 
"Plpefltter - $9.27 hr. 
Terrace. Temporary 
position. Must have own 
bard hat and boots. 
8erdee Statics Attendant - 
neat. Opportunity for ad- 
vancement. Weekends off. 
D 
Bookkeeper-General Office 
Clerk - D.O,E. Permanent 
full-time. Prefer ex- 
perienced but will accept 
graduate from vocational 
training. 
Executive Secretary - $I,000 
month. Terrace. Typing 60 
wpm, filing, transcribing, 
shorthand month end 
repom, exp with public. 
Car Hop, -  M i~um.  
Terrace. 'Some experience 
preferred. Evening 6-12. 
Day 11-7. Hours vary whm 
l~sy. 
Registered Nurse-  SI1M 
month. Terrace. Care of 
patients in ICU maintenance 
of equipment• P~poasible 
to head nurse. Shift work 8 
percent VP, Room and 
Board provided at cost. 
Pump Jockey.Beekkeeper -. 
T.B.A. Terrace. Per- 
manent. CI. S Liconee. Cash 
& till duties. Mechanical 
background is an a'sast• 
General Office Clerk - $410 
per month Terrace.- Part- 
time position, Typing, 
bookkeeping, filing. Must he 
able to meet the public. 
Live in Housekeeper - 
per month + R&B. Port 
Saturday. , 
'%Ve will see the right-to-, 
wurk'campaign shift frozn' 
the, construction i dustry r~ 
nubile emelovees," he told 
"threamluai'oollve~tioa of the 
R C. division of the Canadian 
Jan of Public Employees. 
,~ight-to-work laws 
• ~hibit anyone from being 
,'ted to Join a union even~ 
naJerity of workers vote m 
vor of certification, 
a scheme which was or- 
chestrated and spearheaded 
by the Employers' Council of 
B.C . . . .  as part of a program 
to gut out nor collective 
agreements and lower our 
wages and benefits." 
"The employers are 
banding together so that if 
you strike me employer, the 
othm's will lock you out," he 
said. 
Terrace Mayor Dave Mar~ey signs a proclamation declaring ~Is week Hire-a Student 
Week wlth JeAnne Ames, student placement officer, of the Canada Employment Centre• 
Taxpayers could control school funds 
NORTH VANCOUVER 
(CP)  - -  The provincial 
government is considering 
bringing back a system of 
taxpayer spprovai for local 
school budgets, Education 
Minister Pat McGeer said 
Saturday. 
Prior to  1972, school 
operating budgets that ex- 
ceeded a government-set 
limit hod to win the approval 
of taxpayers in an annual 
school money bylaw refer- 
endum. 
Budgets now are voted on gave voters veto right. 
by the school trustees and EducationcostsinB.C.are 
require a two-thirds vote to rising because of budgets set 
pass. by local school boards, 
McGeer told a meeting d McGCOr said, and the North 
North Shore Social Credit Vancouver school district is 
associations that a one of the 'most free- 
referendum on school wheeling in the province. 
budgets is under active PAID MORE 
review by the government. "For instance, your 
He made the statement superintendent is paid more 
during a question and an- than the premier," McGeer 
swer session in reply to a said. 
suggestion there should be a "The cure (for rising 
return to the old system that school budgets) is at the 
ballot box and the local 
elections are in December." 
McGeer said 86 positions in 
edu.cation administration 
pay more than the deputy 
minister of education 
receives and some pay more 
than the most senior civil 
servants in Victoria receive. 
A. suuestion that ~us 
taxes, instead of aninerekae 
in property taxes be used to 
help pay for education was 
rejected by McGeer. 
/ 
1} th ," 
• .~ ~ ~'~[~ 
I 
saturday 
jUNE 24th i r 
kitimat arena 
8 P.M, 
Doors Open At 7 P,M, 
• Bingo chip~ - sold at the door 
OASH PRIZES 
JACKPOT 
U.00 per hour. Terrace. Edward.' To care for 2 
Part time position. Prefers childreh age, and 2- some , , , ,C  $ 2 5 0 0  ,o., ,.one -.- b. ooo,, . O0 
dependable, childcaro. .~,,~(~ 
.~:~.:~:~:~:~:•~•:~:~:.::~:~:~.~:::::~:~:~:~..~;~;~;~;~;~.~:~•~•~:•~:~t~:~:::~:~:~:~:~:~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: * 
Attack. on. 
• . ADMISSION- $10,00- right -to-work , ~ : ,  ~ i ~  INOLUDES 2 Oards and chance at'door prizes 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  George Johnston, ~ 
~fd,s~n~ will be the ,president of tbe' B.C. f ~  No admission to persons under 18 years 
next target of right-to-work Feder.ati .on of Labor, said his ~ , : '  ,~  
'laws, John Fryer, genera, orl~uazauonnsamuocneoa ~ ~  E, XT~A'  CARDS $2.00 each, 6'for $10 J )U  secretary .of the British. fu l l -scale counter-attack ~
Columbia Government against the right-t0-work ~ ; ', 
l¢-niployees Union, said movanl.t. " ~'~'~" " LY and  P ICK  YOUR LUOK'/GIRDS 
~D BY - K IT IMAT L IONS CLUB 
A massive advertislng 
camPaign is being carried 
out by the federation to 
counter an equally expensive 
media campaign by the 
Independent Contractors 
and Businessmen's As- 
sociation, he said. 
• lie said the massive tax 
cut has threatened the Jobs 
and lives of thousands of 
people. 
,i i~' : : ~i :i 
i 
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Pork Roast 
Boneless Loin. 
Ill Cuts, 
Frozen 
Ground Beef 
9 i ,.,..rOu.,, Sl, • • t . ' B'B,Q. for Hamburgers Ib, 
"e  
Green Peas 
or Mixed Veptables, ' 
,oo.o,,,.,t 2 Frozen. lb. 
Ohoioe, Pkp/M/ 
French Fries 
Bel-alr. ~--~ ~- - - - - )EC  
Roplar, Orinklo~ Ib, /Jr//~lJ/ 
or Shoestring. ~ Pkp/!/ 
 0rangeJmoe 
,o, hu.. a 
Sweetened.or Natural, (d~ ~) ~'1/ 
48 fl. oz. tzn ~ 
Pineapple 
Sliced, 0hunk ~.  ~.  
or gru|hed, ,. ~1  (Q  (O)  C 
Town House, /~  ~ ~l  
14 fL oz. tin ~ for ~ ~/  
Dill Pickles 
9_  • 
larho, No Garho 5Ll l  [ 
or Pohkie 0prki. ,1111 
32 fl, oz. Jar MJ 
i 
• Bananas 
from 
Control '~ :s l  O 0  America. 
Serve with I 
Ioe Oream ~_~ form. 
Lettuce 
v?,. 35 End,re, Leaf, C 
Romaine or Buffer each 
Prices Effective 
JUNE 21 - 24 
in Terraoe Safewav Store 
Sales in Retail Quantities only, 
i 
I 
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EDITORIAL 
Visiting Quebec last month, I was struck b.y the 
great amount of-restorations of "her i tage" 
buildings, aneient sites and streets including 
batt lements that was going on. 
Taking a two hour, five dollar bus tour of "01d 
Quebec" city (one hour was made up of stops so 
the tourists cbuid get out and  "ref resh"  them- 
selves-which of course meant an opportunity to 
spend money in souvenir shops and junk foods, 
by "ar rangement" )  showed me most of the 
streets visited had been, were being, or were 
about to be "restored". As they •were built of 
field-stone or brick, one could see this was a 
rnulti-mlllion dollar project. The occasional 
signs at the construction sites revealed, in small 
print, funding was by departments of the federal 
government -Ottawa. 
So it comes as something of a shock to pick up 
a copy of "TOURISME", a publ ication of the 
Canadian Government  Off ice of Tour i sm,  
published by authority of the Minister of In- 
dustry, Trade and Commerce and  edited by 
Information Services of that office, and read the 
following st°tame°is: . . .  "Tourism, Quebee's 
second most important industry after pulp and 
paper, has been declining in recent years . "  
EDITOR'S flOIE 
• .From Ume to time the "muckraking" as last week 
HERALD r~rinis edlterink a two-day seminar on 
oa social issues &om other 
newspapers, Ineled~. g those 
within Its newspaper chain. 
Recently we re-printed one 
on the Mgh death tell na 
Highway 16, originally 
published many years ago. 
Two w~eks ago we reprinted 
oae na "What Evor Hap. 
pened To Mary"-cenesruing 
the tragic ease of a woman 
whose unelad body was 
found in April on the high- 
way to Terrnce. Last week 
we published two articles 
appearing In a Vancouver 
dally reporting the in. 
terventlon In the B.C. 
legislnture . by MLA 
nmomary Brown on behalf 
of a Rupert womah said to 
have been hoepitaiised, by 
torture and beating at home, 
in Rupert. The fdlowl~ day 
we reprinted an expinnatlce 
by the RCMP of thdr  part In 
the same ease .  
• .Below is reprln~ed an 
editorial from the Prince. 
Rupert DAILY NEws 
June l~th which comments 
on MLA Brown's in- 
volvemmL 
• .We feel thh mverege Is 
timely, ratber than 
/ 
/ 15h '.s got her nerv-e 
Well, how about that Division have a large area to bind us togethor, and their 
P,~semary Brown? " She's cover, using their plane and 
sure got har nerve picking oa boat for coastal work, and 
our Mounties, hasn't she? they have a great deal of 
She's Just another one of work and patrolling to do 
these politiciana, who came within the city. And much 
here for 24 hours once in a vandalism to cope with. It 
Blue Moon and thereby--must be tiresome, 
Another $75 million, to help Quebec's 'declining' tourist trade 
Because of this, the art ic le indicated, "A $76" print, that "tourism in,Quebec, ... has been 
million agreement between Canada and Quebec declining in recent,  years"  -and therefore, 
will give a much-needed boost to the provinces presumably, the FEDERAL government has to become vacant. 
tourism industry.  (A) f ive-year Tourism 
• "Family Viola°co" attended 
by over 80 was hem at tl~e 
Northwest Communit~y 
College, Terrace, epo~ored 
by the Terraee FamUy 
Vinlence Committee and the 
United Way.~of Vancauver. 
..That net everyme may 
igree with the edlter of the 
Rupert DAILY NEW8 wm be 
evident from the copy of a 
Letter to the Ed/tor the, e, 
sent o us by the Presklmt of, 
the Rupert "Optims For 
Womm", which we are also 
publishing ms this page. 
Except o state simply that 
we are against vinlence of 
any hind, be it In the family, 
hi s the community, in the 
nation and among nailms, 
and to declare that we are 
strongly in support of 
dee°or°tic law and order, 
we have purpmety refrained 
from making nny statement 
on the Rawsen ease. 
EspeeinUy since the matter 
, b "before the courts" and 
any comment upon it by 
• eurselves or thin newspaper 
mutd be deemed preJudldai 
and make us Uable to 
peaseeution. 
become Instant Experts on frustrating business in. 
our problems, And then vastigating all the eases of 
makes loud noises aboutsmashed windows and 
something they don't know breakings and enterings- 
anything about er haven't and they can't be 
investigated thoroughly and everywhere at once, more's 
get us in the headlines in the pity. 
Vancouver papers in an One Mountie was telling us 
extremely unpleasant light- the other day, how, when he 
something we ran well do drove to work by way of 
withoqt~ especially ff it's not Park Avenue, he saw all the 
all that accura~e. Caution signs had been 
This interfering in family k'okon and twisted out of 
squabbles i  me of the meet shape during the night, with 
touchiest situations which the blinking lights smashed 
our police-and others-have all over• He,mentioned he 
amongst their more touchier mourned the fact a patrol 
problems• There are all car hadn't been near the 
kinds of tidnga to take into scene to grab the vundak in 
consideration i  cases of theaet. Andwhonwensked: 
lamllyviolones-nspactailyif "And what if they wore 
the couple are on their own juveniles?", he answered 
pro~, ' i f  one roftmcc to thny'dhotakonhometothair 
testify against he other, if parents. And that's another 
other people or kiddies are frustration the police have to 
involved, and most im- cope with-most of the 
porinnt of all, if there are. parents aren't home, or they 
liquor or aru~ involved, don't care, and so this 
Who is to say for sure what vandalism goes on and on 
• goes on in these situnttons? and it's out of their power to 
Who can tell the whole tale stop it. So they do indeed 
except those directly in. have a lot of ticklish 
volved, and that tale might problems to deal with. 
be delayed if one of the Our Mounties are proud of 
people involved spends ome their force, their uniforms 
ttmein hospital, as happened and theh" standards, And 
in this case. But the they have every right to be. 
Mounties have every detail Anywhere you may go in 
c~'thnt case and their in. Canada, it's a" comforting 
volvemont in it meticulously thought to see them shout 
documented in their flies, their duties everywhere 
nevar fcarl aernss our great nation. • 
The Mounties in this Sub- They, and the Canadian flag 
Deve lopment  Sub-Agreement  was  s igned 
recently under terms of the earlier Canada- 
Quebec General Development Agreement. 
Guided by a general strategy it is expected a 
wide range of tourism plant improvement 
projects will be undertaken. Among many under 
consideration are: 
"Four  provincial parks and apub l i c  beach in  
the Montreal Region. Further ~-estoratiou •work 
at P lace Royale, Quebec City; provincial parks 
On the Gasps t~euinsula and the Magdalen 
Islands; improvement o Outdoor recreation 
centres in the Saguenay-LacSaint:Jean Maurice, 
North Shore and Abitib~-Temiscaningu~; a new. 
outdoor recreation centre in the Outaouais 
region." " ' • 
With all the hundreds of millions of dollars the 
Federal  government of Canada has spent in 
.sprucing up Montreal-and other.parts of Quebec 
m preparation for the Worlds Fair, a few years 
ago, plus the hundreds of millions spent also by 
the federal government  for the Montreal 
Olympics, with multi-million dollars in world 
wide publicity for persons of every race and 
nationality to "Come to Quebec"; With 
(presumably) other hundreds of millions of 
dollars ;'sprucing up", bui ld ingr0ads,  hotels, 
parks, beaches, parking lots, "facil it ies", in- 
foi'rnation centres, ferries, airports that ran not 
only into the tens of millions and hundreds of 
millions of dol lars-but into the" bilHons-to 
present Quebec in a favourable light for in- 
ternational tour~m-~,  are now told, in small 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
jogging from Agassiz to 
Harrison Lake, stopped for a 
rest beside the road, bet 
waved his arms about to 
keep exorcising. Next thing 
he  knew, an RCMP vehicle 
pulled up alongside him, 
thinking something was 
lint hawaved them co 
"and started jogging and 
waving again. 
• So the police pulled their 
vehicle up ahead of him and 
got out to investigate, quite 
• ure there was trouhle 
somewhere with aU this 
waving going on betide the 
main highway.. They are a 
conscientious bunch. 
If you have a Mountie for a 
neighbor, yon are lucky. On 
the whole, they are steady, 
stolid citizons, raising 
families and taking part in 
commuaity affairs. We have 
had many such policemen 
pass through Prince Rupert 
over the years and will be 
bidding several of them 
'goodbye' shortly as they 
leave on transfer. We wish 
them well in their new 
postings, espoctaffy Sgt. Stan 
Winarski of the City Detoch. 
m~nt who has been giving us 
news releases these past 
many months, and has an. 
swered our numerous 
questims with the uimest 
patience and accuracy-and 
that we appreciated very 
mush. 
So, don't you worry, 
fellows, (and girl-mustn't 
forget our Jautcel)-we're 
with you all the way. As this 
ease drags its way evon- 
toaily through all the leg 
ponderous porilmm of our 
legal systems, your in- 
vesllgatlons will prove in. 
valuable in givl~ evidence 
and action on the case. 
And to hcck with Ms. 
Brown'and her Little Bag of 
Apples. Let her clean up her 
party's act before she starts 
picldng on someone lse. 
And let her get her facts 
straight first, too. 
TODAY IN HISTORY 
i~--Gronnd was brokco 
for a canal between Lakes 
Suporlor and Huron. 
lSD6---Successful trials 
were made of the firstFord 
automobile. 
191 l--Actress Rosalind 
Russell was horn. 
pump another $76 million dollars over the next 
five years--over fifteen million dollars a year -m 
new construction-lust to heir  it out. 
CA~u~,-~ to any other part  of Canada I have. 
yet seen, -and  remember,  May is the pre-tourist 
soason-not the height of the season-Quebec was 
the most  tour is t -deve loped,  tourist-  
Dear Ms• Bowman, . -C~tre in Vancouver. She 
On August ISth, 1977, a has brain damage, impaired 
Prince Rupert woman was vision, and suffers frmn 
taken from her home' by amnesia extruding from late 
ambulance to the hospital. July of 1977 to early January 
She was uncomofous and of 1978. She, is now a 
bleeding from the head. Her quadraplegic• Through 
cheekbones had been intensive physio~thorapy 
broken, her neck twisted, sessions she has regained 
She had massive burns to her limited use of hor arms but 
abdomen, chest and arms, sheisnever xpected to walk 
The doetoi- in attondanes again. 
stated that such burns could 
have been caused with the Over tbe ten month period 
hot blade of a knife or since the beating, relatives 
similar metal object. It was have repeatedly asked every 
evident the woman had been conceivable agency for help. 
horrendously beaten and They have asked if they 
tortured. She. remained could lay charges or if the 
unconscious for a week and police would. They have 
was flown:to Vancouver been told over and over 
Gcooral Hospital. She is again that there is a raino- 
presently in a Rehabilitation t0nce on the part of 
authorities ito involve 
themoelves in  marital 
• .diSputes, that the woman 
herself would have to hy 
charges ff and when she 
fine name and their Musi~l ' recovered physluaUy. In 
Ride are held in high esteem short no help had been forth. 
all over the world, coming until, finally, m June 
Recently, we heard a ' 2, 1978, after much i~uro '  
from concarned relaUvce 
southern B•C. radio an- and friends, charges were 
°ouster tall of haw his 43- lald. 
year-old son, who was. These are the hare facts of 
the ease. Hearing et this 
crime a eltizca san only feel 
outrage and sham~ Outrage 
at the possibility of sW.h a 
sophisticated, tourist-conscious place that I have 
ever seen outside of the old pre-War Coney 
wall place seemed, it was standing room only, 
with line-ups of people waiting for a table to 
The brief hour or two I spent in the Place 
Royale, was punctuated with busload after 
busload of school children from Ontario and the 
U.S. disgorging hundreds of school "children-all 
with money to spend-taken on sight seeing tours. 
Yet, the government publication I have on my 
desk, dated May of this year (last month) says it 
plainly,, in black and white--Quebec's tourism 
"has been declining in recent years" -and  we, 
Island and Atlantic C i ty . type  operations. 
Caleches-those horse-drawn; manure.dropping 
t ra f f i c -snar l ing  tourist  car ry ing  pieces of 
transport; the tours, the advertising, th sidewalk 
cafes, the "Old Town", the bands, the night 
clubs, the cocktail ounges, the street musicians, "
the specialty foods and restaurants-these w re 
but a sample of the tourist-oriented lures set out 
for the tourist like the cheese in a mouse-trap. 
And, even in May-al l  these methods and the 
many more subtle ones seemed to be working. 
No .mnt',er ~ow dinky, tiny or ancient and "us- 
SOlely,eared" a bistro or Disco or other  hole-in-" 
the taxpayers  will have to pump another $76 
million in there to beef it up- in addition to the 
tens of millions we are already spending on the 
federal share of tourism in Quebe& - . 
I wondered about the multi-millions of dollars 
tour is ts  a re  spending when they vis i t  
"Canada's"  National Historic Sites in Quebec-  
where does it all go to? The planeloads, 
trainloads, busloads and carloads of tourists 
flocking there. Still it seems, tourism is 
"declining" in Quebec and Canada-from sea to 
sea-has  to pr ime the Quebec pump with freab 
tens of millions of tax dollars. 
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From the BOSTA Newsletter 
"Smokebomb" Bennett at it again! 
"They should call him Premior doesn'tpanic again couvor. A survey of the" government has accepted a
smokebomb Bennett," and drop another b~nb. membersidp atthe lust AGM federa lgovernmmtp~ 
indicated a great many that seat belts be required in crime; outrage that thore seems *,, ~ -,, ~ . ,  ~ . . . . .  President David Kaedal said With this in mind, I !1 be 
. . . . .  u --  , , - -  • trusteex town for ~,,,-~-, ;., ,k,,.. June .S in response to meeting with the Minister of .. ~jected.to holding sobs! buses capable of 
circumstano,~. ,ha ohomo Premtar Bill Bennett s Education, hoping to non- generm mcoung outside carrying 10 or less 
oth,~ . . . .  ~..-'/.=',~.--~'.'~ accusation that school vince him that this kind of Vancouver every fourth pansmgers. 
,,.°leases 4,, ~ ~,~, -~;,~ oards are . fiscally politiclzinglahurtingns all- .year.. BUS INSPECTORS 
z.,*v ,v  m~ dttob w ~ u  ' . es  ,~referrin~ t^  ,,Is . . . . . .  h irresponsible. . peninlly the tox-payera- Alan, attendance at this The Motor Vehicle In- 
'rimes ra~har *h"~'-~"*"°~'~ . "Every time he gets an and that a more responsible year's AGM in Prince spection Division has set up 
unon them "~ . . . .  ~ about, how disen: approach.is the only chU~ George was. down by 15 a.mobile unit to inspect 
-'Instead we are "resented ca°°ted the Is°payers ot we nave t~ solving British percent, while the cost of seaool buses in areas of the 
withM&Bowman'~'editorinl :'~a' aro.bece~..in~, hordes  ~t~lumbi,a, s edueationa] sta.ging the__convention was province where .~mmt 
of June lqh q' . . . .  , .o, , t -  w y m umt' t'nme emma. ,up oy over ~ percent, testing facilities are 
edit,,4or';o'~', ~ o"=~,,~'~'"~. Minister's office of his and KANDAL, " McGEER Many delegates also unavailable. 
• insanely cenvolnted lo~lc ~ ~t the .~ .~. .b ,  '~_a~.m .vxc~.ma. . .  cemp~.~ aboutthelack of until, noW, the RCi~ has 
, ,a°,~,~,,o ~. . . . .  ~:'~2 nopmg me smoze wm runs t'rnsleam uawu ttamal conurauseaac- oarned out school bus in- 
. . . . .  e~--.,.-,-- ,- -, " t in and Edu co s ' .__,,'~*,, ~*h,, w..,,,..,, ,,~,,,- ., ,,,,~,,u . . . . . .  the facts, David,,°° d a cation Miaiator Pat . mmodations, pection in these areas. The 
I am mustastounded . . . . . . . . . .  bv'th,~. .news. relent.. But this variM .cGee. r dls.euseed .a wide BUS SAFETY STANDARDS ..BCSTA has been proposing 
values that are implied, m.t.eat s.m.e.aese_reen', the . .et.y of m.nes at. ~ m- The. May 31 deadline for me~..nstab.lishment of a 
.Ms. Bowman berates ~m_u_~nonc ma~u.u~.ses~a~! ~ae~meetmsm vtetorm rest°one to Transport ~v?uetsstlnSusitforover 
Resemo.-,, u, . . -  ~.. nares are ~ c ,y  e • . uanana s propcaa i  t0 0 years .  
"GET(ti"na) " s'""'~n t'h'~ irr~ .l~..Ible, .is .Just too .David expressed son.ecru upgrade school hun safety _ - 
headlines in Vancouver much, ,n.e..can°nuns.. about . . . .  the _ m.unter- standards has been extended ~y THE CANADIAN PRESS 
papers in an extremely _,~-~ _c~__a tea you_a,s~ot'y ~_pr~m~t,~ty .o!.rremter Bill t0August 31. . . . . . Ka~.~ Wilhelm II, Gor- 
unpleasant ~ht," Thus for ..~y_.Lmy.~, p~,~-  ~,~t~L~e~e a~u~.u~ .~e.p.rep~e~. m n.on~ n~n..y;s~s.t.monsrch, diedin
Ms Bowman. anneosane in .xeu~new,.we._veueeu.u~. . t .ucu.em uour.u.a were uemwtmsnatswmgmand exuemtiotmnd37yearsago 
m~h more . tn~l~ fl~an m m.cet mm Mr• .~enn.etc tor mouuy, lrr~. l~us|m.e. ~sce occupant .or .ash protection t~la..y--~ 1941. Repousib]e 
~,,tice ' moses now, u'ym8 m put story aueve), uawn i ann are smear to those tar me First World War as 
"--1~ Bowmun reduces ,s'o forward ways of reducing repeated the Assoeintion's established in the U.S. last- .mueh throughwoaknesses as 
'ax le  (but assurediv ;~  the .school tax burden on ..request for a mect.~g with year. .  . by. direct intention, the 
isolated) ease to a "~n~-  j.o.~t property owners, m.eticer, .ti~_. Pr~mer_ond . "t'ne mnen...e~, re guintions ~ ,t~ece.m.,e. the .focus of 
~v,,nbbt*" ~,,, , ,~,~;,~*ho~ we ve sent requests, we ve e'mance ~mmter ~:van nave ceex ormemea Dy some a..m~ hOStility after ae- 
~ --:--..; ~,'-~.-T~ ..-.- ,.~ sent a telegram. Well, he Wolfe to discuss the in the U.S. as being u .o~a!eat.rocltiss were esm- 
~r~te~ca~. .~,~. ,  didn't answer our requests, government's school policy, uneconomical and im- n.~.u~la.mngmeo~.upation 
n,~n~-~ ~nt~'~, .~. '~ ,~ " he didn't answer the ALL ~RE AGMs IN practical. C~llicselaimthat m u~gl .~ am... 13ecause 
~""~'n . . . .  . " ' " ' . " "  ."~". telem'am and he sure isnt' V NCOA . . . . . . . . . . .  U3FI~]R th~ nmw atnndnrAa  heua ~1. ormou8 1o68 o!. f i fe on both 
P otograpn convmce ms. -r-- . . . . . . . . . . .  sinus resulted from trench Bowman of ,h,,~ ~o~,o ,,. anaworing the problem. . The BCSTA Executive increased the cast of the warfare . . . . . . .  ~ ,  . , , ,w ,,, " V me. ,,uter ule t~erman dens he simnlv not wantta '. ~ we can.d° is s.tand .o .t.edatitsJune3.4mecilng average school bus by revolution of l~m t~ . . . . .  
know? "-"  - - me.x, wait for me smo~e m m mid all future annual $11,000 to $17,000. "~rmitted " - ' " ' -~  "?° 
• ener ,,. to live In Ms Bowman states "there clear and pray that the g ai meetings in Van- Meanwhile, the provincial retirement at Doom Castl~ 
are nil kinds of tl~mga to tske ' -  . . . .  e -  . . . .  ' - ' -  - "  
VIA, RaI, "Fare for all" Man 
m e r e  any  lusWlcauon fo r  1 . o , . m . . 
S Uewhoan~n~l~a: a~t?~ AII VI~ l~oC~n~%to~uc~daanOj~neC~16t~t ~ a~Fo~are~i ~ ~~c imr~ the. respective railways, subject o certain 
operated by C.P. Pailas well as on VIA trains. ' ' -Attractive ~ffoup rains far perlles of 2.6 adults, 7.29 0r 
When the new fares Wore announced three weeks ago, 
negotiations between VIA Rail Canada and C.P. Pail 
respecting application of the new fares to C.P. trains had not 
bceu completed. A~,reemont has now. been reached and the 
new mmmon fare structure will became valid on trains of 
beth campenles at mid June. 
The now Tare.For:All' plan has beth basic and incontive 
rates. On avorage, it is estimated basic rates will reduce cast 
of travel on C.P. Pall trains by some 13 por~L.  Basle rates 
are qmted on a me-way basis, double for the round trip, good 
every aayof ~e year. All fares are quoted in dollars only, to 
simpllf_y purenasns. 
In addition to the basic year-round fares, the Tare-For-All'. 
plan offers a cemprshmsive range of ines~tive rates to 
protection and Justice even if 
the crime does occur'in her 
own home. 
I do not dispute that the 
R.C,M.P. have much to do in 
onr area. Hewevar equating 
~the hattoi'ingof a woman to 
this extent with "van- 
'dalism" is an atroelous 
misuse of the'. oditorinl 
responsibility. 
Mr. Bowman exhibits a 
blind faith in authority which 
is horr~dons. The editorial 
is an appalling, irrespomible 
travesty• We roaders hoad 
demand that Mr. Bowman mcaurage rail travel at'off.peak times and particular to 
retract her editorial or attract automohlleusers. 
resign. Thnso incentives inciude: 
Sincerely, -Round trip excursion rate°, at one and one-third 'of the 
Susan Tlclmon basic one-way fare, available at off-peak times between any 
for 30 or more travelling together. , 
.-suninr eitize~ will travel for one.thlrd off basic ons-wny 
rMea. 
:-A..sericc of rye VIA Pa .ssee, permitting unrestricted 
u.a~l m. specified .torri~ries for varying periods of time. 
~.~'n.tenes p rnsm.t~, dnslgnated, are: _Allot Canada, lines 
~m~u~.P~_ _anujw~ .unto Win~_peg an a wet, ~ebec City- 
~uaumr corrtqor, ~:Ol~Immll-Ualgary anaWest. 
"For tile time being, and until the transfer of imionized 
employees from C.N. and C.P. Rail to VIA take place, 
fares will not be available for journeys involving 
imerune movements from C.P. Pall trains to VIA trains or 
vice versa. The me exnsption will be VIA Pagans which will - 
p_~p~ .urn o! e~ comply wiu~ tor~ai  
umau,, emw 9. ~m'mor ~tatm ma be obta Y Ined from travel 
agone or from sales offices of C.P. Pall or VIA Pall 
rnspectively. Concurrent with introduction 'of these new 
~e~. ~ e h  rnservaUons wi l l  be required for travel on 
i 
, J 
# 
Beds pull second in regional 
baseball tournament 
by D. Hamilton • 
The Terrace Reds broke 
their losing streak at a very 
convenient time, as they won 
two games to finish in second 
place in the Annual 
withers. Jim Kellar was the way to their second straight 
winning pitcher with Garry win. Once again Keller was 
McKinnon being tagged with the winning pitcher with Bob 
the loss. Kootor recording the loss. 
The 'Reds then received a The final game featured a
bye and took to the field second Reds.Glaeiors clash 
Moricetown Tournament , Sunday morning to'face the as Smithers had knocked 
over the weekend. Glacierq,. who had defeated Hazelton out of the tourney. 
The Reds, riding a six the Moricetown Grizzlies. The Glaciers, fresh off of a 
game slump into the 
weekend tourney, defeated 
theMoricetown Cubs and the 
Smithers Glaciers but/o~.t to
the Glaciers in the final 
game nf the modified ouble 
knock-out tourney. The 
As in the previous game the 
• Reds scored a run in each of 
the first tow Innings. The 
Glaciers however duplicated 
that feat and the "score 
remained 2-2 until the top of 
the fifth. In that inning the 
10.0 victory, were ready and 
their bats continued to be 
alive. By the end of the 
second they bad a 4-1 lead. 
The Reds struggled back in 
the third to come within one 
run on a double by Hamilton. 
trophy and prize money the 
Reds also picked up two 
individual, awards. Dave 
Hamilton was chosen as the 
'host All Around Baseball 
Player and picked up the 
James Wilson Memorial 
Trophy, and Jim Keller 
received the Best Pitcher 
Trophy. 
Hazelton and Smithers 
also figured into the in-" been giving pitcher Jim 
divldual awards with two Palmer much support lately 
players from each team but it's been eanugl~to ex- 
being honoured. The Moot tend his winning streak to 
Valuable Player was given seven games. 
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Terrace tennis to get pro boost 
On Thursday and Friday of length and there will be a fee 
this week, there will be two of $2.00 per person to cover 
B.C. Tennis Association travel expenses. 
Coaches in ' Terrace to There will also be two one 
provide a series of tennis hour sessions for children. 
clinics for both beginner and This is an excellent op- 
intermediate players. Each portunity to receive in- 
session will be two hours in struction from two highly 
American League games 
By THE ASSOCIATED Cleveland Indians beat Mil- 
PRESS - waukce Brewers 3-0 before 
Baltimore Orioles have not losing 4-1 in the nightcap of 
their double-header, anc 
Kansas City Royals edged 
Chicago White Sex 3-2 In 11 
innings before the Sex routed 
the Royais 11-0 in the 
qualified coaches, and 
everyone is Invited. 
• Reaerveyourtimes; phone 
the recreation department at 
638-1174. The clinic schedule 
is:- 
Thursday, June 22 
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. -- 
Beginners 
4:00 to S:00 p.m, - Children 
6:00 to 8:00 p .m.  - 
Beg inners  
S:00 to'  10:00 p.m. -- 
Beginners 
Those clinics arn brought 
to you by the B.C. Tenni- 
Association in Cooperation 
with the Terrace Reereatlm 
Department and Tennis 
• Club• 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
REMEMBER WHEN ... 
Tommy Burns, bern Noah 
Brusso in Hanover, O0t., be- 
8:00 to 10:00 p.m. - In-. cam an American cltizm 11 
t~rmediates years ago today--in 1947. 
Friday, June 23 Burns was world 
l:00 to 3:00 p.m. -- heavyweight  boxing 
Beginners champion from 1906 to 1906, 
4:00 to 5:00 p.rh. - Children the only Canadian to hold the 
6:00 to 8:00 p .m. -  In- crown. He died in Van- 
it came mostly from the 
women onlookers. 
In my opinion (and I'm 
• sure the opinion of many 
others that heard them) 
there was more good 
sportsmanship on the field 
than there was on the wat- 
chers stands. Our coaches 
and umpires give their time 
without pay or reward to 
train the girls in their 
respected teams, and one 
thing they try hard to teach 
them is good sportsmanship 
on the field. ' 
How must it sound to them 
when they hear all the foul 
insults called down to the 
umpire. Win or lose the kids 
enjoy the sport, and most of 
them are laughing and on- 
joying, themse!vcs,~ regar. 
d ie~f l r s t  or~ low~.eam. 
l~~~i~oJ~ all 
the~i~i~;~i'ti~l '~/ m~•~;~ so
kindly coached and umpired, 
and:helped oizt the teams. 
Another nasty (oz more 
like it-lazy) thing was the 
way the park and 
surrounding area was used 
as a garbage site. There 
were several garbage cans 
distributed here and there 
glasses, paper, cans etc. 
were thrown down wherever 
the person was standing or 
sit•g. It was not all kids 
either. Cigarette packages, 
and paper of every 
Hazeltnn Braves took third Reds loaded the bases, and However, that was all the to Glen Brenean efHazclton, The Oriolesseorediust two nightcap, termedlates couver, aged 74, in 1955. 
place, with two out Jim Kellar hit a scoring for the Reds as the runs for the right-hander 
In the first game, Saturday line drive to right field that c. l .~.o ¢;.on,, ,,.t ,... while Dick Smith picked up Stinday but he provided eight .:.~..:~:.:.:.:.:.:.~..~....~:.~..v.~...:.~.:.:~.....~....~.....~.~.~.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.~.:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.~.~.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:...:.~.:.z.:.:.~.~...~..~.~.z.....~:-~.~:--.~ 
morning, the Reds and'Cubs was dropped by Smlthers . . . . . . . . . . .  a ,, . . . . .  the' Best Ilflielder Award. • i:i'. ....... . . . . . . . .  ' ~ "  ........................................................................ ~ tiring Jim Keller who had . innings of four-hzt pitching 
~aded runs in eacb of the Jim Watson, andartmwas come on inre l ie fo fBob  For the Glaci.s, flrstl fur a2- lwinoverOakland !~ ~ e w  Bus!ness 
first two innings: In the scored. : Following that the Sheridan. baseman Randy Epp earned A's. 
fourth, with the score tied at Reds eenterfielder, Daw Smithere scored six times the Best Hitter Award and "A typical 2-1 game," said ii! " 
two, Reds Lance Legouffe Hamilton, tripled into left- Inthefffthal~lfivetimeain their center-fielderreceivnd Palmer, who has been given ili ~ ""71'  " ~ 
doubled to score two moo center to score three runs the sixth to put the icing ou the Bast Outfielder Award. just 15 runs of support over Not I,sted in our which turned out to be the and Terrace was an their the cake. Sheridan pitched The Reds action continues the seven-game stretch. 
• Letter to eredited withthewin, travel toHazcltonformore gamee have been decided by son Tel Directory 
Along with second place tournament action. , onerun, including three by 1- 
0 scores. 
Sp ' ' Sunday s wm was or ts  Editor Cosmos take 6-1 wm  l ore',  gth in ].t 
ToThe Edi.t.or: . descriptlonwas thrown by a . 20 gamos. !i 1 ~ . WATER LILY BAY RESORT - 798-2267 ~':'~ 
By 'rillS. CANADIAN PRESS Colorado Caribous defeated Baltim0re'swin, combined ilii We're  VETERINARY MEDICAL CENTRE-6"-3300 i womn Jse to say a tow lot of the bystanders. It was Giorgto Chinaglia Houston Hurricane 3-1. with New York's 3-2 loss to 
words about the girls soft really dL4gusting when you recorded his third three.goal Saturday,-ToruntoMetro~- California, dropped th~ 
~.ll tournament that was think of how close the gar- game of the Norih American Croatia beat Vancouver Yankees to third in the ii!i i If y~,  " - -  BOYDS BODY SHOP 63S:9410 
l~ayed ~aturday and Sun bagebucketswere, andyetI Soccer League season Whltecapsl-0onanovartlme American League East L ;s ted  
day/.  The .poe-wee team bet the peoples' own places ~unday to lead New York goal by Marco Vujkovic, Division and moved the i-'.":" GEMINI EXCAVATING - 635-3479 • " 
mstea Houston and Nags areclean becausetheymake ...C~m.os in a.6-1 ~ over Memphis defeated San Diego Oriolestosecondandagame l!i 
teams. • . sure that their garbage cans washing,an mplomaus ~-~. 4-3, Rochester blanked closer to the firsc.pmcs Red 
"lne coaches, anaum ires ~d ~ why ~'nn't hm~ • P are us_  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Chinaglinlends theleague Phiadelphla 30, Tampa Bay  Sox, who saw their nine iiil M ~  I Free .  for ONE month courtesy of THE 
didaswel! job a~ !l~.ongh set the example away froln scoring with 20 goals and heat Fort Lauderdale 3-2, game winning streak :!:i • • ~ / q ~ ;  DAILY HERALD 
~rom start o finish, out you home. now has surpassed his own Dallas bent San Jose 3-1, Los snapped by Seattle's 3-~ 
wouldn't think so from some One more complaint club record of 19 goals' set Angeles defeated California victory. 
of the comments yelled down before I ~o Whv can't th~ f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  lnstyear . . . . .  2-1 aed Scuttle beat . in  ~laewhere, Minnesota ilii ,f you wish your Business Phone ~ ~  ~I I~K 7 
rein me nencnes oy the toilets at theAgar Park he In other NASL games nssota 1-0 , Twins beat Detroit Tigers 8- 
girls' parents. Tbe am- 'looked after properly or Sunday Chicago Sting beat Karl.H'einz Granitza 4, Texas Rangers beat iili listed for your  ¢osfomers please call VVq[~i~[~VV [[ 
burrassingpartofitwasthat be teryet-newunosputup. Detroit Express 2-0 and scored two goals ' Toronto Blue Jays 3-2, 
Considering the many games 
and teams that are played 
there, and the many teams 
hosted there It is disgusting 
the way the toilets are left. 
Must of the parents andkids 
would not even use the place. 
It stank to high heaven, and 
only one was available at 
= any time, and that was so 
filthy it is a wonder anybody 
used it. 
Surely, Terrace can do 
better than this or have they. 
no shame in hooting out- 
siders to see and use those 
facilites? 
Apart from the garbage 
strewn all over, the .filthy 
toilet, and the bad sport- 
smanship of some of the 
bystanders, it was a most 
enjoyable ,weekend, and I 
:::~g~ve,om~th~,nks,~o all the 
'~ /mi~i~ sir~, and 
th~help who "prbvided the 
food and drink while the 
games were in progress. 
I myself took in two girls 
for the night, and they were a 
real pleasure to have. 
Let's have a little more 
sportsmanship from the 
parents, a little more 
cleanliness iron1 all the ones 
that used the park (garbage 
throwers) and maybe next 
year (if not this year) a toilet 
that's fit to use by everyone. 
(Mrs.),D. L. McCretght 
difference a
a price makes. 
See for yourself at 
. TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B;C. VeG IL8 
63S.6571 or 635-4325 Dealer Licence 02066A 
HO-NDA Test drivea Honda today. 
'FOR PRIVATE USE OR BYSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
6More you buy, investigate the advantages Of thb rent- 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power." I~t and last 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 pic'kU'i 
$148.00 per month 
ease end pric( 
$2,175.00, 
or simply return 
78 Camaro HT 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
br~ simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
$99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
170 Econoline Van 
! II36.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,97~i.00 
or simply return 
78 Zeph'yr Sedan 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,825.00 i 
or simply return i
78 F!50 4 x 4 
$1S5.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00  
78 C 100 Chev pu 
$129.00 per monfli I 
lease end price 
$1,875.~ 
or simply return 
78 Dodge Van' 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or  simply return 
70 Olds Cutlass 
$139.00 p~r month 
lease end ~ price 
$2,025.00 . 
or simplY~ returnll or simply return or simply return 
: ' FORFuRTHER INFOR/~ATION... _ 
i 
CALL LARRY HAYES-  RICHARDS 
• COLLECT 987-711,1 
• BELMONT LEASINGLTD. 
It60 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTHVANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
Say  Cheese  P lease!  
) 
Best Buy 
[ Best B.y "anadian Cheddar   I
Partly Skimme  ' 
,,-   -/U"zzarell"rkeese :,: . s .... M,id Random Weil~lli~s'i !':'~...~::).'~i"~i. :i': i:[i'~:, I,89 
;;"°;a' Medium '199 • Random Weights . . . . . .  lb. 
Old '2.09 * ~ Random W, eights l b .  
Swiss Cheese 
Mild Flavour. Random Weights /! 
Best Buy 
i l 
Marble Cheese 
Camdlu 
--r ' ;89  Random 
Weigh~ .......... lb. • 
Cheese from Around the World. 
, . , 
. . . .  :i 
~:~ .... ~:::~:~ii~i~" ~i~:~i :~:~ .,,:~::!~ 
Germany 
Cream Cheese 
G~unlond Brand 
*Chive * CurrY * Caraway, 
Sago * Gar l i c ,  Smoked *
Mushroom * Horseradish * 
Relish * Walnut * Pepper* 
Onion * Pineapple' 
4 oz. Foil Package 
ENGLAND(,  
. * Wensleydale 
• Double Gloucester 
. ~Cheshire. Random Weights 
France 
Kiri Processed Cream Cheese 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4oz. 
Bonbel Semi Soft Round .. 200 g 
Babybel French . . . . . . . . . .  200 g 
Fromex Camembert .. . .  4.5 oz. 
Gerard French Brie . . . . .  4.5 oz, 
~i~i!;~:,:i~!!~Jii!i~i~:~::~ii~i~ii~i~i~i~:,i~:i ,  :: i i~iii~z~;~ 
Hol lnnd 
Safeway Dutch 
Gouda . . . . . . .  Random Weights 
Berkshire Dutch 
Edam . . . . . . .  Random Weights 
• Holland Gouda ... .  . . . . . .  20 oz. 
Holland Edam . . . . . . . . . . .  30' oz. 
Holland Baby Gouda .... 14 oz. 
Holland Baby Gouda .... 10 oz. 
Denmark  ' ! 
*Samsoe *Tybo 
*Havarti ,Esrom '~J~ 
Random Weights ...... 
Red Riding Hood Processed 
Cream Cheese .. ; . . . . . . . . .  4 oz. 
Lunch Danish Mini Fynho 8 oz. 
Dana Blue Cold Packed .. 6 oz. 
Danish Fete Cream 
Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 oz. 
Monte Chrlsto or Bonny 
Dane Camembert Min ..... 4.5 oz. 
Swi tzer land  
Swiss Chalet Cream 
Portions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 oz. 
Swiss Castle Gruyere 
P,l~in, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 oz. 
, Swiss Knight Fondue .. . .  14 oz. 
J Men. to Sat., 1 June 19th to 24th. 
IN TERRAOE Aust r ia  Rupp Processed Gruyere 16 oz. 
Baby Butter Cheese . . . . . .  8 oz. 
Alps Smoked Roll Cheese. 8oz. 
SALES iN nETAIL  QUANTIT IES ONLY, 
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Father's Day 
Race 
Hello Race Fans; 
3y Linda Turner 
Well it was a beautiful day for races Sunday. 
there isn't much to say other ~an they were 
good races. We had a little bit of different action. 
The club held a special race for all Fathers. 
the drivers were driving in the opposite 
direction on the track which is very difficult 
because the suspension of the ~ar is set-up to 
handle only one way. 
The spectators enjoyed watching this race. 
The Terrace Stock Car Club would Iike to thank 
everyone who donates time and service to the 
club. We couldn't do it without you. Thank you 
again. 
Our next race will be July 9. Hope to see all 
~ou race fans there. 
A POINTS STANDING 
Jim Irvine 254 
66 Herb Quast 229 
78 Brian Turner 157 
99 Norm Stewart 90 
11 Ron King Jr. 85 
55 Dennis Ward 75 
15 Al Rasko 55 
17 Tom Sheasby 48 
4 Larry Alger 48 
4 Bruce Hof fman . 20 
17 Dennis Wi l l iams 46 
B POINT STANDINGS 
~4 Shaunce Krusselbrink 130 
17Tom Sheasby 74: 
99Bob Postuk 38 
78 Linda Turner 37 
55 Dennis Ward 29 
17 Dennis Williams 28 
97 Ken Gordon 28 
15 AI Rasko 18 
4 Larry Alger • 16 
77 Danny McBryan ,14 
11Ron King Jr. - 13 
4 Bruce Hoffman 6 
A TROPHY DASH A' MAIN 
78 Brian Turner Al Rasko 
44 Jim Irvine Dennis Ward 
II Ron King Jr. • Jim Irvine 
B TROPHY DASH B MAIN 
Shaunce Krusselbrink Linda Turner 
Jim Davis Ken Gordon 
Bruce Hoffman Tom Sheasby 
A HEAT 
Herb Quast JAMBOREE 
• Herb Quest 
Jim Irvine • .... Ron King Jr. 
Ron King Jr. , S Ken Gordon 
Whales 
spotted 
Don Pearson, Custom Sports 
The tide this morning is: 
' High tide at 2:10 p.m., with 
14.0 ft. 
Low tide at 7:45 p.m. with 
5.2 fL 
Douglas Channel fishing 
after the weekend was good, 
with the majority of boaters, 
that braved the rough 
waters, coming home with 
their limit, The fish that we 
weighed In were between 2 
nsd 10 lira. A lot of cod were 
taken In the FIsh Trap area, 
as. well as crabs. 
The fishermen still seem 
to be using herring strip and 
rolled behind an A Band AI 
Flasher with a 12 oz. weight. 
The hot spots are still 
Jessie Falls and BishOp Bay. 
A 25 pounder came in from 
Sue Channel and Killer 
Whales were spotted in the 
Sue Channel area on Sunday. 
Brazil 
l eads  Karate  
MONTREAL (CP) - -  
Brazil won the men's team 
kumite (combat) title and 
the tap indlviduaf marks in 
the same discipline at the 
centruversy-ridden third 
Pan-American Karate 
~mtmpimmhips held at the' 
Olympic velodrome during, 
the weekend. 
-quebec played host to 45 
athletes from nine countries 
In the absence of the 
Canadian team which 
rctmmd to compete when the 
sport's ruling bodies, the' 
Pan-American Karate Union 
and the Canadian National 
Karate Association, with. 
drew their official sanctions 
when it was learned that 
Quebec would be 
represented by a team of its 
own ratber than na port of-a 
Canadian squad. 
• Canada vol l ies  
four th  
UTRECHT, Netherlands 
(Renter) --  Canada climbed 
to fourth place in a six- 
country water polo tour- 
nament with a 7-1 victory 
over wiulesa Britain Sunday 
night, The Canadians 
finished the tournament with 
a record of two wins and 
three lomms. 
I 
scored 89 goals l~t season in 
Basset pulls player because 
of B '~ham racists 
BIRMINGHAM, Ain. (CP) 
--JolmBaasett, owner of the 
Birmingham Bulls of. the 
World Hockey Aosociatien, 
s~ys race is one of the reason 
he has released black player 
Tony McKegney from his 
contract to pisy for the team. 
Bauer  said Sunday that 
McKegney's price was too 
high and that a lot of season- 
ticket holders complained 
because he is black. 
"It shoWed me a side of 
Birminglmm I didn't know 
was here anymore," said 
Bassett. "It's ~ery 
discouraging." 
MeKegney, a, top-rated 
Junior from Kingston 
Canadians of the Ontario 
Major Junior Hockey 
League, is expected to piny 
for Buffalo Sabres of the 
Natiena] Hockey League. 
McKegney, 20, said 
Sunday in an interview from 
his home in-London, Ont.,: 
. "I'm quite shocked. I never 
really considered my color 
as. being a major factor in 
hockey. It never blocked me 
before in doing anything. I 
thought all those kinds of 
feelings were over with I0 
years ago." 
When called by a 
newspaper, MeKegney. said 
-it was the first he had heard 
that he may have been 
released because be is black. 
"I knew that I probably 
would not be playing for Bit. 
mingham. Last week, there 
was a rumor that the team 
might be folding, so we bad 
made preparations. I think a 
deal will he completed with 
racial undertones ,.':~ 
McKegney's release. 
"It's all news to me," he 
said. We bad talked to Mr. 
Bassctt about a re!~a.+~- . or 
Tony, but his beh:g b~ck 
was not one of the reasons 
given." 
WaKers said reports th.a~. 
forward Ken Linseman 
might be leaving the Bulls to 
Join Philadelphia Flyers cf 
the NHL was a major factor 
in his seeIflng McKegney's 
release from the Bulls' deal. 
Linseman and McKegney 
played together for Kingston 
and became good friends. 
"R was port of the deal 
that Tony would be playing 
with Kanny Linseman," 
Watlzrs aid. "But we heard 
Buffalo." last week that Llnseman was 
Bill Wafters of. Toronto, • going to be released from 
McKegney's agent, said be Birmingham so we went and 
also was surprised by the talked to John Baasett: 
Regiona! Soccer I 
Lhe Cu~i).i~L-lZ[{:~1': 1: , :  ~ ' 
~.nal s{ :~, ' t , : :d  Ja,: .,=~ ::~ :,~ : , ,  ga . ,+: : :  +:, "' 
" ,  -* . • e .x  E!..~ ,b~da ~:,.'o..,',:y ~ . . . . .  nd Rivet. 
Standi; ig- ~ of Thursday 
June ;5~ T9.78 
rEAM 
Luso Canad i~.  6 • 
I~urocafi t~ 
Terrace Price Skeena ~i 
Kitamaat Village 
Mean +~ 
Blackpool "United +~ 
Fun Centre 6 
A.W.T. Kitimat 5 
4; J "~ i 
l 9 
4 J 
.! 
• t ~ 
5 0 
KEENA MAL 
TERRACE, B,i), 
+ *~, ' ~ ~ ~ : +i • The  Un i ted  S ta tes  beat  the  ~! ; : .~. , • . , ,... 
B HEAT,  a~=~,,+~ ....FATHER;S  bAY  thled.plaee Ne,ther~ndsi~6 :~ 
' J im Davis  ' 17 J im I rv ine  towintlmcurnpotitienwitha ..... . 
S0record while Hungary 
Ken Gordon 97 Ken Gordon defeated Bulgaria 8-5 to 
TomSheasby 78 Brian Turner ~.  second with a 4-I * Bathroom Boutique , Family Restaurant 
 Sp__o_r_ts  . wcH,+ 
to  Canucks  "~ Florist 
"-..,_Spectrum Centre Bill Derlago. who 
' /  
some space still available 
Join K-Mart and Overwaitea n, l 
many long established local 
tenants .and national chain stores 
• " " ' i~"  " • nn . ,, . .  • 
Uses  thatm! l  be oonsndered: • :::: 
,Furniture 
- ,  Lighting Fixtures 
* Barber/Hairdresser 
, Books and Stationary 
,Oandy 
,Cards and Gifts 
,Oarpots 
,Optical 
BASEBALL 
American League Toronto 
Blue Jays sign catcher Brian 
Milner and place him on 
their roster. 
New York Yankees place 
centrefielder Mickey Rivers 
on the 15-day supplemental 
disabled list. 
Cleveland Indians option 
first baseman Wayne Cage 
to their Pacific Coast League 
affiliate in Portland to make 
room on the roster for newly 
acquired outfielder Bernie 
Carbo. 
Seattle Mariners. place 
outfielder Rupert Jones on 
the disabled list; .purchase 
the contract of outfielder 
Tom Paciorek from Jan Jose 
of the Pacific Coast League, 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
Houston Astros recall 
pitcher Be McLaughiin from 
charleston, W. Vs., of the 
International League. 
Los Angeles Dodgers 
recall pitcher Bob Welch 
from Albuquerque of the 
Pacific Coast League. 
BASKETBALL  
NBA 
Houston Rockets sign 
forward Rick Barry to a two. 
year contract. 
.FOOTBALL 
CFL 
CaJgary Stampeders 
release import rookies Joe 
Womak and Mel Campbell 
HOCKEY 
NHL 
B~ fffalos Sabres ign goalie 
Bob Sauve to a n~ulti.year. 
contract. 
St. Louis Blues agree to 
contract terms with 
defenceman Steve Durbano. 
WHA 
Birmingham Bulls release 
forward Tony McKegney 
from contract. 
On Saturday, Baltimore 
beat Oakland 5-4, Texas 
whipped Toronto 13-2, Boston 
edged Seattle 5-4, Milwaukee 
beat Cleveland 4-3 in 12 in- 
nings, New York blanked 
California 4-0, Minnesott 
beat Detroit 3-I and Chicago 
defeated Kansas City 6.1. 
Palmer, a three-time Cy 
Young Award winner in the 
American Lepgue, has given 
up just three earned runs in 
the Western Canada Hockey 
his last 671-3 innings. He .League, signed a multi-year 
gave up one Sunday when contract Sunday with 
rookie Dave Revering Vancouver Cenudm of the 
cracked his seventh omer National Hockey league the 
of the season in the seventh club said today, 
inning. Deringo appeared in only 
Rangers 3 Blue Jays 2 52 games with Brandon 
Bobby Thomlmon's two~ut Wheat Kings, missing more 
btmt single in thebe ttomof than six weeks of the 
the ninth inning scored • schedule because of a knee 
Bobby Bonds with the injury, but still .led the 
winning run as Texas handed WCHL in goal scoring. 
Toronto its IXth loss In the The Canueks, seeking 
last 13 games. Rico Catty offensive punch •after 
tied it In the eighth ieaing for minsing tim NHL pisyoffs the 
the Blue Jays with a 400-fcot last two years,, made 
home run into the wind. I~hgo their tap selection 
Mariners 3 Red Box 2 last week and the. fourth 
Seattle's Bob Rober:~en player taken in the Nl~'s  
doubled home Bill StUn in annual amateur drafL 
the sixth to break a 1-I tie . l~ringo was represented 
and Stein made it 3-1 in the in negotiations by Bill 
eighth, helping the Mariners MacFarland of Phoenix, 
snap a 10-game losing streak Ark., former presid{~lt of 
and hand the Red Sox their the World Hockey Asso- 
first home loss to a West eiation. 
• Division team after 16 vic- The Cauneks finished last , 
teries, season, with Pit Martin, 
, Angels 3 Yankees Z Chris Oddlelfson and Garry 
Ron Fairly's ninth-inning Menahan as .their eentren 
home run carried the Angels and now have added Derlago 
past the Yankees and and two Swedes--Roland 
angered New York manager Erlkason and Thomas 
Billy Marthi. Martin claimed Gradin--at centre, 
he se~t coach Art Fowler to Derlago participated iv 
the mound to tell pitch, or Ed only eight playoff games in 
Figueroa toipiteh around the WCIIL LAST SEASON-- 
Fairly. "He hit ball four," scoring nine geala--as the 
said Figueroa. "Give him Wheat Kings we'e 
credit." eliminated in the first rotmd. 
According to our 
customers, it's the 
best deal intown. 
Test drive a Honda today at 
~7 TERRACE HONDA SALES- 
, 4642 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VOG IL6 ' 
+ 6,15-6571 or 635.4325 , 
3H O l%T X~..nX Dealer Licence Number 02056A 
• . 
,Pets 
,Fabrios and Draperie s ,Pioture Frames 
• , Toys 
i I I I 
i 
Inquire about franchises includin, 
Carlton Cards, A; & IV or, Big ,op 
Family Restaurant 
P 
Northwest Realty Inc. IOUR REPRESEN!ATIVE: 
747 ,Buts St. r Audrey Barker wdlbe at 
the Lakelse Hotel 638-8141 Vancouver, B.C. 
-e in 
4q 
FROM: 
Monday, June 19 to 
Wednesday, June 21 Phone 688.8631 
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West " " " iii Truce asked for I n  fishing dispute coast  sh ips  wa i t ing  fo r  g ra in  ::' " " • " 
" ,are held up by lack of rail cars f! OTTAWA (CP) -- A truce negotiators are considering fisheries relations until a B.C. and the Alaskan :!~should be called in  the a packagesottlementwhich final settlement is r~,ch_ed. Panhandle and for the 
WINDSOR, Ont. (CPj - -  in the quantities- planned ". is transshipped onto ocean am "i~ fisheries dispute between would include a recom. Also the negotiators must Beaufort Sea between 
The president of the • . - g r ' .  Canada and the United meadotion for international agree on percentage Alaska and the Yukon. 
States so fishermen from arbitration in a few areas, allocations for a number of 
going ships. However he said a study both countries can resume such as a boundary line for important fish stocks on the Cadieux said that since 
He told the Rotary Club 
Deminion Marine that Canada is seriously 
behind in export grain 
deliveries and "our 
credibility as a grain ex. 
porter upon whom foreign 
customers may rely is very 
much at stake." A text of his 
speech was released i~ 
advance. 
T imbre l l  es t imated  
demurrage paid to despsea 
ships will total more than $17 
million but added that no 
deraeurrage is paid to~ 
Canadian hikers waiting at 
Thunder Bay to load grain 
and than take it on to lower 
St. Lawrence ports whore It 
Association said today there 
Is a crisis in grain trans- 
pertatlon an, d the principle 
cause of It m a lack of rail 
ears to deliver the grain 
frmn the Prairies to Thunder 
Bay, Ont., and to Wcet Coast 
pom. 
'Our ships are waiting at 
11|under Bay for grain that 
does not arrive from the 
Prairies," said Admiral R. 
W. Timbreil. "Deepaea ships 
are waiting at West Coast 
and St. Lawrence River 
ports to ship the grain 
overseas bi~tit does not come 
Oil increase 
will go ahead 
B.V HOWIE COLLINS WILL COST JOBS 
The NDP leader said the 
oil price increase and in. 
cr .e&.sea in August of up to 17 
ceema thousand cubic feet 
in the price of natural gas 
will add one percentage 
point to the consamerprtce 
index and cost the country 
30,000 jobs. 
The  reaee should he 
dropped as a method of 
fighting. Inflation and easing 
unenp|oyment, he told the 
House. 
Gillespie said be Is pleased 
that the Organization of 
Pet ro leum Expor t ing  
Countries passed up an in- 
crease at its weekend 
meeting in Geneva, but the 
federal government has no 
intention of following a aim- 
'liar oourse. 
The pries agreement had 
been negotiated last spring 
among Ottawa, the 
producing provinces of 
AJborts and Saskatchewan 
anda majority of consuming 
provinces, the minister said. 
It was part of the govern. 
meat's policy of moving the 
01~TAWA (CP) - -  Energy 
Mi~ter Alastafr Gillespie 
rejected suggestions Mm- 
day that ,  the federal 
~evernment cancel a3.5 cent 
a gallon oll price Increase 
scheduled for this summe r .
Gillespie told Ed Broad, 
bent, New Democratic Party 
leader, that the domestic 
pries increase will go ahead 
even thonghthe 
Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries has 
agreed to freeze world oil 
prices until Jan. 1. 
He  said even after the in. 
crease, the domestic price 
will remain significantly 
below world and U.S. levels. 
Under a federal-provincial 
agreement negotiated last 
spring, the price will in- 
crease July l-by $1 a barrel 
where the oil is pumped from 
the ground. 
Sixty days inter, allowing 
time for companies touse up 
stocks of lowor-prlced oil, 
the increase will be passed 
on to consumers, about 3.5 price gradually towards 
cents a gallon on such world levels, he told the 
products as gasoline and'Home. 
bome-heating fuel. The increase will bring the 
Timbrell said two long. 
term alternatives to protect 
the grain trade--valued at 
$2.5 billion a year--are a 
system of arbitrary 
allocation ~f raft cars and 
systems as required or an 
increase In freight rates 
which would result in the 
railways giving priority to 
Breadbent told the 
Commons he disputes 
Gillespie's statement hat 
the domestic price will 
remain signlfl~nily below 
U.S. l~ein, s~y~ng the com- 
petitive ~adv'antage of 
Canadian firms will be 
"almost wiped out." 
Satellites to give 
practical service 
done for his association had 
determined that attracting 
private investment in the 
laker routing was more 
promising of a solutinn. 
"In fact, the complete 
capacity of the laker link is 
not being currently utilized," 
he said. 
Henchman 
charges 
QUEBEC CITY (CP) - -  A 
new program to develop 
practical services through 
sate l l i te  techno logy-  
including countrywide 
televising and broadcasting 
of Parliament--was an- 
nounced here today by 
Communlcatioas Minister 
Jeanne Sauve. 
The minister told a 
meeting of the Canadinn 
Telecommunications 
Carriers Aseeciallon that her 
~partment has acoepted 14 
• iropusals for the Ank B 
I t s  to he  inunch~ in 
Deeemher and another 14 for 
the Hermes atellite, now in 
i~ third year in space. 
In addition to peyin~ ~34 
million.to lease channels on 
Anlk B from the government 
ngmey Telesat Canada, the 
department will pay an 
additional $4 million for 
earth stations, 
Snare said Anik B will 
have the unique feature of 
operating not only at 
t rad i t iona l  se te l l j t (  
frequencies but also in 
frequency ranges like 
Hermes. 
"The significance of this 
hYbrid feature is the Ask B 
now can he used to lead new 
satellite services from the 
exim'imeatal stage to the 
point Where we can deter- 
mine whether services can 
be ' introduced on an 
up~atinaal basle," she said. 
TRANSMIT MVE 
The minist~" mid one of 
the mint exciting of the new. 
Hrvloes now possible 
theo~h .temte is tran'. 
_mitt~ live proceedings of 
the House of Commons. 
"If this occurs, it will be a 
vivid demonstration f the 
way in which now technology 
police brmality 
KITCHENER, Ont. (CP) 
-- A member of the Hm- 
chmen motorcycle dub said 
today that a police officer 
threw a pail' of.soapy water 
at his head during a police 
raid on the motorcycle's 
dubhome March 11. 
David Beilstsin, 28, of 
Waterloo, said the water, 
used to scrub the clubhouse 
floor, burned his eyes and 
that it was more than 30 
minutes before he regained 
his visien. • 
Beilstein was tostifying at 
an Ontario Police Com- 
mission inquiry into 
brutality allegations against 
the Waterloo regional police 
force. 
"There was no way I oond 
wipe my eyes," he said. "My 
hands were still ouffed 
behind my hack." 
Beiistein said that during 
the raid he was kicked in the 
ribs by police and inter told 
"see what threatening a
police officer does." 
He said police wanted to 
know who had made a tele- 
phone call threaten~ the 
life of a police officer and 
that one officer told club 
members "if it takes al~ 
Teachers 
impo ant 
TORONTO (CP) --  If 
teachers are to convince the 
price at the oil well to $12.75 
a barrel. Transportation to. 
eaniorn .markets, such as 
Toronto and Montreal, adds 
65 cents for a i of $13.40. public of their value, "they 
gnergy~Tde~a.~tl~ '~f-':: !~ l~; l r [~  .~c~nvin' ":. ~. ep~- 
elainsay.thepricefoc,weHd ~lv~.:[~y~are lmpoHaht, 
oil landed in Montreal is says Thomas McCoangby, 
about SIS a barrel, co-ordinator of com- 
munications with the Alberta 
Teachers Association. 
He told a weekend con- 
ference of the First Congress 
on Education that in recent 
years teachers have been 
fishing in e~ch other's 
waters, U.S. sPecial 'am- 
hassador Lloyd Cutler said 
today, 
In a statement a the start 
of talks on disputed 
maritime 1" ......... :^" Cut~er 
said "t}; "dble  
resumption ot such 
showing more assertiveness 
than usual and are 
--The Ontario Edu~tional demanding mere in- 
Communications Authority volvement in decisions af. 
will extend its TV network fasting education. 
via satell ite to several But some people and the 
remote communities, news media have become 
- -Severa l  provincial  alarmed at this new image 
departments and unlver-and have branded the 
allies in Quebec will work teachers as selfsoeking and 
through the communications seif-centred, be said. 
department to deliver health MeConaghy criticized the 
care, education and other news media for its "sales- 
government s~vinea to both tire, unreal, stereotyped and 
native and non-uative' misleading ' treatment of 
people, teachers." 
--The poaslbflity of an 
lnnlt broadcasting sorvice Ag  r 
will be tested by the lnult cement  
Tapirisat of Canada 
signed 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Two 
ret roact ive , ,  one-year  
ngraem.eats cov~lng 1,700 
employees have been signed 
.by the Public Service 
Alliance of Canada and the 
government, it was an- 
nounced today. 
A treasury board 
statement said the 
agreements, retroactive to 
Dec. 24,1977, end Dec. 26 this 
year and provide salary 
increases of 5.4 pea" cent for 
650 members of the. in- 
fornmtiomervices group and 
5,9 per cent for 850 com- 
munications-group mere-' 
hers. 
(Eskimo Brotherhood). 
--Edmonton will be linked 
thrash one.way TV and 
twoway audio circuits with 
several northern com- 
munities for educational nd 
social services under a 
project of the Alberta 
Educational Coni- 
municatioas Authority. 
TOWN CALLED "KGLY" 
TEIGNMOUTI-I, England 
(CP) - -The  Shell Guide to 
England branded the seaside 
resort of Telgnmouth, 
Devon, as "on the whole, 
ugly." Residents of the 
resort are seething, "and the 
mayor, hotel owners and 
publicity department have 
all smt letters of protest o 
Shell OiL 
Anthe 
HONDAS 
arehe . 
Geerges Bank off southern 
Nova Scotia, on' which the 
two countries cannot reach 
agreement. 
Sources ay this is the only 
~opreach likely to achieve 
m. -~rly resolution of-the 
cusp,, . The negotiators are 
still deciding whether the 
reciprocal fishing w~..im, results of arbitration should 
prove the 'prospect ~or  be used to review issues 
reaching the kind of |ong- already settled. 
term agreement we seek " ,  Cadieux "- " "  
The U.S. Congress has  sam mree issues 
~,~ o,~,~ ,,, o,~,,~ .o ~ .~requlred special att~tlon In. 
~o'~-/o,':: ,,~'~',,',,,,~.P~.,~',~,"~ eluding finding ways to"  
rec ip roca l  f [ sher le~ ,,-v . . . . . .  .v~, . . . . . . . .  
night we're going to get it out 
of yon." 
LOST BALANCE 
Belistein said he lost his 
balance but did not fall when 
one officer pushed him from 
behind while anoth~ stuck 
out his foot as he was taken, 
along with other club 
members, totha basement of
police headquarters. 
He said he was forced to 
kneel with his face against a
corridor wall and that he felt 
a fist strike him between his 
shoulder blades after 
hearing an officer say "let's 
take n round out of these 
bastards." 
• Forced to run a police 
gauntlet wice, be said he 
was punched and tripped by 
police and bitten by a dog. It is 
agreement. Canada an- 
nounced June 4 it was 
suspending the agreement 
because it was dissatisfied 
with its operation. 
That led to American and 
Canadian fish~mon being 
ordered back to their own 
waters. No incidents have 
been reported since thin and 
both governments have 
moved to cool the issue. 
Cutler and Marcel 
Cadieux, Canada's boun- 
daries negotiator, will 
continue their efforts to- 
wards reaching a long-term 
settlement on four disputed 
maritime boundaries. 
Canada has proposed that 
working groups review 
issues on the Atlantic and 
Pacific coasts to try to find 
Ways ~ produce agreement 
on as many issues as .  
possible. 
~)NSIDER ARBITRATION 
understood the 
East Coast and on the West 
Coast, we must develop the 
terms and ,conditions 
relating to the conduct of 
reciprocal fishing," Cadieux 
said. 
'Some progress 'was also 
needed to!dose the gap on 
the boundary positions of the 
two governments, he said. 
As well-as Goorges Bank, 
there are overlapping claims 
off the Strait of Juan de Fuca 
between. Washington State 
and British Columbia, off 
Dixon Entrance between 
they began their work last 
August, the special 
negotiators "have made 
considerable progress to- 
wards an over-all set- 
tiemeflt." 
Cutler said the U.S. has 
prepared a draft for a treaty 
"based on the joint report is- 
sued last October and on our 
undertanding of the issues 
and points of agreement 
between the two sides." 
I 
"To know all makes one 
tolerant,'" Madame de Stael. 
, - ,~ /~. . /~ . .~  "~ 
Provincial 
The biggest Provincial yet! and still only $5! 
NOW ON SALE 
• ~st~t~ Canada Lottew Foundot ~n 
LIFF SPI S 
Toyota has a Liftbackto set your spirits oaring above the 
eve .ryday. And yet, with down to earth features and prices, .~o that 
owning your peflectToyota is no fantasy. It's as easy as coming 
Lu to your Toyota dealer's showroom '. 
The Corolla Liftback: Pizazz and pra~cality inone neat 
package. 
Corolla comes with a 1600 cc engine or an economical, guts,/ 
1200 cc engine that can really do the job, Estate wagon design, 27,7 
cu. ft. of usable rear cargo space, full carpeting, split-back fold 
down rear seat, MacPherson strut front suspension plus a complete 
' (and we mean complete) range of standard features, 
. On the 1600 model, a3 speed automatic ~'ansrnission 
LS an available option. 
The Celica Liflback: Motor Trend's 1978 Import Car of the Year. 
There are two aerodynamic models to choose from, the STand 
the GT STmodels come with floor mounted 3 speed automatic transmis- 
sion, AM/FM radio, full fabric upholstery, elegant simulated wood- 
grain steering wheel, instrument panel and shift knob, plus many, many 
more standard features. 
GT's come standard with 5-speed overdrive transmission, AM/FM 
multiplex stereo radio, leather wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, 
fully adjustable driver's seat with a special lumbar support featdre and 
a host of other featmesl Options include power steering and a sunroof. 
Lift off. , 
,~ What ~e .you waiting .for? Come into your Toyota dealer and test 
can serve the people-in this 
cam by giving the chance for 
all Canadians to be' closer to 
our democratic process and 
to understand at first hand 
machinery and drams of 
Par l iament , "  declared 
Saute. 
Among other projects an. 
satin cad by the minister: 
--Memorial University of 
Newfoundland plans to 
deliver educational health 
programs in seve~ isolated 
Labradm communities 
through two.way satellite 
communications, 
Test drive a Honda today at 
,w,. , , . o . ,  TERRAOE MOTORS LTD TerraCe, B.C. VgG 1L8 is 
63S.6571 or 63S.43,S 4916 Highway 16, West 
)HfOl%TI)~qk Dealer L,.ence.umbe.0.,,A Motor Dealer Number D004494 Phone 635-6558 
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L IQUID 
DISH DETERGENT 
IVORY 
L IQUID 
FL OZ 
BTL 
li~ i 
i i!]!!ii B~ l 
! i+i !!iF~ilil ~ I 
Im a l  
FIVE ROSES - -  ENRICHED CARN/~n iur~ 
WHITE .  ICO 
FLOUR IMATEi!. . 
20 16 
LB I OZ 
BAG JAR 
RISE 'N SHINE • 
FLAVI  
[CRYSTAL.Sl JAM I 
t 24 
• . z FL OZ 
PER PKG k T IN  
CADBURY - 5 FLAVOURS - BLOCK ] [WESTERN FAMILY BRAND ] [SALADA - -  ORANGE PEKOE 1 IWELCH'S BRAND I rKELLOGG'S - -  BREAKFAST CEREAL] 
BAR r~n M y  FL OZ .=W~ PK,  V J l  BARS , O V I ~ ~ I [ ~ ~ ' l i ~ ' ( ~  
KRAFT - -  CALORIE-WISE TYPE 1 AYLMER--CREAM OF CHICKEN ~ r KRAFT BRAND -- 16 FLOZ JAR ~ N D - - ~ - - ' - ' - ~  KELLOGG'S BRAND - -  REQUEST or 
16 FL OZ CREAM OF CELERY OR ' JUICYREDor ' SALAD,o++~,. l~ , l  Ic';~'~Vo°"~,~"'"~ Ooz ha l  ISANDWICHA~- I  I FRUIT-i:~**iiii°~--AIISNACK :,o~ ==~1 
I I ~ ~ l r = ~ ~  : : : ~  
I CANADA GRADE 
~+::.;~i!i~iii:i: . : :~iiii~iiiiiiiii+ii~i!i~i~iii!~1!ii+i!~+!i~! ............ 
CAUFORNIA ' I ' / ,  J ,,~ 
' PER + ~  ......... 
GROWN I I1  °°z ~ o~RwAITEAI  
XAILJt~e r- I~1  m~ MEDIUM SIZEI 
V V I I l L  J . I I .~  IDELNOR BRAND -- FROZEN, GREEN McCAIN'S - -FROZEN -- DELUXE I 
- ,  . . v - - - -  I P~S 2:i~:,95 P IZZA ~o 2~1 
PER LB /0E'+"F+--+'E+' V,+'::+) +'" I 
ALL OVERWAITEA PRODUCE IS FRESH FOR FLAVOUR II/CARROTS 4oe l iR I :An  5. ~ ~1 
l~U l i~Ul l l l l~r . i~ l  I l t lU J I~H I IIl~cc,.,.~ - P~PP~,ON. ilsw~mo,'~- Roz~, I 
B.C: -CANADA ' " I I OR GRE~ . . . . .  'Ill P IZZA F~O~. I IMUT P lES  I 
NO ONE GRADE ~ I (31kHC~lkl_@, I I  I , ' • .I I CHICKEN. BEEF or TURKEYI 
• . ~o , : ,v , , , . ,  . " 0 " 
ENGUSH ., • 2 oz , 
• - %qlV,,,,, 80Z __  ~_CH~_ 
! CAUFOR?IAALENCIA 7allcR . I 
I! I I  
i 
SIZE LBS YOGURTo.~A / ML 
- -  138 'S  FOR ,,~0co,+ 2. ,O~]  cm. 
TERRAOE 
3220 Eby 
KITIMAT 
323 Oity Oentre wa wl  
. . . . .  • t t  # # 
. L  
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AYLMER BRAND-CHICKEN 
NOODLE OR CREAM OF 
MUSHROOM 
10 FL OZ 
TINS 
Up 
ROUN 
FULL CUT - -  BEEF HiP 
CANADA GRADE , 
BONELESS .. 
PER 
LB 
OLYMPIC BRAND 
VACUUM 
PACKED PER 
AMS 
I 
r o~.-.o.,~-~.,o~o,o.0~.~oo, 1 P IECES " 
|DESSERT BITS -' | ' L B  
I~w.~u,~L~ ~ _~_~1 ~ ' ' ' 
[ . . . . . . . . .  T~FL OZ TI.S I I IW ~W 
I co..o.s .RAND s.ow I 
ICRAB ° ~191 
IMF .AT  oz ~= I : I 
LEE. GUARO .RA.D I . . . . . . . . . . .  
RNITURE=, , aaA I  'IOLYMPiC BRAND 
IPOUSH ~'1~1 1SMCED . 
I GI~E YOUR HAIR SMELLS TERRIFIC I 
I CONDITIONER,.o__61 
Bug ~ ~ ~ 
SALE PRICES VAC 
A,E VA',D,F,O. ]SUCED,  ~ 
WEDNESDAY , ICOOKED,HAM 
JUNE21THRU ~ ~ 1 POUND 
SATURDAY,  
JUNE 24, 1978 RANDOM i ICHICKEN w~,~.,~ / - -o  VACUUM 
SATISFACTION,Is GU RANTEED ITHIGHS PER ~ i PACKAGE 
"80  
l 
,=,,=...F,O,. B...NO i[ ~,=,AF'," -- .,~oo'r,-, or C,:,,J.,~.',' 
FREEZER BAGSI IPEANUT BUTTER 
PINTS • " ' " 
POULTRY 
675 
FL OZ 
jUG 
GR~ 
PKG. 
GREEN GIANT BRAND I 
IOVEN CROCKI  
BEANS MARG. W"FI OLEr 
WITH PORK 
2 
14 
EL G 
TINS 
& MOLASSES MADE FROM 100% PURE VEG. OIL 
1 
LB 
TU 
DELICIOUS IN GR/ 
10 
FL OZ 
TIN 
you 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 'Ti liT QUANTITIES, 
f i 
; 
r I 
i I  
i '  
* !  
! ,  
{ 
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Caryl Che 's lawye R li ld, Ru,.d.graindq.reastr, amb},0eteh,r 
s s m a n  r 08a e COU ). OTTAWA.The,on.able respome to public ad- 
o rnment .  'Cheerfully have killed him i o .  om. .o ,o  ~' ~P~P of State (Fitness and • Amateur Sp rt), and Specifications Nr the 
Member of Parliament for contract, whleb calls fo~ the 
• Sheens, announced today on work to be completed by the 
By SUSAN AGER and opponents of capital knocked off . . . .  Nobody suffered two strokes and. a few days before the an- 41 whm he died. behalf oftheHonorableJudd emd of October, were 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. punishment wept. foresaw it would take so "ves alone, unmarried, in . . . . . . . . . .  Despite its length, their Buchanan, Minister of prepared for Agriculture 
(AP) --  When lawyer Now', 18 years latH', living long..,  the house in which she grew ~ ______ , mvenary ot ms oeam m|s relaUomhlo n~er  ermmat Public Works, that Barnett- Canada by Sandwell and 
Roulie Aaher lost her tint in almost complete 'ob- year. . the line between respect'and Mequeen Co. Ltd. of Rich- Cemlmny Ltd. of Vancouver 
and last big case, the world scurity, Rosalie Ashen gays Thecampaign, as she calls up. it, to keep Chessman alive, Shermmtsimplicattons-- Ch.essm.an, by.all .accounts love, RmalieAsh~imlsted mond B.C. lms been awarded tmd~ the supervision of 
had a legend, nobody was as surprised by "lasted 12 years. She lost the including a strong one in a a outt-neaaea, ooar.uu/, "All I can say Is that we a $474,000 coatract for the Public Works Canada. The 
His name was Caryl the stir as she and her legal battle of a lifetime recent made-for.TV movie- brilliant man, represented were good frlmds who'd supply and instalIaUon of a p~rpose of the contract is to 
Chessman. A convicted sex notorious client. criminal and beat-selling "It was no~blgdepl, just when'he died in a San thatsheandChessmanhada himself at hls trial. He was been through a kind of graln dryer at the Canadian improve the grain drying 
death row auth~, Chessman another death ease," she qumtin gas chamber May 2, romantic relationship. She accused of abducting two campaign together," Miss Government grain elevator capacity of the elev'ator. 
went to the gas chamber said in a rec~t  interview. 1960. On that day, a woman said she thinks he might young women from parked Ashen sald."Frankly, I th/nk in Prince Rupert. Project manager is R. 
grinning, aria" evading el~t "Nobody ever could possibly reporter who was one of the actually have looked for- ears, by posing as a police the very suggestion that The successful firm Wallace of the Public Works 
60 witnesses read his lips ward to dying, and said officer with h red l/ght in his thete was any l~more  is submitted the only ac- Canada Pacific Region olflce 
other dates with death and foresee, least of all through the glass moments sometimes his obstinacy so car, then sexually assaultir~ sexist in the extreme." ceptable bid received in in Vancouver. 
persuading millions--in. Cheuman, that it would be. before the potassium ilMuriated he=" that "I ¢ould them. I Car Tips By Totem Ford I eluding Rosalie Asher---ot come a cause celebre, cyanide pellets dropped into cheerfully have killed him." He was dmled a daily 
• /ranscript of the trial, and 
hiSNear.innoc~ee.the end, thousands punk"HeyoungWaS juatcriminal,kind Ofwhoa the acid. The movie, Kill Me If You alleged later the transcript 
picketed and ~ e d  his sl~nt a lot of years in the ' SAID GOODBYE Can, has revived interest in piecedtogethe~ from notes of 
fate. Later, world leaders joints, andwho was con- "TellRosaliegoodbye,"he the case. Secondhand an afling court stenographer 
condemned his execuUon vialed he was going to get 'xsaid. Ohe.m.', ,oo, . '=w"  [Twe lve  Ways  to  S top  I 
Miss Asher retired from books, Miss Asher said, and Attemptstowinanew.trial FEd, BooBed of the legalprofessionless than "great numbers of people" fafled, but his execution was [ W  tin G li 
as  g ago  ne  
sexua l  discr imination ..,. Now 59, she has television laat fall, andagaia years. He was . and Rosalie 
=-  "-" ,~,-, . . . . . .  ,~ , ' . . .= /~ WithlheflrstsignsofSpring, gear at } ~me, not in the luHai~ in the day to avoid hcavy traffic OTTAWA ,CP , -  ~..d Commons for a motion I F / ~ ~ t ,  ,.., 
Broadbent, federal New condemning the gove~ment ~d .~.~- -~_ ,  ~ '~ k~ ~A¢~'" ~ ¢ ~ ~  r '~  ~ ~l  afamily'sfancytumstoip~lting compartment. 9, Slowdown.Alight, s ead) 
Democratic Party leader, for repeated failure to I:" ~===~ / f . / / , /  ~ - - _ ~  IT /4~Oj~t~--~-" . . . . , . . .~ - ' ' '~  ~ out-of-doors - -  often for a 3. Shirt into high sear as toot is one of the best ways tc 
Monday of discriminating Ian Christie, former ~ And, although today's cars matte transmission, lifting your of about 59-65 kph is usually the 
against women in the public chairman of the Canadian The American robin is actually a thrushl get better 8as mileage than loot off the accelerator will get most. fudl efficient speed. Den'( 
se'vice. Cultural Property Export ever before, there are tips on you into high quickly, stretch the speed limits. 
He told the Commons that Review Board, was up- B 0 gasoline prioe$ up ,o..o,o... ,,,v,.,. , . . .  Prime Minister ,Tmdeau's pointed secretary-general II III 4. DOn't block the risht lane. 10. Avoid long periods el • or older.modal car, can stop attraff~lightswher¢"rishtturn idli g. (Turn the engine off il 
failure to appoint Jennifer last week, Mequeen .had wasting gasoline, Here are 12. on red" is permitted, It'll save you do stopto park for a short 
Mcqueen as ,eeretar,. been acting seeretary." 1 8 outs sine January . . , , . , . . . , . , , , . , . oo , . ,  
general of the National general for a year. | Motor Company of Canada, 5. Keep your car propedy II. Keep a record of car 
Museums of Canada is caly The secretary-general Limited: tuned ,up and tires properly trips and gasoline purchases. It 
the latest example of position carries the rank of B.C. motorists are now New Westminster reported unleaded 95.6; Penticton ." I. Maintain an even speed, inflated, will help you be aware of yore 
discrimination In senior deputy minister and has ~yingabeutLgcentsmore thelowesto~,erallgasprtees regular 97, premium 102.9, especially on thruways, when 6. Be sure parkinl brakc is psolinccomumption. 
wblic-m~viee pratt/ms, responsibility for six per gallon for regular with regular at 87.4 cents, unleaded 101.5; Richmond. traf~c allows. Uneven speeds fullyrclcascd. 12. If you ewn more than 
Broadbent did not get nationalmuseums, including gasoline than they were in premium 94.7 cents and regular 69.5, premium 96.6, wasteps.Trytoanti¢ipatctrafl~ 7. Organize trips. A well one car, use the most econom- 
unanimous consent of the the Natloml Gallery. Januaryof thlsyear, unleaded 91.9 eents agallon, unleaded94.2; and Victoria - lights so you won't have to stop. planned riv© without unneeded icalone forasmuch driving asl 
According to the B.C. Vancouver area prices were regular 89.8, premium 96.2, 
Automobile Association's also lower than elsewh~e in 2. Cut down the load. Store stops.uses less fuel. possible. 
Think, I the  trunk 
• " latest gas survey, the B.C. with. regular at 88.4 Figures recently released golf clubs or other unneeded 8. O, long trips, start early 
.average price per gallon of c~ts, premium 95.7 cents by the Canadian Automobile 
regular gasoline in the and unleaded 94.1 cents a ~oc la t i~  reveal that B.C. 
• province is now 9~..5 cents, gallon, gas prices rank fourth To~ 
premium is 1oo,~ ce~ts and The remaining BCAA highest in Canada following Tewa  m Ford byJimSmith district offices noted the Newfoundland, P.E.I. and' 
. Highest, prices overall following gasolifie prices per ,.ova Scotia. Sa les  Lid, 
weee reported in the Prince gallon: Chi]liwaek - regular 1969--Chile Joined Elephant Georgeregioawh.eregular 89.6, premium 98.5 and Venezuela and Pem in with. ~|  Ks i th  
9S is now 100.3 centa a ganm, unleaded 94.4; Kamloops . drawing the welcome mat ~ . ~ 4  
premium 107.8 cents and regular 93.9, premium 101.S, from Nelson Rocke~ell~, on 00079~ 
Tragic comedies begin, at vdopmento~blBbusiness.Th e unleaded I07 cents per unleaded 98,,6; Nanaimo . a fact-finding mission for the 
times, with unlikely concerns. CFIB's protests about file nar- gallon" regular 91.1, premium 98.9, president. 
The peculiar history of the row ierms of reference were , 
.Royal Commission on Corp- ignored. 
°rate C°ncentrati°n" wh°se Wel"'when a'l the p°ssible READ ANY report was made public lat  negative influenc s on any 
'in May - would hardly do jus- subject are ruled irrelevant, 
tice to Shakespeare's best but the only logical finding must 
is amusing nonetheless, be positive. And that is the 
conclusion which the Commis- 
LABELS L/ 
Rbyal Commissions ellen sion turned in - that'the pro- 
,originate because the govern- tess of big business becoming 
menl has no idea how to ban- bigger and bigger is both nat- 
die a delicate matter. In this ural and desirable. 
instance, the delicat~ matter The Commission did not 
was a 1975 takeover bid of the discover that Canada's heavy 
giant Argus Corpomtioh by tax barden forces many small bas,c gu,de to the Who What Where When the even larger Power Carp- flrmst°selloutt°blggerflrm' ' A " * 
. oration. Many Canadians were The Commission did not dis- ~ ~p 
concerned that this would cover.that enormous govern- a n d  Why of Shopping Canadian 
place undue power in the new ment spending oes. hand.in- • 
firm's hands. So, rather than • hand with fewer and larger 
arbitrating a decision, Ottawa firms controlHng the economy. Why should you Shop Canadian? When should you Shop Canadian? set up the Royal Commission. The Commission did'not dis- . 
High expectations from cover,that, our failure to de- Every time you buy something made in • YVhenever you're satisfied that the produc:t 
Royal Commissions are nor- velopameaningfulapprentlce- Canada, you help keep a Cana~an working. , . or service you need is • 
ma|ly unfounded. Even by ship progmm has for~'ed many You help keep Canadian money inside / (A) madeor  grown in Canada and 
those low sian~J~rds, however, small arms,, which rely on Canada. You help to expand and strengthen / (B) of equal or better value and quality. 
the investigation i to torpor- skilled labour, to sell out to Canada's economy. , / That's not just good advice.. ,  it's good 
ate concentration was a tra- bigger firms. TheCommlsslon When you'think about it, you help yourself.  / sense. .... 
vesty. Which, as it happened, did not discover that there ' ~ / . ,~  :i/;6~':.' 
was exactly the prediction are mnyeffective ways- such k , ' ...... :,~, ~ ' i i  : ~ ! i~Ti ~: ):i! 
madebytheCanadianFedera- asconsortla, tradingeorpom. .,~t~i.~.~.,..~::../.~,;~_ ~. . .  .... . ;  . - :~ 
tion of Independent Business flons and franchises- through ' ',~':~'~ ",:",~: .~"." ~::~ ~ .'" ~ 
• . . : ; , ; .¢ .~. . . ,~  . f~ , .  . .  . ~ ,~: , . . '  
!:?,.:'::.. :'. ....;i.,,,~,..... ',~:'~; . . !~:~ .' ~: , , . '  / ~/:' .; 
were defined more than two can achieve many of the effb i!:,i: .~ 
when the terms °f ~eference which the small ' i ra s e c t ° r "  ~g'i'~:i~T J " ' ' ' '¢~'~'~'"  " " ~'~'v' '~:' ' C ~~~D~ ,~i! 
years ago. clencles of big business with- ~ ' '  '~ ~'~ ' %.~ ' :" ' 
Now, you might suspect, In fact, the Commission dis- i 
naturally Inquire into any facet significance- because the ~,? ~!!ii~ ~' 
of life which might be relevant Commission was not forced ~.~ . ~,!. ;': 
to the mailer under investiga, to examine the imporlanl evi- ~: 
lion. And that's why you aren't dence, i i!ii~ 
responsible for heading up or The Commission was ask- !~' ~! ~ 
designingRoyalCommlssions, ed, in effect, to describe an " / ~ .,./.-:.,,-: /~i~ !'i::~ ~' ii'i[' I!!~ ' ? ! I  !~ i I ": 
The corporate concentration elephant by examining nothing ::,:.~!i- / ; ii !i)' i!.[ 
Investigation, for instance, butthetrunk.Notsurprisin~y, '.~:i.~,.!~ ' "; ~' 
was prohibited from checking it f~led. Unfortunately, $3 1 ~'g!i • ,,:'., 
inlo the effects of government million of taxpayers' money ' - ~,~i'~.;' i. 
.... ~'=~"J~~" "   1 
spending, taxes, manpower went down the drain because. ' .~,;.',..:..~ ~..~.'..., . 
policy, the organized labour of bad project design. ":': '.:: .... '"" " 
movement and'many elherim- Where does it say Made in Canada? .: 
"Think small" is an editorial ' 
porlanl social and economic mes~agefromtheCanadlan What is made in Cd.dda':. Sometimes it doesn't. ~ornetimes a sign says 
issues which would matur~lly Federation f Independent ,,"Pr°duce. ,°f RE.I." Or,,"B.C. Apples" or 
hav~ amajor effecl on the de- Business© Just ab out everything you need to help Fabnque a u Quebec or "Made in Ma nitoba" 
you live tl~e life you want. Who should Shop Canadian? or "New Bi'unswick Sardines" or "Grown by 
W a ~ ~ D a ~  As the saying goes, we have no bana- Every day, most of us have the choice. Saskatchewan Farmers" or"Aproductof 
nas, but we  do have Apples, Bandages, Whether  we're buying groceri'es for the Alberta" or "Fresh from Newfound land"  or 
, Cranes, Dri l ls, Elevators, Furniture, home or supplies for business, farm ~hr "Manufactured in Ontar io"  or "Nova Scotia 
• Glassware, Ho l iday resorts, Insulation~ industry. Lobster." 
Jewellery, Kitchen appliances, Lumber, If each of bs added only $1 0 a week to The point  is, if you take lhe lrouble to find 
Machinery, Newspapers, Off ice equip- Canadian made purchases, Canada out, you can usua [y tell 
• t , . # ° • 
ment, Potatoes, Quilts, Rope, Steel, Tires, would be over 10 billion dollars better And,'ff 0t s made anywhere m the ten : 
Umbrellas, Vaccines, Wines, X-Ray off in just one year. Provinces or the Territories, it is made in 
equipment, Yarns, and Zippers. Who should Shop Canadi~ Canada. 
Everything, in other words, from A to Z. You should. 
This ad was made in Canada. Making t.his ad employed 
(for a period o! time) a wriler, an arl director, an 
Government G0uvernement . account executfve, a media buyer, a media panner, 
l e of Canada du Canada a typesetter, an engraver, a platemaker, a Iraffic 
operator, several switchboard operators, various 
~/ / /  TERRACE HONDA SAI. E$ Industry, Trade Industrie mailmen, shippers and secrelaries, pub cation 
/ 4e42 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. veo 1Le and Commerce et Commerce reps, publication make-up people, nol to mention 
635-6571 or 635.4325 all their various suppliers. . 
Dealer Llcence Number 02066A Jack Horner, Jack Homer Shop ConadJan Everyone of these people lives and works in 
I F IONDA Test drive a Honda today. Minister m,n,stre I~ l lM~no l~/ i  la ¢.Mlladiemte Cana(hl. 
• . . .  ~ -~  
Election to 
return 
Peruvian gov't 
¢ 
LIMA (AP) - -  Two estal)- 
llshed parties, the con. 
sa'vative Popular Christian 
party (PPC) and the loft-of, 
centre Popular American 
Revolutionary All ianc, 
(APRA), took an expected. 
lead today ,in early returns' 
from the election of a 
Peruvian const itut iona 
assembly to prepare for a 
return to civilian govern- 
me~t by 19S0. 
The government television 
service said its unoffidal 
tabulation Of 1.24 million 
valid votes, or me-fourth of 
the total eligible voters, gave 
the PPC 33 per cent of the 
1.24 millio# valid votes 
counted and Victor Paul 
Haya de la Torre's APRA 25 
per cmt. 
Leftist candidates had an- 
other 33 per cent of the valid 
vote in Sanday's election, but 
this was split among six par- 
ties. The leftist show of. 
m~gth  was attflbated to 
di~Jo~tmt with recent in. 
creases in prices of basic 
staples, fuel and trans- 
partation. Protests against 
the rises turned into st reet  
dots in which 38 persons. 
were killed, and the eleetiou 
• was delayed two weeks. 
A dozen parties in all put 
up 1,150 candidates, a 
The ballots tallied were 
from Lima, where 42 per 
emt of the 4.96 million voters 
live. Election board officials 
said it might be two weeks or 
• more before results from 
remote parts of the country 
wPre known. 
Vietnanl  
China 
breakd( Wn 
"BANGKOK '(AP) - -  China 
has ordered Vietnam to dose 
diplomatic offices in three 
C~Incse cities as soon as 
possible, Hanoi's Voice of 
Vietnam radio reporte{' 
today, marking a further 
decline in deteriorating re- 
lations between .the two 
countries. 
A broadcast Nd i l~ i '~~ 
this Thai cap!t~l sa id  
VieUmm in turn 5di 
demanded that China 
'guarantee (the) lives and 
property of officials at the 
three consular sections as 
they pack and return home. 
The broadcast aid one of 
the consulates is in Canton. A 
second, heard indistinctly, 
may be Vietnam's consulate 
at Nanning. The third could 
not be made out in the Hanoi 
Shortwave broadcast, but 
Vietnam is known'to perate 
a eonsulategeneral at 
Kunming. All three cities are 
within 640 kilometres of the 
Vietnamese border. 
The cohsulate closings, not 
hnmedtstely confirmed by 
Peking, were the latest move 
in a propaganda and 
dlploamey battle between 
the two countries, at odds 
over Hanoi's alleged 
mistreatment of Chinese 
living in Vietnam and over 
China's support for Cam- 
bodia in the Cambodian- 
Vietnamese border war. 
The Chinese earlier this 
,, mouth announced they. were 
cutting aid to Vietnam. 
The Voice of Vietnam said 
China ordered the closures 
because of Vietnam's 
idleged failure to permit. 
Chinese consular 
representatic, in Haipbeng, 
Ho Chi Minh'City and Da 
Nang. The Vietnamese 
denied that charge, saying 
they agreed to allow Chinese 
consuls in the first two'dtiee 
and are considering such 
reprosmtation i  Da Nang. 
China has charged that 
Vietnam is mistreating 
ethnic .Chinese in both 
northern and southern 
Vietnam and is expelling 
tens of thousands, an 
allegation Vietnam has 
denied. Hanoi accuses China 
of staging a national hate 
campaign against Vietnam. 
• Vietnan~ says its resident 
Chinese, who dominated 
commercial ife in South 
Vict im, want to get out 
because the  Communist 
gover~nent has put an end 
to private nterprise, as the 
Chinese Communists did 
years ago. 
German 
gun battle 
BERt,IN' (AP) -- A gun 
battle involving police broke 
out on the Unter den Linden 
, boulevard in East Berlin 
today ar.d several 'persons 
ware wounded, sources in 
the East German capital 
"reported. 
VOTING ORDERLY 
A spokesman for the 
moderate military govern- 
ment of President Francisco 
Morales Bermudez said the 
vote was "massive and 
orderly." 
The assembly is to meet 
July 28 to begin writing a 
new constitution to replace 
the 1933 charter and to 
arrange for presidential nd 
congressional elections in 
1980 for this South American 
country of 16.1 million 
people. 
The voting Sunday was the 
first in Peru since the 
civilian government of 
P res ident  Fernando 
Bolaunde Terry was over- 
thrown in a leftist military 
. coup in 1968. Morales Bor- 
mudez took power in August, 
1975. 
In the last decade, the 
military has revised the laws 
governing land.holding, 
labor, education, industry 
and banking. But con- 
setvative and centre parties 
say the government has 
mismanaged the ecoucmy, 
producing an l~-btllinn trade 
deficit and 60-porlcent in- 
flation. 
IRA claims police execution 
BELFAST (AP) -- The 
• "Irish Republican Army said 
today it has killed police 
Constable William Turbitt, 
who was kidnapped in a 
bloody IRA ambush in 
Northern Ireland during the 
weekend. 
An IRA statemenL 
distributed to journalists in 
areas near the border with 
the I r i sh  republic said 
Turbitt, 42, was "executed" 
because he was part of the 
Spy pilot died 
"needlessly'" 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  Ranger crashed in a vacant 
The National Transportation baseball field three 
Safety Board said today kilometres southwest of the 
former U-2 spy plane pilot airport. 
"British war machine." 
Turhitt had been missing 
since Saturday when the ear 
in which hb and his partner, 
Constable Hugh McCennell, 
were riding ran into an IRA 
ambush at Camlough in 
South Armagh, a border 
area which is an IRA 
stronghold. 
McCoanell died in a hail of 
bullets and Turbitt was 
apparently gravely wounded 
and kidnapped by the. 
Francis Gary Powers died in 
a needless California 
helicopter crash because he 
mismanaged his fuel supply 
and the craft ran out of fuel, 
Powers and cameraman 
George Spears were killed in 
the crash last Aug. 1 after 
filming brush fires in the 
Santa Barbara rea for a Los 
Angeles television station. 
The board said Powers 
tried to make it back to the 
Van Nuys airport. He had 
radioed that he was low on 
fuel. The Bell 206-B Jet 
"There • are few temp- 
tatious in flying--as in 
driving an automobile-- 
which are more difficult to 
resis~ than the urge to keep 
going despite worseninB 
weather or a diminishing 
fuel supply and there are few 
mistakes that are as 
deadly," the board report 
said. 
Board investigators found 
' only about five ounces of fuel 
in the craft's fuel lines and 
filter, 
i 
guerrillas. 
The IRA, almost ex- 
clusively Roman Catholic, is 
waging a guerrilla war to 
~d British rule of Northern 
Ireland and merge the 
Protestant-deminated rri- 
tory with the lflsh republic, 
which is overwhelmingly 
Roman Catholic. 
The statement purportedly 
came from the South Ar- 
magh Provisional wing of 
the IRA. It gave no in- 
formation on where the body 
i s . '  
PRIEST RELEASED 
The Ulster Freedom 
Fighters, ~ an extremist 
Protestant paramilitary 
group, had kidnapped a 
prominent Roman Catholic 
priest, Rev. Hugh Murphy, 
Sunday morning in 
retaliation for the abduction 
of Turbitt. 
But Father Murphy was 
released Sunday hight after 
a chorus of Protestant alp 
peals for his freedom. 
Turbitt's death, ff con- 
firmed, brings to at least 
1.841 the number of persons 
killed since sectarian 
viofenco erupted in Northern 
Ireland in August, 1969. 
Any hope that Turbitt was 
still alive began to fade 
within hours of the ambush. 
Detectives found so much 
blood at the scene that they. 
suspected he was already 
mortally wounded whm he 
was dragged away by the 
IRA men. 
But there were prayers 
throughout Northern Ireland 
that Turbitt, a father of four 
and a Protestant, had sur- 
vived and that his captors 
would heed the plea of 
Father Murphy, who said 
upon his release: 
"For God's sake, let him 
go ff he is still alive. I ex. 
perienced something like 
that man may be going 
through and I know that it is 
awful agony." 
THEY CAN LEARN 
DAGENHAM, England 
(CP) - -  A poster in a com- 
munity hall in Dagenham, 
Essex, advertised a talk 
about sex for people over 60. 
The inevitable graffiti 
written on it said "You're 
never too old to learn." 
IHOM PROUDL' IDING ARTISTS 
"Pret ty  Lady"  "We' re  Here for  a Good T ime"  
"Two for  the Show" "Baby  Wontcha Please Come Home"  
WITH VER Y SPECIAL GUESTS 
i "Santa Maria" 
"General Hand Granade" 
FRIDAY, JUNE23rd 9 p.m. KITIMAT ARENA 
SATURDAY, JUNE24thgp.m. TERRACE CIVIC ARENA 
$8.00/Day of Show 
ADVANCE T ICKETS AT 
Kel lY 's  & Jeans Nor th  
, . .~ . . . ; ;  . . . . . .  . "  .r- .  , , , : . . . . .  • " . . . ,  . -  
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Overdoses of vitamin A may have a serious effect on the 
liver, spleen, blood, hair and nails.. 
VERSATILE. 
DT10O 
$839 °° 
Here's a dual-purpose motorcycleto fit almost 
anyone's needs. Motocross features and design 
make the DT10O at home in rugged oft-roaD 
terrain• Fully street legal, too. so it's great 
around town. Not a mini. but smaller than a 
full-size Endure. the DT100 is the little bike 
that's just right. 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
4946 Grelg Dealer Licence No. 02013A o: 
(nn mE GlUE gOU 
RLL THE (OEFORTS 
OF. HomE... 
how you can  go  anywhere  and s t i l lha :ve  those  ~ '  
comfor ts  o f  home.  Take  your  vacat ion  th is  year  & ,  ( 
in one ,of our  fabu lous  recreat iona l  veh ic les ,  _1~ 
i t s  the  on ly  way  to  ge l  ' " [~t~< 
1976 FORD F260 
' ::;c:ilkr~P;3::lVe?'4S:~luil8~0nkWsa'r!i:ien~ ihress'ure $6796 
' " VS, P.S., P.B., Air, • co, 
" , ~ ' 1977 '  ¢ 0 U l i~rAnru  xn7  , S5896 
197"/TOYOTA GELIOA $5895 
"'THIS WEEK ONLY" 
1977 PLYMOUTH, VOLAIRE 
2 Door, V6 Auto. Trans. 
1973 GMG VAN 
'V8 Aide. Trans. Carpeted Inside 
$6496 
$2696 
off' 
.LADIES MENS & 
A large selection of 
CHILDRENS 
SAN'D'ALS 
& ,S,H'O.ES 
at the / 
SHOE HUT i 
239 City Cent re ,  632-2244 Kitimat ' 
1976 GHEVELLELAGUNA S3 
V6, auto trans, bucket seats, etc. $5395 
LEASEPLAN 
Invesflgatetheadvantagesot this Rent-to.own plgn. First and Last Months ren t Lels 
you drlve away. (On approved credit) 
, EXAMPLES 
BASED ON 36 MONTH LEASE 
78 F,~iRMONT SEDAN T 78 ECONOLINE VAN 
$125 per month J $1156 per month 
• Total ling $4572 J Tota I ling $5616 
LEASE. END PRICE j LEASE END PRICE 
$1960 $2150 
or simply return I or simply return 
78 GRANADA SEDAN 'I 78 FIESTA 
$145 per month J $123 per month 
Totalling $5220 j Totalling $4392 
LEASE ENDPRICE LEASE ENDPRICE 
$21§0 I $1760- 
or, slrnply return _ __~ or simply return 
78 PINTO 
$110per month 
Totalling $3960 
LEASE END PRICE 
$1600 
or simply return 
J 
J 78ZEPHYR WAGON 
. $145 per month 
Totalling $5220 
J LEASE END PRICE 
I $2oso ' 
I or simply return 
I 78 FI00 PICKUP 
$145 per month 
I Totalling $5220 
LEASE ENDPRICE 
I $219o 
J or simply return 
f 78 F 150 4x4 
J $176 per month 
Totalling $6336 
J LEASE END PRICE 
I moo 
L or simply return 
I ' 78 F250PICKUP 
J $156per month 
Totalling $56.16 
j LEASE END PRICE 
I $2150 
I or simply return 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
• Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 
, 636-49M OOO727A 
/ 
! :  
. !  
4 
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Israel will still occupy 
West Bank, Gaza Strip 
JERUSALEM (AP) --The withdraw unconditionally the future negotations. 
Israeli cabinet has refused 
again to promise to 
relinquish the occupied Went 
Bank and Gaza Strip, saying 
Israel  will negotiate the 
status of the territories five 
years after a peace agree- 
ment. 
The cabinet, after a 
monthlong debate, adopted a 
policy statement Sunday 
which said that after five 
years of the limited self.rule 
Israel has promised the 1.1 
million Paiestinisns in the 
• two territories, "the nature 
of relations" between Israel, 
Jordan and the two terri. 
tories "will be considered 
and agreed upoa at the 
su~ention of any of t~e 
parties." 
(Reuters news agency 
quoted an Egyptian offidal 
as saying that Egypt regrets 
that Israel did not respond 
posltively to questions on the 
future of the West Bank and 
Gaza Strip. "We regret he 
intransigence of (Israel 
Prime Minister Me=tachem) 
Begin," the official told 
Reuters.). 
DEMAND UNCHANGED 
President Anwar Sadat 
has never modified his  
demand that Israel agree to 
from all the Arab territories 
it occupied in the 1967 Arab- 
Israeli War. 
A spokesman for the 
Pa les t ine  L iberat ion  
Organization (PLO) rejected 
the Israeli statement, sa~tag 
the .Palestinlans will 
"continue. the struggle to 
liberate our homeland and 
set up our independent 
state." 
The Israeli cabinet's t4-to. 
5 vote for the policy 
statement was a victory for 
Begin, who threatened to 
reach rather than accept an 
outright commitment to~ive 
up the two territories taken 
from Jordan and Egypt. 
The statement evaded a 
U.S.. proposal that Israel 
to discuss the "per- 
manent status" of the 
terdtoriss after the fiveycar 
IP.ded. The Carte" admin- 
lstraUon hoped this would 
signify enough give by Begin 
to get the Egyptians back to 
the negotiating table. But 
Israeli officials 'said this 
implied a commitment to 
decide the sovereignty ofth~ 
two territories, and Begin 
contended such an advance 
commitment would un- 
dermine.Israel's position in 
U.S. PLANS ROLE 
A U.S. state department 
spokesman in Washington 
said the U.S. government 
"will be consulting with each 
aide about hew to proceed on 
the basis of the Israeli 
response and the views' 
developed in our exchang~ 
with Egypt," 
Begin propesed in 
December that the 
Palestinlans in the West 
Bank and Gaza elect a 
governing coandl and have 
limited autonomy for five 
years while Israeli military 
control of the areas con- 
tinund. Sadat rejected tee 
plan at the time, and the new 
cabinet statement attached 
two conditions to the 
proposal which presumably 
will also be unacceptable to 
the Arabs. 
One specifies t~at 
autonomy will not be granted 
until "the establishment of 
peace," or apparently until 
Israel, Egypt and Jordan 
agree on a peace treaty. 
The other is that mere than 
two million Palestinians 
living in theArab states will 
have no voice in the 
governing of the territories 
or the future negnUations. 
A gorilla sleeps 70 percent of the time. 
AT: 
(UALERS NAME) NOW'. 
Take woad champtons~l,p calbbre engmeer;~g, agora, hands down Get on to somelhmg 0ood-  
pluslegendaP/Suzuklret,ab,fdyandyou'vegota andsavemoneydomgd An(fre~nembe¢,you've 
w~nner I t  iny  p tce  got us ~h,nd  you every mpfe of the way 
Take Suzuk~ Best Vatue Days and you win 
THE RIGHT MOTORCYCLE FOR OUR TIMES 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SILES LTD. 
44111 Lakehe 
g i lder  U lnn  I ImIN I r  IIZ4M 
The body has approximately 206 bones, nearly 700 muscles, and almost 250 joints~ 
WIN 
A SILVERUHE FIBREGLASS RUNABOUT W1111 
TOP, 60 HP SPIRIT O.B. MOTOR AND 
EZV-LOABER TRAILER 
/ 
Net Prooeeds to 
Completion of the 
ROTARY TENNIS i)OURTS 
Tiokets Available From • Any Rotary Member 
BOAT, 111AILER & MOTOR SUPPLIED~BY 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES 
Deep savings- saws  on Ma~ag Washers, Dryers and Big Savings- Sa.~.~s on Chesterfield Suites, Chairs, 
~ishw, herS: !Posihvely 4 Days- Then prices go bae~k! . Bedroom and noom vmtes, rosmvety euays -+; :  
Then Prices go' back. 
" -~  . . . . . .  ~ !i • • • • " - ~ lroehler 2 po, Colonial Cheetedmld Suite 
May.tag Energy * -=. . / l~  ~ ~  100% il!,,n Faerie . 
Saving Washers ,0, ,prmge K ~ 0 9  s 
• Built to last longer and need . 
fewer repairs • Uses less hot water IJ'nl |aps ~ • V 
than any other like size top loading 
k 
~~ / • Self-cleaning porcelain enamel ~ ~ i  100% Nllo'n Velvet ' I~  96 ~____~= ~ washer" All fabric cycle selecti°n ~ Tr°nster 2 P O' TraditiOnal suite _ wash basket. 
------ ~ ~I ~ ~ .aytag  , ~ i t ]~; . .~+ ~~'  i 6 po" vallier" '.droom -S'uit. 
- - - - - -  ~ ~  ~ " All wood sure of Traditional hnoeption 
• 26% more capacity than previous ~!1 i i!~| ii|i!,; ! ~ ~ i~! i~[ j i~ /~ j  Hardwood Frame . 
models • Low tamp, Stream-of- ~ ~ i  i~, ~i~ .... I .  Interior of Oheet Oedar hned 
/ H.eat TM drying• Fast, energy Triple Mirror ' . 10"/9 96 
efficient operation • Dura-cushion TM !~ ~i~ ~ ~ ~  3 po. Bedroom Suds 
dryer drum finish • Unique air-ride Modern slYlo ~ ' 
~ _.--- system. Rosewood& Blaok 67996 
Maytag .. 
g L;apaciw 
Dishwashers 
......................... t . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• Three level washing • Balanced 
racking • Unsurpassed capacit~j 
• Multi cycle • Quiet operati6n 
• Self-cleaning Micr.o-Mesh Ti filter 
• Power module. 
O po. I)olonial ,Oinin| Room Suite 
Pedestal Base Table- 42" Round. 64" 
with Leaves 
4 Mates & 2 Oaptains Obairs 
Hutoh & Buffet .1969 oo 
9 pc. SinKer Dining Room Suite of 
Traditional Oonoeption 
4 Side & 2 Arm Ohain-Upholstered Seat1 
Hutoh & Buffet O/W Uutlerio 
Orawer J Light 1.9490o 
We don't try and 
sell you an extra 
cost service 
contract. 
We include normal 
delivery and. 
installation on 
washers and dryers • 
We add 1 year to 
the Labour Warranty. 
Now - 2 Full Years 
Over 40 Chesterfield 
Suites at 
Big Savings 
We have our own 
Finance Plan. 
Ask about your 
Totem Aooount 
Free Delivery in our 
Truok to 
Kitimat & Terraoo 
We have Sold and 
Serviuod Our 
Produots since 
,1963 
it 
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Meet the 
"Recycler of Unwants" 
t r ~  
Full size S4q complete, 1~'4~ 
I~CtOcy wraT)l~ed. RICP,4rd 
Pfaff't /~tttrets Wartq~o~, l|7~9 
NaIWt, No~hritKIt, 149.11111. ) blkt 
~cJlldivet'ter, iUM plugin 
hone I%m~r where  V0u 
,erter will 4ulomdt~csIly 
t t~e.  4trl~ott r4,w. c~t  
[Daily IO.3PM.$at ~, 
UEON. N H. 9110-~15 
& ALSO NalUrO. 
~IOw dJStrilP, 
344~11• ~Md l0 
|A  1 lm XLR 
,TO ooe,~; ~v' 
EDIT**  
IR FURNITt JRE  
"THE CRO$ 
all I)etweet~ 10-4.,~ _C  . . . . . . . . . .  
Metal DeJ 
I F 345-31ff IAI.E Wed Frl  104 6~"J- ! JL misc. Iurhifucf 
• k Slate Pool 
NeW ,I l l .  e.ali(I 7/] 
AS'~¢ l~J Cl~q C 
.SEC ARV~. r , I 
0 
4 
41 
41 
THE CLASSIFIED COLUMNS 
OF NAME NEWSPAPER! 
There is no reason to keep things you don't • need or 
enjoy ~mymore just because they're valuable. Thereare 
customers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired of. 
Contact the ~Recyeler of Unwants,"the classified de- 
partment of:the Daily Herald. You will be pleased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call, 
results happen.* 
~ , .  
READ FOR PROFIT • USE FOR RESULTS 
 OALL 635-6367 
Terrace/Kitimat 
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I~"~ 1"-'\.~ REALTY ~B~ ~ • ~\  \h  ~ ' %  • 
:632-4721 : 
• • 
o. • 
• .~.44~ • 
: : : o. 
to depict flower, fruit and OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS 
: ' : scenic motifs. KITIMAT 
Another  in teres t ing  : : 
: : featureofthese "The Per fo rmers"  
wallcoverings is a very 
: : realistic appenrarce, with : HOMES FOR SALE : 
: : some designs having an 
alrnost photographic quality 16 Fu imar  Street - 11/2 s torny  : :o== . : • 
• This photographic 10ok can J..43 - Deublewide Mobnlo Homo 
: : make for many unusual • nn ~zfe~ts for the person who • 4 Petrel - Single Family w/basement • 
• • wants something out of the • 27 Finch - 1'/= Storey Revenue • 
• • ordinary. For instance, 1 
• •• there are wallcoverings that I J -Z0 - 2 Bedroom Mebnle Homo 
• • hevea"trompel'oleil"look, Beautiful rural home on I
• I whLeh means "to deeeive the • secluded 2 acre parcel. I ~ 76 Carlson - largo famiIj homo with ~ 
• • eye". This three dime•. , Circular driveway, fully I 'O  ' revenue • • 
• • sional art has been used to master worn ensuiTe, exrri~ finished up and down. 2 l 
• • depict classic columns, large living, dining and fireplaces, 2 full baths: I • 38-863 - Lahakas Carpeted Condo, O 
• • trellicework and the like kitchen. Patio off dining. Wall to wall througnom. I 
• • and, in the case of a stunrdng Full basement features Appliancesincludedandall I ~ • Unit • 
• • new pattern called good revenue suite. Air o ther  fu rn i sh ings  I ; 95 Stnkine - 3 Bedroom Bungalow 
• • 'Bibliotheque", illustrates conditioning installed. On negotiable. Good value 1 
• - • ful ly equipped " l ibrary Natural gas. $67,000. here for.S60,000. I 
[] [] shelves. The effectwhen this • 20 F inch  Street - Single Unit • 
• • wallcovering is used as a • • Lookingforaviewbuildinglottherearenotmanyleft. l " -0 Skyliner. Tremendous potential L 
• 4703 McCONNELL  AVENUE • focal pot•tin a small den or For that quality home in a quality neighborhood rop I = 21 Morgan - Immaoulate homo, 
• , - . • study is quite unique. A in and di;~cuss the possibility of a view lot on Westview I 
• • texturedwallcoveringcan be- 
n Get settled in this  spacious home in a quiet res ident ia l  "area of • used on the other walls and, drive or Cedar crescent. I 0 nice location 
• : Terrace. , • ' •: somebY adding a ~Sklibrary steps,andyoueVencan I • 23 Heron St reet -Reg is tered  Duplex • 
: The neighbourhood - Close to al l  schools, close to the shopping • play up the effect and ereate FAMILY  BUSINESS| • • fantastic valu. • 
a room that is totally in- I¢ , , : , ;~E~, J~ l OPPORTUNITY This well |  
• district, close fo the arena and swimming pool. All new dwellings in =. dividual. " I l i ~ ~ ' ~ l  I laid out and landscaped I . I  Apartment for rent with option to 
• that Street. • OOther examples of the l~ l l~ lP~'~rr - - ] l l l~r lm I traiter park is located on a I ; purchase .  /,, t • 
• ' • rea]istic look can be seen in U~:  . . . . .  I 268 parcel serviced by bothl • . . • - -  ,, ,, 
• The lo t -  Frontage of 75 ft.  depth of 132 ft. Lot i s fu l l y  landscapedand • some wallcoverings which I J~  ~." ~ I sewer and water. Park| . DOUGLASCHANNEL PERFORMS I 
m_ fen(:ed. Locat ion af fords  a nice v iew of the nor thern  mounta in  • feature natural textured | For those people wishing to l comprises 20 stalls ,with I ~ WE OFFER SERVICES lN 
~1 range. . : materials such as cork, / locate between Terrace l roadway lhrough centre| 
grassdoth, lin~s. ' land Kitimat this furnished i and access fromboth Park I • APPRAISALS- PROPERTY MANAGEMENT • 
• , " • A different 10ok might be /doublewide on Kroyer I andWalsh. Main househas 1 • • • The  house - 3 bedrooms on them•in  floor. An  addi t ional  large m with a wallcovering that not i Road at Laketse Lake maY i 2 bedroom up and 2 dow.n I • LOT SALES-- DEVELOPMENT • 
• bedroom in the basement.  Large l iv ingroom,  d in ingroom and i oidy has the photographic [betheanswer 3bedroomslwith 2'bathrooms. ,are- 1 • CANADAWlDEREFERRALSERVICE O 
look, but isactua]iy made up /one with ensuite. All wall I wood in living and dining, • 
• .breakfast  corner in k i tchen.  A second fu l l  bathroom in the • ofamontogeofl~otograpl~ /to wall fireplace in living l Property is treed and|  • . MORTGAGEADVlCE : t , 
• basement. Fami ly  room inbasement .  Workshop and lots of storage • of the Twenties (Family /room, .1244 sq. fl. of l iv ing| landscaped, Offers:! 1 :: : and  = ~.  ~ 
I "iN the basement wh ich  is accessible a l s° f r °m t h e ° u t i d e ' m  . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  * l : :  AIbum).along theseAlinesWal]c°vedngis a real |area(~n75"x2°°'l°t"&skinglwelc°me:price Of $38,000 ' . . . . . .  . . . . .  "' m ; , . . . . . . . . . .  , ASSISTANCE : :'~;r~',:'~:~; ,,,~ 
conver'aaU0n piece, whether i . I I 
• See this excel lent  proper ty  - Pr iced at $52,500. • it is hung in a small home • • Night Phones i -, • Don'tFsoIAroundWithHalfAService • 
~. Talk To A Full Service Real E~tate Office m= m. LISTED WITH " : powderoffiee' studY,room.den or Itevenim-a 
• . • mediate]}, gives the room a . . . .  Bonn ie  Shaw 635-6970 ; WeAreHereToHelpYou-Professlonally ; 
: WlGHTMAN &SMnTH : po.ena,t, ofitsow, and ,  Budl~cC0fl:635-2662... • CANWESELL¥OURS?--JIJSTTRYUS • 
| ; Helpful Hints tPeooooooooooooooooO 
&mmmmmm•mmmmnnl•m••mmnn•mmmmmmnunmnnlmn, m un mnnnnu| ,0 K e e pi  g C 0 el 
our tastes in home fur- 
nishinKs, fashions and food 
are 
cosmopolitan. 
that international travel and 
the availability 
ellll•lllll•lll•l•llllllllgglllllllllllllllll| 
• . • There are many•w;,ys to 
• keep cool and save on ener- 
• I~Y, too. Ilome economists 
• at Whirlpool recommend 
• the following helpful hints. 
" - I Park Avenue Realty Ltd 635 • The kitchen can be • especially uncomfortable " )l • 
• when the weather is hot and 4619 PIRK AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V86 1V5 
• humid, and your kitchen's - 
• humidity level can be raised 
• 1 hy cooking and dish- 
QUALITY EXECUTIVE mn washing, so try to do dishes 
residence on Scott Avenue I~for, e or after the hottest 
with superior construction part of the day. 
features beyond normal Since some cooking can't 
requirements. Two fully alw;,ys waiL, you may want Let the tenant help you 
finished floors with six to eomider a microwave bedroom bungalow with the mortgage Looking for a quiet but 3 bec payment. Side by side Only $30,000 asking pricei 
bedrooms, two bathrgoms LOW PRICE DUPLEX ON • ow, n as a cool, ch:an altcrna- located on Clark Street on duplex with full basement, convenient location? This for two bedroom home on e 
i completed in all respects PINE~ Two story, very :  Live. In microwave cooking, 
RURAL BUT CLOSE to by the owner. Heavily large patio, 2 bedrooms•]]] microwaves heaL'the• food- ¥4acrelot. Close to schools 2 bedrooms each, eledric could be i l l  Four Straume Ave. Centrally e
not the oven itself---your and shopping. Big gai;den beat. A good investment bedrooms, two baths, large located, this house also• 
• ]]]schools, on 2 acres at 3137 insulated for electric heat. each with kitchens, living•]]] kitchen will stay Cooler and with flowers, shrubs and for a young family. Asking lot and in the 4500 block includes rangeand fridge, i 
• Kofoed Drive with barn 1380sq. ft. each floor, large rooms carpeted, laundry,• more comfortable, lt'sclean frees..A suitable home for price $,13,S00. For  further Graham Avenue. Call in Good starter home for e 
• ]]]and corral. Over 1200 sq. patio with garage. Asking bathrooms, ranges and•]]] a young family. Asking deflals call Horst or today and view this home young couple. Call Frank. 1 
• ft. with double fireplace, $75,000. fridges. 75x200' lot, beside•]]] cooking, too. Spillovers don't cook on to the Oven, L10,000. Call Norst or Christel. on "Realscopa'. Asking 
t ~ /Thornhll l  schools and:  and dishes are easier to 46,$00, eall Kelly. 
f~':~ stores. Only $31,500. Excl .• clean because rood isn't 
:fullbasemenh 4bedrooms, ~ i ~ '  . -= , " , *= ~ '  ,'.;, half acre. White stucco • .  you already hristel for more in- ~ ,  ~ ~ : ~  ~'~I D i  
• two bathroom residence, rmation.' .,~:~_~ :ii~:~.~[;~k~. ___.s : 
I Lols of storag ,'slucco . 1 ~ I ~  ,. i  862. /  "baked"on. ' ~  ~ ~ ';127 AGAR AVENUE•]]] . . . . . .  ]L .~  l • I i" lexterlor.  Fultbasement. ~ ~ '~;~ " I • i~ 
1Gnly $46,500. Listed ex. reduced to $29,000 is th l s l  
:dusively. ~ . , .  ~ - • ,' three bedroom home on l  .Air Conditioning ~ ~ 
• finish, shake roof. Partial= bought an air conditioner, Home 'on acreage with ~ Asking $44,500. Three 
";XCLUS,IVE LISTED basement with washer I start out right by buying the =~ subdivision possibilities. A comfortable starter bedroom home. Two years 
connection. Large 18x201 o"  ~ Has 3 bedrooms, fireplace, home for the young. 
• Rural setting. 4 Year old full basement. A second" Recently redecorated 1 livingroom. 
J• D.~I  M=e 4~un bAs ,  nnnt¢  , 
~ BEAUTIFUL 
RES IDENCE ON 
HALLIWELLAT BENNER. 
• TWO large 87' lots included 
• ]]]for $64,500. or will sell with 
one lot for $57,000. Soundly ~ 
built, newly redecoraled, 4 
bedrooms, two fireplaces, 
lltwO bathrooms, carport, 
• ]]]family room wllh built in 
• red vinyl settee and liquor 
• cabinet. Lois of nice 
features should be and 
;"=viewed to be'appreciated, 
i Excl. 860. 
• A.E. l,e Page Limited Coast 
EXECUTIVE residence of 
1300 sq. ft. on flair acre at 
Walsh and Eby. Four 
bedrooms, f ireplace, 
double carport, natural gas 
heat with electronic air 
filter and humidifier. In 
like new condition. Two 
baths, rec room. Must be 
seen. Asking $75,000. And 
has subdivision potential if 
desired. 
EXCL. 029, 4610 SOUCIE 
AVENUE. ONLY $35,000. 
Close to town centre, 2 
bedroom main , floor 
residence with extra 
bedrooms in basement. 
Compact kitchen, Second 
bathroom in basement with 
unfinished family room. 
I~III Coast 
under one acre, sunshinel 
setting year round == 
residence with own power • 
plant, ninety eight ]eetm  
frontage, wharf, three~= 
bedroom home, ft~li i 
basement, spacious l iv ing• 
room with heati lafor• 
fireplace and excellent == 
view. 1175 sq. ft. • easterly 
living area. Many other=el 
• features. Asking $60,000. • 
Open to offers. MLS No,• 
2917. • 
Rea l  Es ta te  Serv ice  • 
right size. One that is too 
large will pull the room 
temperature down too 
quickly,~ICeausing the room 
to feel clammy and uncom- 
fortable. One that's too 
small won'L cool the room 
adequately. Before you buy, 
make sure you know the. 
dimensions of the room or 
rooms you want to cool 
Air Flow 
Don't block the unit's air 
flow with drapes or furni- 
ture, ;,nd keep the air fi lter 
oh:an. Check to see that 
fireplace flues are closed 
when •pen, they can draw' 
cool air nut of the room. " 
Save On Electricity 
if you ~tre home all day; 
turn your pir conditioner on 
in the morning, before th, 
heat o~ the day reaches its 
peak. If no one is hem,., 
during the day, you may 
w;mt to buy a timer whinh 
can be set to automaticaqy 
turn the unit on and off at 
the time you i)re-select. 
Keel) oh'apes or shutters 
closed go Lhe'sunny side of 
I he  hol lSe, and" e l )an  w in -  
(h)ws and doors as lilde as 
I)ossil)~e when the 'lit ctmdi. 
li¶)m;r is (m. 
mobile home on Section 
Road. Has two bedrooms 
plus extra room in ad. 
dition, oH heat. Big 
120'xt32' treed lot. A place 
of your own for only 
$i0,500. Call Horst or 
Christel, to arrange for 
viewing. 
Thocnhill on large lot, 
including fenced corral and 
horsebarn. Asking S32,000. 
Call Christel or Horst. 
smaller home on same 
property rented. 2//4,ac:res 
could provide 10 building 
lots. For more details call 
Horst or Christel. 
bedroom house with  
electric heat; fireplace. 
Big fenced yard. Located 
within walking distance to 
centre of town. Why pay 
rent when you can own this 
property for only $19,500. 
Call Horst or Christel for 
viewing. 
The home of your dreamsl 
Four bedrooms, fireplace, 
exceptional view and 
spac ious  comfor t  
throughout are just a few of 
the features. Attacbed two 
• car garage and quiet 
location. Askin~ $66,600. 
Call Kelly. 
• Only 26,500 for three 
bedroom starter home on 
V= acre lot on Agar Avenue. 
Well worth investigating. 
Call Frank for details. 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSKI  - 635-5397 
FRANK SK IDMORE - 635-5691 
old. Full basement. Large 
fenced yard. H~.ar school 
on Doble Street. Natural 
gas heating. Supplied with 
water from. lo.cal system. 
Phone Frank for viewing. 
Three bedrooms, two baths 
and large lot make this 
conveniently located hol~le 
a must to view. With over 
2000 sq.,fl, of family riving 
this property affords many 
unusual comforts and must 
be viewed., Call Kelly 
today and lets talk homesl 
KELLY  SQUIRES . 635-7616 
CHRIsTEL  GODLINSKI  . 635.5397 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
end to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Servlca, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertis~ment wil l  be 
destroyed unless .mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
tp send .Original s. of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30days after the first 
publication. .. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing, in the ad- 
vertlsernent es published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct inesrflon toT. the' 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in- 
correct or omiflod Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greeter 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights ACt 
which i)rohlblts any ad• 
verfislng that dlscrlmlnates 
against any parson because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, natlonatlty, ancestry 
or piece of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
CLASSl F I E D RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: ;" 
20 words or 'less $2.00 per 
;nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no" refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be" made before 2nd 
InSertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
S1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 par 
insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT • AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line par month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to. 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of $S.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP• 
TIONS: 
38, WANTED MISC;- 
39. 
MARINE 
Justified by a bona fide No charge provided news 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  submlfled within one mon~. 
,~$S.00 production charge for 
Publ ished a t  Terrace 
B.C. S days  a week  
Mon..Frl. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effect ive October ! ,  
1977 
s ing le  Copy 20c 
BY Carr ie r  mth  3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Mai l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Mai l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Mai l  year 40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
Brlti~h Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, TeFrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604-635.63S7 
HOME DELIVERY" 
~ ' ,  Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
.~:lu'ne 2e...Last meeting 
before Summer break to be 
held af Watson and Florle 
Bolley'shome. All Rebekah, 
.'Oddfellows and the Spouse 
welcome. 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
at'Elks Hall from 10hi 2 p.m. 
Sept. 13...First meeting of 
Fall session. Presidents 
Visit. 
November .4...Elks Hall Fall 
Bazaar. 
.The next meeting of the 
Regional District at Kitimat 
Stlklne wi l l  be held on 
Saturday, June 24,1978 In the 
Masonic Hall, 491~ Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
commencing at 9:00 a.m. 
'(lu16,20~22,23) 
Is:your so~. Interested In 
Scouts. If s~the let Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
reglstratl0n for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635.3553. ' Fees' will be 
190.00 pc," boy, Anyone In- 
terested In helping with 
Scouts please call • 
~Veddlng and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without pldure. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The Terrace Dance. 
Association wil l  be 
presenting a Dance Seminar- 
Worl~shop on June 2,1th and 
25th to be held at Clarence 
Mlchlel Elementary School, 
Terrace, B.C. This weekend 
Is open fo all Individuals over 
age 6. 
Miss Sheila Marshall a 
member of the Royal 
Academy of Dancing trained 
at the Rea Burns Dance 
School, the Wynne Shaw 
School of CDance and Thrad 
Summer Sessions at the 
Banff School of Fine Arts. 
There wi l l  be four 
catagorles available Ballet, 
Tap, Modern.Jazz and 
Acrobatic-Gymnastic 
Dancing. FEE of $20.00 will 
cover any or all sedlons 
.taken over the two days. 
Registration forms may be 
obtained at Terrace Sight 
and Sound or Terrace Public 
Library. Please pre register 
by June 16, 1,978 to P.O. Box 
256, Terrace, B.C. V0G 4A9 
Open house Centennial 
Christian School. Tuesday 
June 20, 1978, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
A facil ity to serve our 
community. 
Annual General Meeting of 
Northwest Regional Arts 
Council Sunday, June 257h, 
1970, 11:00 a.m.R.E.M. LEE 
Theatre. All Interested in 
the arts welcome to attend. 
Special meeting of the 
Terrace Child Minding 
Association Wednesday,' 
June 21 at.8:00 p.m. at the 
Northwest Community 
College 5530 McConnell 
Room 204. Election of Of. 
ricers and general 
dlsc, usslon. 
1968--Senator Robert 
Kennedy was shot and 
'fatally wounded in a Los 
Angeles hotel, 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FEREHCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every TtJeaday from 
1:30-3:SOp.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
- Held at Thornhlll 
R~creatlon Centre on the 
fourth F'rlday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
- Babyslflers who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, "and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap. 
polntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phono for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday af- 
terneen at 1:00- 2:00 p.m. 
V.O. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN I TATI ON 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
Problems. * 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
Hearil~ ests will he done by 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196.\ 
Assessment and planning for 
those ellglble for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion, done by 
consultant. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
heidevery Tuesdayat 7 p,m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avmce. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
g in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635.3747. or 635-3023. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeeno Centre offers, to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services • 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Oay Care for working 
people • 
• Drop-in for companionship 
&. coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 0.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
635.2265 
* WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donatlo~ls of any 
old, broken or u~ed pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stonily yell at your children,. 
or hit them, or find It hard to 
control yo~r angry feetlngs 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving con- 
strucflve parent you really 
want to be. 
A l l  Inquires absolutely 
confidenflah 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 63|-1S58 
OR 
635.772l 
MI LLS MEMOR IAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc• for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup, service phone 
635.5320 or 638.$233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
• on Lazelle Ayenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
A Heather-Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the In• 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Jntererded persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635-2456 as soon as possible. 
=keena District Girl Guides 
would like to an~once the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
CompJny in the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in. 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635•3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There Is help 
Availablel 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS. 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Men.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills, 
Mamor.lal Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meefl.ng. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays 
f?om 11:00 -4:30 p.m. 
B.C•O.A.P.O.- Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November lath 
1978. Arena Banque:f Room 
Mrs. Madella• splrltuai 
reader and adviser. Palm 
and tarot Card reading. She 
wil l  help you with your 
problems in business, health, 
love affairs, sickness where 
others have failed. Special 
reading by mall with free 
monthly horoscope. Send 
$10.00, date of birth and year 
to: Mrs. 'Madella, P.O. Box 
69784, Station 'K', Van. 
couver, B.C VsK 4Y7. Phone 
251-3697. (p4.16) 
' THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, a ir  brushing 
available - custom firing. 
McNeil St. 
~45.~93 
• CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PI;ION E 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAV,~TING 
RUPERT' STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and befforles. 
Location. Seal Cove 
Open fill 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd Jobs for the lobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable .rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
EIKirlcel and Refrigeration 
contract. 
• House wiring. 
; &lS-SO7~ 
(ctf) 
IN0--An order-in-council 
declared Communist party 
of Canada nd other bodies, 
including fascists and 
Jehovah's Witnesses, illegal. 
f 
Lost from the 3300 Block of 
Thomas. Small black female 
cat with white spot under 
chin. Wearing yellow collar 
and goes by the name of 
Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
635.2148 or 638-1064. (ctf) 
A white long haired female 
cat with green-yellow eyes. 
She's two years old. Missing 
from the lower Albatross 
area of KItlmat. Any In- 
formation would be ap- 
preciated. Contact 69 Brant 
or call 632.2924. (sff) 
Office Space for Rent: 2700 
sq. ft. on Greig-Ave., 
Reasonable rent. Leas~ 
available. Phone 635.7266. 
Wanted to Buy: Boat trailer 
suitable for small boat. 
Phone 635.3453 (p5.15) 
Wanted to Buy: 75:100 
CCsmini.bike, in good 
condition. Phone 635.5394 
Person required Im- 1975 Relnell 21' cabin 
mediately for office position cruiser. 1750MC with 302 
with the Federal Business , Ford engine. CB, depth 
Development Bank. Duties sounder, compass, tandum 
Include typing, switchboard, bed trailer, and many ex. 
reception, flllng and postage, tras. Firm $12,000. 633.2332. 
Experience desirable hut 
wi l l  consider training For Sale: 22' K&C cabin 
depending on overall cruiser - 3SCu. In. 068 leg - 
qualifications. Excellent trim tabs - VHF - CB - tape 
staff benefits. Salary deck - recording depth 
commensurate with ex- sounder •compass.anchor - 
parlance. For appointment 2 down riggers - stove- ice 
telephone Mr• Cousins at 635. box . sink ,- head - price 
"'4951. (aS-151 $13,000. 635-6126 or 635-3575 
after 6 p.m. (c5.18) Full or part.time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 . S8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
Interviews Call Mornle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
Everything a Girl wants in a 
position: 
Fleasant Working Conditions 
Chancefor Advancement 
Good Salary 
Friendly Associates 
Steady Employment 
Must Be Experienced Typist 
and 
Able To Handle Clerical 
Work & Numbers 
Apply To 
I 'NDUSTRIAL  AC-  
CERTANCE COR-  
PORATION LTD. 
IAC Limited 
4639 Lazelle 
635.6391 
Sales Personal: Part-time & 
• full time staff 9:30 - S p.m, 
Fri. Apply at Sweet Sixteen' 
SENIOR SECRETARY 
TERRACE 
$1,060- $1,170 
For Provincial Ministry of 
Health, fo perform 
secretarial and receptionist 
duties and supervise several 
subordinate employees; to 
inifate routine correspon- 
dence, maintain various 
records and files, select 
intormatlon for preparation 
of summaries.reports and 
'keep abreast of metiers 
being deall with by 
supervisors. Four years' 
responsible stenographic 
experience, including 
supervisory duties; good 
shorthand and typing skills; 
proven ability to meet and 
deal etfedively with the 
pubtic. 
$52.80 me. Northern 
AIIowar.ce paid in addition to 
above. 
Canadian citizens are given 
preference. 
Obtain applications from the 
Government Agent, 4506 
Lakelsa, Ave., Terrace VSG 
11)5 and return to the Public 
Serv ice  Commiss ion ,  
Valleyvlew Lodge, Esson- 
dale V0M 1J0by July 5, 1978. 
COMPETITION 78:~784A 
Help Wanted. Employer'sl 
Do you need (some) extra 
help? Try the most en- 
thused, energetic, eager help 
around. HlreA student. 
Contact All/son, 632.4691 or 
JeAnne 635.2044. (ju19.23) 
4 AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM.Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 (ctf) 
For Sale: Large t lpglls 
frldge $350. Spee.d Q~een 
washer dryre set $500, Girls 
CCM bike $20 ' .,: 
Four Goodyear Plygl~'~s E. 
70.14 tires. $110 or best offer. 
Phone 635.2303 after 6 (c5.17) 
For Sale: couch $30, kitchen 
table and 2 chairs - 820. 
,Phone 63S.5192 eves. (p3.16) 
For Sale:' Bed chesterfield 
with cover $50 Phone 635.6810 
after 6 (p3.16) 
Fontane fifth wheel on four 
foot slide 16" dry type air 
cleaner, 225 amp Forney gas 
driven welder with 3500 waft 
built in power unit. 849-5349 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement unfinished. Wood 
stove plus electric heal. 5211 
Hepple 635.9488 (plm jul 10) 
2 bedrooms each duplex. 
Corner lot - Big garden and 
yard. 1 large 2 room' storage 
shed. 1 - 14' by 14' barn. 
Asking $45,000 Phone 630. 
1704 after 5 p.m. (p5.15) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635- 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
For Sale: V2 acre lot along 
Oueensway in Thornhill. 
Well treed on fertile land. 
Septic tank and wlel. Asking 
58,500 638-1036 (p10-1) 
33 Lillooet. 3 bedroom 
duplex, fireplace, wall-to. 
wall carpets, large fenced 
beckyard. Laundry room, 
gas heat, five appliances if 
needed. Must be seen. 632- 
7956 after 6 (c5.15) 
Modern three bedroom home 
for sale. New flooring. 
Large landscaped lot. 
Greenhouse, garden spot, 
additional buildings. 
Queensway area. Asking 
S25,000. Will accept 
reasonable offer. Call 638- 
1260 anytime. (c10-21) 
Successful store for sale in 
Terrace. Complete with 
equipped butcher shop, 8 
coolersand freezers. 1walk- 
in, 3 bedroom dwelling at- 
tached. One rental imuse, 
occupied, 3 bay garage all on 
one acre of land. Annual 
sales almost double.asking 
price. Assumable mortgag e . 
Call 635-5202 for details. 
For Sale Prime Tire 
Business with gas service 
House for Sale: 3 bedroom etc. - r4 bedroom : home, 
JC Fourplex on Mallard. .completely furnished, rlV2 
Ideal startee home. beth, many extras,:sltuated 
Reasonably priced: Interior 68 miles north of Terrace. 
recently renovated. In. Apply C. Rifler, Box 103, 
cludes range, fridge and Terrace, B.C. 633-2326 (eft) 
dishwasher. For more in- 
formation phone 632-3295 
Acreage for sale: 138 acres 
on Hwy. 16, 14 miles east of 
New Hazelton (look for "For 
Safe Signs on Hwy.) 50 acres 
Hay and grain, 60 acres 
pasture. Fenced and 
cross,fenced. Creek, good 
• spring water, nearly finished 
1750 sq. ft. log home. 30x40 
barn. Asking $79,000. 
Negotiable for quick sale. 
• R.D. Castle, BOx 204, New 
Hazelton. (p3.9,14,19.) 
For Rent: 2" bedroom 
duplex, $200 J)er month, in Property for Sale: 6 acre 
Thornhlll Available July 1 treed lot for sale in a quiet, 
Phone 635-5397 (p1.14) low density residential area. 
1 mile ndrth of municipal 
1973 BMW 750cc 'with wind 
jammer Fairing ,2100 Phone 
635-7840 (c5-171 
73.Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx2$O 
moto'cross Kawaskl like new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (cff) 
For Sale: 1973 Mazda RX3 
Phone 638-8322 after 6 (cl0- 
For Sale: 1974 Jee/o 
Cherokee Wagon 4x4, 31,000 
miles. Best offer over $4,000 
Phone 635-7937 (05.15) 
Looking for an economy car? 
See our 1972 Cortlne, low 
mileage and in excellent 
conditlon~ priced right for 
For Rent: 3 bedroom 
duplex. Full basement. 
Fenced yard. No pets. 2145 
Hemlock St., Thornhelghts 
Sub. Div. 300 per me. 
Available July 1st Phone 635. 
3256 (p3-15) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom house. 
your budget. See. it at 
boundary 635.4398 (cS-17) P . . . .  1~,,4 ~o ~l,,k ..... 
16 West, Terrace Deal~" 3 and 5 acre parcels .on • " -, 
Woodland Park Subdivision Llcence D00611A (c5.16) 
$14,000 a~'cl $19(X). Two lots 
onlyleft. One with creek. JD For Sole: 1973 Jeep Corn- 
Procter, 490 Anderton Road, mando 4x4 Two tops In. 
Comox, B.C. V9N 4B4 phone cluded. Very good condition. 
339.4736 (c50-July1) Phone 635.2770~ after 5 p.m. 
Available July !st. Phone 
635-5986 or call at 4919 Mc. 
Deck (p31S) 
For Rent: ' 1 bedroom " 
apartment, clean, newly 
decorated. Fully furnished, 
dishes, linens, weekly 
cleaning provided. $65 a 
(p5.16) 
week single $8S double 635. 
9258 (c1-14) 
r 
[For Sale: 3 bedroom spli 4 
[level - bench area. 4 year~ 
[left at 101/4 percenl i 
[assumable mortgage. More I
[information 635-3320 after 5 I/p,m, (p10-10) / 
3 bedroom house in town. 
Pheasant St., 6 years old. 
, Asking $52,500. Full 
basement. Phone 635.7796 
(pS-16) 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS B~R OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
t 
If you are in or thinking of getting into the gas::llne 
business be one of the growing numbers of succes:.ful 
.Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details wrffe to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962.8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence in your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cft.T) 
B!q 1 Now In Stook 
i 
1960 
VOLKSWAGON 
2 dr. 
$1,100 
19"/3 BAT 
610 SV 
Low mileage. Vo 
,z 0a 
1974 DODGE 
MONAGO 
4' Dr. H.T. 
$21995 
1971 FORD 
F100 PICKUP 
'1,250 
1914 
. DATSUN PU 
With Box Liner 
]916 MAZDA 
1.3 608 
2 Door Coupe 
'2,995 
1974 MAZDA 808 
Station Wagon 
'2 U 
$z,4oo 
19,'/3 FORD 
GRAN TORINO 
Station Wagon 
,2 /m 
1974 MAZDA 
B1800 PU ' 
With GEM 
top canopy 
,2,,as; 
1966 OLOS'S 
4 Door 
$200 
1974 
DATSUN 710 
2 Or. H.T. 
'995 
13 FORD 
IOLINE VAN 
Radial Tires 
19/2 DATSUN 
2 dr. Auto 
$1,200 
1973 MAZDA 
RX2 4 Dr. Sdn. 
Low mileage, 
Like new. 
,2Aoo 
1966 
PLYMOUTH. 
4 Dr. 
'350 
1974 VALLIANT 
4 Dr. Scamp 
'21295 
i i r 
: ' " 1970 MAZDA 1974 DATS'UN 1974 MAZD/~ PU 1962 WlLLYS 
'JEEP STATION WAGON ' STATION PU With Canopy. . Low mileage 
As Is 'WAGON Excellent ¢ond 
0950 $900 g2,396 '2,29§ 
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1975 Jimmy 4x4.  Fully 
equipped. Lots of extras. 
High Sierra package. 
Trailer towing suspension. 
Will consider trade 632.7973. 
(c10.18) 
1975 Plymouth Vallent 318, 
auto, p.s., p.b., low mileage, 
2 door H.T. 635-4597 (p6-15) 
1977 Trans AM 400 cubic 
inch. Only 4,000 mi. Phone 
635-5560 (C5-15) 
1969 Dodge V= T PU, vg, 4 
speed trans, posl trac dlf. 
ferentlal. New rear tires, 
spare parts, motor trans, 
etc. $1,000 or best offer..635. 
5339 (ctf) 
Shopping for a new pickup? 
Don't miss this 1977 Ford 1 
ton, 1100 miles, 460 engine, 
automatic transmission, an 
excellent buy. Match it up 
with our 27 foot Vanguard 5th 
• wheel trailer, fully equipped 
with air conditioning and a 
winter package. See this at 
Camperland, 5412 Highway 
16 West, Terrace Dealer 
Licence D00611A (c5.16) 
If you have the urge to go 
camping and don't have a 
camper, come in and see our 
selection of used campers. 
We also have a good selec- 
tion of used pickups. We 
have, what you want - so 
come~.in and see us at 
Camperland, 54!2 Highway 
16 WesL Dealer Licence 
D00611A. 1c5.16) 
1969 and 1974 Ford pickup =/,= 
.ton for sale or trade for 
trave~ trailer. 18' and ~p 
Address 2636 Penner St. 635. 
3752 (p5-18) 
• 1975 Datsun Sports truck 
27,000 miles Good condition, 
• Phone eves 638.1320 (c5-18) 
1976 Chev Silverado 
Suburban. Auto, p.s., p.b., 
air conditioning, rally 
wheels, tilt steering, cruise 
control, trailering special, 
21,000 miles, excellent 
condition. Phone 635-2697 
(p3-16) 
1973 Toyota Celica ST 4 
spped trans, AM-FM radio, 
tape deck, 45,000 miles. 
Excellenf condition. Open to 
offers. 638.8244 (p3.16) 
For Sale: 1974Bendlxl Y O U R  ART 
Leader trailer. 2bedroom. I T H A 
Reve'rse able. Front[ A 0 M E: 
kitchen, patio doors a,d I 
sundeck. Phone 635.~405J 
(ctfju14) ' J G R OWl N G 
For Sale: 12x68 Glendale 
Vista Villa, three bedroom 
with utility shed included. 
Will sell partially furnished 
or .unfurnished. For an 
appointment to view call 635. 
9403 after 5:00 (p10-17) 
Mobile Home 
Immediate Delivery 
To Your Location 
are now available on our 
lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, 
and we custom build to 
suit. Government grant of 
$2500 applicable. Expens~ 
paid fare Vancouver 
Return. For free credl 
check and approval pleas~ 
phone collect 
Parker Homes of Canada 
Ltd. 
937.5447 
(c14.22) 
J ( ~  ~ ~ Mm~by Of • I I  I:orelts 
Timber Sale 
Licence A.09927 
SEALED TENDERS Will 
be received by the Dlstrld 
Forester at Prince Rupert, 
B.C., not'later than 11 a.m. 
on Tuesday July 25, 1978, for 
the purchase of Llcence A. 
09927, to ct~t 506,800 c.f. of 
Spruce~ Balsam, Lodgepole 
Pine, Cedar, Hemlock and 
trees of other specles. 
. Located approximately 22 
-mi les east of New Hazelton 
Casslar. 
Two (2) years will be 
allowed for removal of 
timber• 
As this area is within the 
Skeena PSYU, which iS fully 
committed, thls sale will be 
awarded under the 
provisions of section 17 (la) 
of the Ministry of Forests 
Act, which g!ves the tlmbe¢ 
sale" applicant certain 
ASSET 
Plants die. Popular art sel- 
dom remains popular for 
long. Original oils are priced 
prohibitively. And posters  
can pall. 
So, it is not surprising tlaat 
more and more people are 
turning to collector's plates 
as investments in decorat- 
ing. Collector's plates repre- 
sent affordable art, as well 
as a chance to see real gain 
in their market value. 
Plates range in topic from 
Madonnas to ships at sea; 
they can be made frora 
china, silver, gold, pewter or 
crystal. While the majority 
depict paintings, some have 
raised, sculptural designs. 
And there's astyle for every 
room of the house, whether 
the home be eontemporary 
or eolonisl. 
Seasonal scenes, historic 
s i tes or  reproduct ions  
of  world-famous tapestries 
command attention in a liv- 
ing morn;charming Mother~ 
Day plates, Roekwell series, 
or depictions of flora and 
fauna can add class to a 
k i tchen .  Children's rooms 
become f r iend l ier  w i th  
Sunbonnet Babies, Peanuts 
pals or Disney characters; 
and Dad's den gains distinc- 
t ion  with Father ' s  Day 
plates or the bicentennial 
aerlea. 
As with any collection, 
decorat ive  plates display 
to  best  advantage when 
grouped io one area for 
impact. Light col0m will 
show best against a darker 
background, gleaming like 
pearls on velvet, while dark 
colors are most effective on 
a lighter ground. 
Collector's plates can be 
displayed ramatically when 
hung on walls, spaced on 
shelves,  or clustered to- 
gether on a table top. Diana 
Gordon, art director for the 
Bradford Exchange--world's 
largest broker of limited- 
• ed i t ion  plates--strongly 
urges the use of hangers and " 
stands specifically manufac- 
tured for the purpose of 
display. They are generally 
i 
AIYANSH 
• LAVA FLOW 
by Leslie Kopas 
Discover British Columbia 
A TRAVEL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
I 
When you stand on the road The Aiyansh flow came fronl 
you can still sense it's power, a volcanic rater six kilometres 
The molten rock seems to up a steep side wdley. 
sweep down on you. It ran to the Tseax River. ~tnd 
Then you see that the waves then down the Tseax Valley for 
and ridges are frozen. .18 kilometres to the Bass. 
The Aiyansh lava flow has It pushed the Bass River =o 
been motionless for 250 years, the north side of its broad valley. 
but it is the youngest in B.C. then built a lava plain 10 kilo- 
It is so recent that trees do metresiongandthreekilometres 
not grow on it: it is 40 square wide. 
kilometres of unforested rock. 
Only the pioneer plants, the 
mosses and lichens, cover the 
dark basalt. 
The flow begins near Lava La ks, 
80 kilometres north of Terrdce, 
and stretches another 18 kilo- 
metres to the Nasa River at 
Aiyansh. 
The logging road between 
Terrace and the Nasa Valley 
runs through its centre. 
You first see the lava at Lava 
Lake's north end. 
The flow created the ll-kilo- 
metre-long lake by damming the 
Tseax River. At the same time, 
it created one of the most 
charming sceoes in B.C: 
When you look across the 
lake from the campsite you can 
see massive Mount Poupai'd 
with a glacier on its belly re- 
flected in the water. 
The trail to the craters tarts 
boldly at the road. 
Within a kilometre, it loses 
heart like most of the hikers who 
try it. 
Every step on the law~ must 
be planned. 
The rocks are loose and 
covered with moss• 
They tilt and slip, always 
threatening to spill a hiker onto 
the lava's jagged edges. 
It is a place designed for 
sprained ankles. 
Only the physically fit should 
hike to- the craters. 
Their reward is an exquisite 
cinder cone, some 60 metres 
high with an 18-metre deep 
crater. 
It is set inside the original 
volcano's vent that blew the side 
out of the mountain and sent a 
lava river down to the Bass. 
There are small vents and 
cones from other eruptions, too. 
But there is no compelling 
need to hike at all: the lava flow 
is impressive nough from the 
road. 
The Nishga Indians in the 
Nass Valley have legends about 
the eruption. 
They say it was a warning to 
some boys who tormented 
spawning salmon. 
The boys had split th,e salmon's 
backs and inserted flaming 
torches. 
The legends also say that the 
lava flow contains a petrified 
woman, a petrified house, and a 
petrified fish trap. (They have 
not been seen in recent imes.I 
The legends relate that the 
flow over-ran an Indian village 
about 200 9ears ago. 
Wt~od from trees killed by the 
lava was collected by an early 
settler. A carbon 14 test gave 
its age at 220 years in 1950. 
Both legend and science indi- 
cate that the Aiyaash lava flow 
is the most recent in B.C. 
It is certainly one of the most 
interesting. 
and bombard their ultimate 
privileges.. 
Particulars may be ob• 
talned from the District 
Forester, Market Place, 
For Sale: or Rent: with Prince Rupert, B.C. vgJ 1B9 
option to buy 12x68 house or the Forest Ranger, Box 
trailer will also consider 215, Hazel:on, B.C. V0J lye. 
taking a smaller trailer as. (c4.14,19,2,7) 
part payment: For further'. - ' • 
Information please phone 
63s-7878 (clo.1) 66, RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 1975 12x66 3 bedroom 
Elmonte .(Glendale) trailer, 
2 joey shacks, 1 fully in- 
sulated. Fireplace and 
covered porch. Set up and 
skirted at 27 Timberland 
Trailer Park 635.764S after 5 
p.m. (p10-15) 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
two bedroom semi-furnished 
Safeway trailers. Complete 
with axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
-$6,000 each. Call 636.2660 J.
Hutchings, Box 727, Stewart, 
B,C. (plm40) 
REPOSSESSIONS 
We have a limited number of 
12', 14', and 24' wide In ex. 
cellent condition• 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
If you quality we will fly 
available through gift shops, 
antique dealers and interior 
1976 - 19' Kit travel trailer, designers. 
Deluxe model. Like new The pattern of the display 
condition. Make an offer, you choose can be as impor- 
4507 Cedar Cres. Phone 635. tant and personal as the 
4672 (p2-14) pattern of the individual 
plates. Arrangements aking 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' the form of filled squares 
Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU lend solidity, 'making a bold 
furnace. Phone638.1121 (aft) decorating statement;a ver- 
For Sale: 1965 15' trailer. 
Sleeps 5 has stove, ice box, 
furnace etc. Price $1,300 
"firm. Phone 635.2319 (p5-15) 
40; Travel Mate Travel 
Trailer. 1 year old. Used 
only 3 times. Includes 
/furnace, 3 way fridge, 3 
burner stove, 2 way lighting 
and washroom. Sleeps 4. 
Owner must sell. Price $3700 
Call 635.9404 after 4 (c4.17) 
For Sale: 10' Vanguard 
camper with 3 way fridge, 3 
you In at our expense, burner .stove. 
Hurryl .These won't lastl porta-pottle. 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 
437-4311 
Tor-Star 
Mobile Homes 
835 Granvile 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 1 K7 
(at0.7) 
i 
56' Safeway doublewide. 
Includes all major ap 
F~liances, i~rge garden shec~ 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 
full bath, and fireplace. Se1 
up and fully skirled in 
cedar. View at No. 31-4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park) 
Phooe 635.9429. (off) 
Heater and 
This 1973 
camper sleeps 5 is in A-1 
condition. View at 41 
Charles St., Kitimat or call 
. 632.2620 after 4 p.m. (p5-18) 
tical rectangle can empha- 
size the height of a room; a 
horizontal one helps to visu- 
ally widen a space. 
In comtemporary homes, 
a diagonal display of plates 
adds drama, as do triangular 
effects with the single plate 
equally pleasing at top or 
bottom point. Old-fashioned 
motif plates can wind graee- 
fully up a Victorian stair- 
case; while brightly-colored, 
jewel-toned plates can lend 
excitement to an oft- 
ignored eorridoL 
The nmst importantpoint 
about having and displaying 
a collection of any type, of 
course, is that it pleases 
you. That you'll find a 
collector's plate to do eo is 
virtually guaranteed. For 
more information, write for 
your free copy of History of  
Plate CoUeeting, clo "['he 
Bradford  E'xebenge, 9333 
Mi lwaukee Avenue, Niles 
Chicago, Ill. 60648. 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NOJOBTOBIG 
ORSMALL 
A~DITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENTWORK, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
635.4~4 
8| - -  - ' 
LEGAL 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson 'Rd, Thornhlll. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up ;and skirted In 
trailer court in lawn. WI!I 
sell furnished or an. 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 
even. (plO.Ju1) 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12X68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer,'chlna cablhet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
¢15-3246 (clm.Ju 17) 
To whom Is may concern: I 
Jean Dlonne will not be 
responsible for any bills or 
debts incurred by my wife, 
as of this day, June 19, 1978. 
Jean Dlonne. (p3d6) 
HIS CAMPAIGN BEGINS 
LONDON (CP), - -  
B r i ta in ' s  325,000 troops 
would be more efficient and 
better paid if they were 
allowed to join trade unions, 
a paper sent to the British 
dofence minister by a white- 
c0Uar union !eader says. The 
paper is the beginning of the 
man's campaign to recruit 
servicemen i to his union of 
scientific, technical and 
managerial staffs. 
...... . .~ .... -.:,, ~ .:;:!:...~~. 
DIETER'S CORNER 
"f'hrcc objectives of a 
gdod diet: to reduce to 
)our desired weight: to 
rcm:dn healthy while 
dt~ing it. and tt~ adopt a 
hcahl]) lifestyle !hal will 
allow you to keep tiff 
tht)s¢ unwanted poultds 
once vt)u have lost them. 
::::.~ 
:;~:~;: 
~:~i~:i:i 
N 
A BICENTENARY SPECIAL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
, I)ougla~ t '  l ' , * lhad 
~l l lho/tt l  It,,. h l, ." It, : .t:: 
ON TO THE ATLANTIC 
By Ron Gadsby 
The year was 1755. 
England and France were 
snarling at each other. 
Along the British waterfronts, 
press gangs were swooping to 
fill the war ships that were 
making ready in the Thames' 
estuary. 
James Cook could have had 
his own ship in the merchant 
navy, but adventure beckoned 
irresistibly. On Jane 17, 1755, at 
Wapping~ he joined the navy as 
an able seaman because he "had 
a mind to try his fortune that 
way" .  
Thus the man, destined to be 
one of the greatest sea-going ex- 
plorers in the world, became 
just another sailor in the King's 
navy. • 
But not for long. 
Withi~ a month of being as- 
Signedto the 60.gun ship"Ea~,lc", 
on patrol in thb English Ch ~ ,: 
for boats uspected of supplying 
aid to France, Cook's leadership 
qualities were recognized. 
He was promoted to master's 
mate and, before another six 
months had gone by, to boat- 
swain. 
This gave him command of a 
cutter. 
His commander  was Capt. 
Hu-gh Palliser, anotherYorkshire- 
man,  
Palliser was so impressed with 
Cook that he recommended him 
for promotion to master. 
He was transferred to "Pem- 
broke", a sliip equal in size to 
"Eagle", and given responsibility 
for navigation. 
It was one thing to harry the 
French in the English Channel, 
• another to dare the open sea. 
In February 1758,"Pembroke" 
crossed the Atlantic and Cook 
was pointed in the direction that 
would give him immortality, 
He headed for North America 
as part of the f lee/that carried 
14,000 men under the command 
of Col. Amherst with one 
St. ('lllhberl~v Chun'h. Marion. wlwre Jamt:~' Cook was haptlxed, 
avowed purpose: to drive the 
French out of North America. 
The force laid 'seige to Louis- 
bourg and captured it, then 
moved on to winter at Halifax. 
In spring 1759. the fleet swept 
into the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
and prepared to move upriver 
Great A),ton village and tile school where Cook .'a.s edm'aled. 
RICE 'N' CHERRIES IN  THE SNOW 
3 ' cups cooked rice 
~: .~.~: . '~ i .  ~. ,  . ' 3V3 cups milk 
~. . .  ~i ; , ]~, , ,~ ,;~ % cup sugar 
~. ,~ '. ~ "- ~ ,• ,  . . . .  " teaspoon sal t  /,..~ ., .-'7 ~, ,.., ~ . . "~,  
I lablespoon buller or margarlne 
~.,,~.it-':': ; " ' ~'~ , "Y"~.~ .~ 1 ,~~!~' ,  " 'N ,  ?~ =",~ . /~  . envelope (1 tablespoon)unf lavored 
. j ~ . . . .  ... ~ . . . ~  gelatin , 
/~ ,~ i  " "~- '  ' '..." ~ ~ ~ - , -  1/= teaspoon each vanilla and almond 
"~:  Va pint heavycream, whipped 
~ . /  " "" "~.~ i~ ~' " Cherry Sauce* • ; , ' % . '  
~ " ' ~  ~ . . i [ . ~ , ~ . ~  *CHERRY SAUCE 
1 can (16 ounces) tart pitted Cherries 
% cup sugar 
target, the seemingly impreg- 
nable fortress of Quebec. 
But the river flowed swiftly 
and was treacherous with rocks 
and shoals. 
It fell on Cook to sound the 
depths, dete,~t he,shoals and 
prepare the charts!*~f:~h~ river, 
"a job made mo~'e d~nget:bus by:' 
the fact that it had to be done 
at night. 
But the job was done and the 
fleet entered the river. 
In September, James Wolfe's 
men stormed the ramparts and 
captured the city. No small part 
of their success was due to the 
efforts of Cook and hi~ men from 
"Pembroke". 
Histalents as meticul, ~.~ map- 
maker were further rec.)gnized 
when he was made master tall the 
"Northumberland", the fl;igship 
of Rear-Admiral Lord Colville, 
commander-in-chief o Nurth 
American waters. 
His job was to chart Ne~, 
foundlan.d and Nova Scotia. 
shores, 
The resulting maps were pub- 
lished aud became the official 
charts for these waters. They re- 
mained so for tile next hundred 
years. 
Home on leave in 1762, Cook 
married a gentle lady. Elizabeth 
Bates, who lived near the 
Thames. 
It could almost be called a 
passing acquaintanceship, for 
Elizabeth saw little of her hus- 
band during the 17 years of their 
married life. 
He was home for four months 
after the ceremony, .then gone 
for five years on Newfoundland 
surveys. 
Now it was inevitable that 
Cook would get his own com- 
mand. 
In 1764, he was placed in 
charge of "Grenville", to work 
the Canadian coast in summer 
and return home in winter to 
work on charts and prepare for 
the following season. 
Yet when the "Grenville" 
sailed for Canada in the spring 
o;" 17~,'~, Cook was not on board, 
He had found a new and 
greater challenge. 
Next: The Pacific beckons. 
tablespoons cornstarch 
A~ 
4 or  5 drops red food co lor ing  
Combine rice, 3 cups milk, sugar, salt, and but. 
.tar. Cook over medium heat until thickened, 
about 25 minutes, stirring occasionally. Soft- 
en gelatin in remaining milk. Stir  into rice mix. 
tare. Add extracts.,Cool. Fold whipped cream 
into rice mixture. Turn into a 1-quart mold or 8 
individual molds. Chill. Meanwhile, drain juice 
from cherries intp a sau'cepan, Seb;cherries 
aside: ;Stir sugar and cornstarch into juice, 
Cook over low heat, stirring, until thickened, 
Add cherries and food coloring. Cool, To serve, 
unmold  desserts and top with Cherry Sauce', 
For a more glamorous dessert, pour a little 
warmed cherry brandy over dessert and flame, 
Makes 8 servings, 
1 
? 
} 
~VJohn~ 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, 
1~8 
What kind of day. will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars ay, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
Seif-rellance should be your 
keyword now. Don't let others 
do your thinking for you. 
Neither let anyone sway you 
h'om a worthwhile course. 
TAURUg U ~  
.(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
By interpreting sltuations 
arbltmrily, you may miss in- 
tended warnings. Do not 
hesitate to call in claver 
associates fsr better un- 
derstanding. , Day needs 
collaberatlon, team work. 
Gmm~ I I~P  (May 22 to June 21) 
Your competition will be keen 
sow, but the challenge could 
prove stimulating. A good 
chance to display your 
iugonuitr and know-how. 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Some requests may annoy, 
but think them over carefully. 
Compliance COULD prove 
pcditable in the long run,-- and 
bring you saUslaction as well. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Day calla for your steadiest 
heart and hand. Don't try to 
swim against the tide and don't 
try to force issues. 
ACRO~ 38 Kind of " DO~I 
1 Point ota hom~d ur 1 Start far 
crescent horn bridge 
moon 41 Convert into or den 
5 Grus= leather S Swiss • 
" spikelet ~ Profusion canton 
"clouds" lift and you get a 8SonofEve ofcelors 3Salt 
better perspective. ~ 12 Inland sea 45 Widespread 4 Predicament 
gAGITTARIUS X~'~7" 12 Miss Farrow 418 Out of work S '"-- for Aa (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
You can make a bright"new 14 Horse. 49 Move Seasons" 
place for yourself with a little 15 Aggressive swiftly g Conquer 
more diligence and a gracious 17 Otherwise 50 Com~ort 7 Most dapper 
demeanor. Use a practical 18 Weapon Sl Reward 8 Miss Earhart 
arona for trying, out ideas 19 Higher 5S Watch ~ ~ed,  
before putting them into effect. Sl Boxing covertly sometimes 
CAPRICORN " "~t ' "~ ' match M Site of 1O Gaelic 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ~ Z4OldReman's Vatican City llSlylock 
If you happen to get a late 103 Avg. solution lime: 23 sin. 
~oSt~ pick up your pace as you 
along. Your fine mind and ~ Mine 
quick comprchen~ion of unusual entrance 
situations should be stimulated 20 Topical ' 
now. 30 Oriental coin 
AQUARII~ ~,~'~ 31 Game of 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~ skill 
Influences favorable in part, 32 Spanish gold 
but day requires more .effort, 33 Most savory 
steady application ofyour skills 35 Partner 
and knowledge. Cooperation 
with right forces vital, of null 
PISCF~ X~'  M Statc, hi 
(Feb, 20 to Mar. 20) France 
ExcallontNeptune i fluences. M Actress 
An encouraging pednd! Bolster Palmer 
seif-~nfidence, your powers of 
concentration, and be patient I 
for the results which WILL 
coE~D. 
'YOU BORN TODAY are a 
Gemini-Cancer euspel (one 
bern at the change of Signs) 
and, as such, are endowed with 
the strougest traits of both. The 
Gemin/influence 8ires you a 
fine mind, a lively Imaghmtlon, 
Oronword By Eug  
6-8 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
i 
i 
I 
le Express 
impatience 
Se Goals 
Zl Partner of 
loose 
Mental 
image 
23 Scores in a 
card game 
34 Word with 
hope or 
treasure 
26 Milieu of 
actors 
37 Soand a
hom 
20 Part of 
the eye 
Z~ Buffalo Bill 
31 Quote 
24 Tried 
Thin surface 
37 Rotten 
mEdge 
Assistant 
40 Single . 
41 Wse, 
/4 Hector, 
when young 
45 -- Tse-tang 
46 Doctrine 
10 II 
NNN 
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] t,ko,,, LAKELSE PHARMAgY . s .nn  
|FLY REPELLANT, BEACH TO YS, SUNGLASSES 
.ll and promp! prescription service  ................ 
the AMAZING SP IDER-MAN.  By Stan Lee and John Romita 
v=o . . .  =.e  ==,.. m;q ' | " "  
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) and versatility; fits you for ' " . ,n ' 
~wveychances:some~ould success as aentertainer;JOurnalist, M :-,.' " i M STEAKS from *2.491 be rewarding. Plan n some musician, playwright or , : : 
expansion but curtail where theatrical also I~  
neceeaury. OUt your picture in gives you a 8rear love fur travel . . ~ 4~ 4~1/, ' " I 
focus and you'll benefit later, and the outdoors. Cancer in- 4o M4|  d~v~E-  A , , ~  Open until 10 p.m. Fridayand Saturday 
LIBRA (SepL 2~ to Oct. 23) . / t .~ '~ fluences make you more con- ~ ser'vative than the true 43-= I 473~ LAKELS~= PHONE 635-7977 " • 
O PltChverve. confidence.int° a tivitieSyour sualWith Geminlan;venlionai a dalS°seif-seceifldu&m°re con- F i/i 49 '  CATi:--ISH ............... O " " " - - - " - " - - -  ^-  - ~ = ,  
kmw-how. If ~ew propositions Here we have the ' ~S2 : 53 
are made, however, give them ~ humanitarian, the dedicated . _ 
careful study. Don't be caught physician or nurse, the educator 
uffguard by surface 8litter. or sociologist without equal. CRY i~UIP  6,8 T ~0 DO ~C}0 L |~N~/~'~. .~L~_H~ ~!C~ ~.~.Y!~ FOI~ ,..:'~ 
SCORPIO D~, t~ Truly, the whole world is bef~e - I~  ( :~)~,  C . /~ I~ ~01~/~Att~.. .  Ht~H'~V~I=: I -~ ~ 
(Oct.=toNov. 23) you --  to mset and conquer. J H V S B C G M K C N E H V K B N C N G G E " ~ ~T" "H~ T~' ~ L ~|"#Y I '~ I  ~ ' '~  \ \ 
"Justso,"maymHerasetbeck. ©1978KingFeatumseyndkate. lnc. Yesterdays Cryptequip -- SOAP OPERAS PURSUE • Take in stride, hawevur, and go 
on to something else .until 
STANDARD PATTERN& let ' -lll YBrl , 
~ ~ L'~ 1978 King Features Syndicate. |n¢. ~ I ~  %_qFl~ ' m ln l l l T r /ed  . lU l l l . ' l i l  I ® The Cryptoquip sa simple substitution cipher in which each .'Am ~ m ~-t2. ~Jl]! "/r ~ . 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it I ~ ~. . , . .  ~"~"- '." ~ ~ - /~ l i~ .~ 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locaun8 
: , r  . . . . .  r,o,,,, 
k , - : : l I  . . . .  - ..... 
. . . .  []H f l ,  ........ ' 1 'Z  
P l~ ier" o~ ears ~ l i~;  8~r~iends are do~ and p cmgy ' . . - • 
I think it looks neat. Some of the guys have even done ,t. [~ - - -  ~ i  ~ ~ i ~  ~ t  I lh l l l ' ,  I l i l ,¢n . l l ,  
Nose piercing has been .done for hundreds, maybe mdS|g I wlmmsuseso= glOSS sagu • nsssn iuo  
thousands of years in Egypt and Africa. You wear a little , . . . . . . . .  
gold ring through the hole. 
Boy Te l l s  Fo lks  How can X get my mother to letme got my nose l~ierced? ~m~w~zAm)o .m " ~vm.atpa~,a .~mmvhs~t  - 
I know a lady who will do it for $5, but you have to have 
your mother's permission. WANTS NOSE PIERCED 
DEAR W AfNTS: Sorry, I can't help you do something I 
think you d regret. If you Want to wear a r ing throq~h, 
your nose, get the type that dips on, but you don t need 
another hole in your head. (P.S. When girls got bored, beck 
in the Stone Age when I was young, we used "to make 
fudge.) 
DEAR ABBY: Last year, the manager of our son's Little 
League baseball team screamed, yelled, jumpedup and 
down on his cap and turned purple in the face every time 
ode of the boys made a mistake. I've. seen hi~ got so 
worked up I was afraid he'd have a heart attack He 
constantly belittled the boys, and I've seen him humiliate DOONESBURY by  Garry Tr~leau 
some to the point of tears. Most of the kids are afraid to get " 
near him,~, when he's angry. ' ' " I 
Idantthinkg-andP-year-uldsahouldbo subjected to I IDBI IImH  l i/  E.e vT e/z  'Slim 
this kind of tension and abuse, do you? I L~W/N~7~ I~- I  I/a~O'N~ff~?./~2,ff9 1~--------~1 [T ,~-T f~~r  ~--~----I 
I J# i '~O=~ I ~  I~r=~/#7~e Ir,,iiUtl I~O' / ,~rA~cN~ I;1[]i~1 I told my husband that I didn't want our son to play in 
Little Leaguewith that manager anymore. My husband I, ~ r ~ ~  I[ ~ I~ .~v~7~ [I IJL111 I~o=/~/~A- , I IE .~ I  
says there is good and'bad in ull sporte, and sinco we can't le ~f~.  I~- - - I  I /~0~'~W~mT0~: I~/----I I~ /~A~, IF - - - - ' I  
change the manager's disposition, we" should accept it .and ~ ~ ~/~ 
let our boy play. • ' " ' . ,~ '~/~IT /N~.  ~ '~[~ I 
How do you (and others} feel about this? 
INDIANA MUM 
the parents of the other boys in Little League and discuss [ 
itº You may not be .able to change the manager's 
dispositi~, but you can chango managers. 
DEAR ABBY: I am marrying a man who has three 
daughters (6, 7 and 9) by a" previous marriage. My f l~  
wants his daughters to attend our wedding, and s aon't 
think they should. The girls live with their mother, who flt: lWxll 
will not be at my wedding, so my fiance will have r.o ,OaK f f l~ l~f~l~ 
after them during the ceremony. Perhaps I should mention 
that his/danghtere are ill-mannered_and boisterous; they. 
fight among themselves and don't obey their fa~er, a~a 
I'm afraid they might disrupt the ceremony. This is my 
first wedding and I want it to go smoothly, Abby, 
Also I don't know whether the girls' mother has 
.~OkLsoned their minds against me, butthey don't seem to 
' me very much, which makes me uncomfortable. 
Please don't use my name, initials or town, just toll me 
how to handle this. Thanks, ~ " 
GETTING MARRIED ~:~i~i:~ii!~J. 
. DEAR GETTING: fu order for 8 marriage to suecoed, .... ~'~ . ":.i .. 
communication iu'e esaentlal.Start new by ,~ candor and 
telling your fiance exactly how you feel about his ::ii; iiiii = 
daughters attending your wedding. If you can't be 
completely honest with him now, prepare for some very 
difficult times ahead. 
Are you e problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby 
help you. : ..'or a person -I, anpubllshed reply, write: Abby: 
Box 69700 ,,L( s Angeles. C~[if. 90069. Eaelose '~ stamped, ~, - "~ / 
self-addressed envelope. 
mm 
I There are three cities listed ~ ;  "~-- |(.~, 
Illi "/V [.~'~/tH~P.., Ill .4 square miles in 'ares: .au ..... ,,,,,=~o,, ,~ I 
I~VI~T/~0/I~f~i ~11/~ I'0 Belvedere.' California. Burma 
I I' . . . . . . . . . . .  "--=:1 Terre, Missouri, end Mont- "Herman fixed the washerl" %0 you dyed your hair and it turned green. You 
[~'~'~JL..'~-, ~- - -~  gomew, West Virginia. can't spend the rest of your life in this bathroom." 
A Bedt ime Story  
By Abigail Van Buren 
1918 by Cllicago T,ibune.N.Y. News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I went out of town for 
one night, leaving our 17-year-old son without supervision 
for the first time. With our approval, he had a friend stay 
with him. He asked us to trust him and we felt we could. 
All went wel l -as far as we know. The problem? Our 
21-year~ld son, who attends college near home, showed ~p 
unexpectedly with a young lady (a freshman in college), 
and they Spent the night in our guest room! 
After learning of this, my husband confronted our 
21-yearmld son, who apologized with tears in his eyes, 
saying he realized be shouldn't have done it, but nothing 
happened. He swears that they both slept on top of the 
covers "with all their clothes on. (This is hard for me to 
beMeyvel~uJ sba~d,, believes '" -" the bey and ~lls me.- that ".t'.mlos 
have changed, and I am overreacting, t cannot accept this. 
I am disgusted with our son, and ashamed of the example 
he has set for his younger brother. Also, I can't imagine a 
decent girl putting hdrself in this position. 
To fop it off, a few days later our son brought this girl 
over, ai~d ! .",s expected to smile as though nothing had 
happened. 
Must I go along with my husband's "times have 
changed" attitude? I feel bitter and betrayed. 
UPSET  MOTHER 
DEAR MOTHER: It's possible that you son was telling 
the truth when he said "nothing happened." Granted, he 
ahowedvery poor judgement inbringing his date home for 
the night, but what will you gain by being bitter, 
suspicious and unforgiving? . ' 
Even "decent" girls have been known to do foolish 
things, 'so try not to hold it again.st her..~..ethor "times 
hQve changed" is not as impatiens as mammmmg a gooa 
relationship with your son. He obviously regrets the 
inddent. Don't mention it again. 
DEAR ABBY: My aunt brings her two kids {ages5 and 7} 
over to our house whenever she feels like it, then she and 
my mum take off, leaving me to baby-sit with the kids for 
maybe half a day. 
I never get paid e penny for this, and belie.ve me, those 
brat~ are a handful. 
I ~n sick of it, and I told my mum that I was going to ask 
my aunt. for a dollar an hour. . for each kid,' like I charge, 
everybody else. Mum stud ff I opened my mouth she d 
punch me out. 
I am 14. Is this fair? What is your advice? 
. , - MAD 
DEAR MAD: I t  isn't fair, but. I wouldn't advise you to 
open your mouth-unless you want to get punched out. 
' DEAR ABBY: Please print my letter. It might keep 
s0me.,other girl from making the same mistake I made. 
I went with a boy all semester. The only place he ever 
took me was out to park. He told me he '%ved" m. e, and I 
flipl~ed for him, but when it came time to aSK a gm to the 
proin', he asked someone lse. I felt so hurt I wanted to die. 
When my'gixlfriend asked him how come he didn't.usk 
me;he said, "Oh; she's OK for a maze~ut, nut a guy UKeS 
to be seen with a girl he respects." USEDINCINCY 
! 
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Ali says Breshne~,'s "quiet, meek" 
MOSCOW (AP)  - -  After a Veronica, to Brezhnev. Then Soviet Union wouldserve the Soviet and American 
35.minute meeting with 
U.S.S.R. President Loonid 
Brezhnev today, Muham- 
mad Ali said he found the 
Soviet leader "a quiet and 
meek gentleman" dedicated 
to world peace. 
All told reporters 
Brezlmev asked him to act as 
"an unofficial ambassador 
for peace to the United 
States. 
"All he talked about was 
peace and love for 
humanity," said All, who 
looked like an ambassador in 
his black plnstriped, suit. 
"He is nothing llke the 
pictures that have been 
;.~inted to me about him. 
"This is the biggest honor 
I've ever had in my life,'.' 
said the former heavyweight 
boxing champion, almost 
speechless at his meeting 
with the 71-year-old Soviet 
leader. 
It was believed to be the 
first time Brezlmev has,met 
with a U.S. sports figure at 
the Kremlin. The president 
rarely grants audiences to 
people outside the political 
or business world. 
Ali. introduced 'his wife, 
the president kissed All on 
both cheeks, smiling all the 
while. 
SICK OF RA IN  
"Unfor tunate ly  the 
weather is lousy and we're 
sick and tired of the rain," 
Brezlmev said in Russian, 
referring to the gray skies 
over Moscow, 
Bre4nev and his guests 
posed for photographers 
before the president invited 
All and his wife to sit down. 
Then the reporters and 
• photographers were ushered 
out of the room and the three 
were left with an interpreter 
and Sergel Pavlov, chair. 
man of the Soviet Physical 
Culture and Sports Com- 
mittee. 
All arri+ed in the Soviet 
capital last Monday and has 
been travelling in Soviet 
Central Asia, praying in 
Meslem mosques and 
meeting local Moslems. 
The official Soviet news 
agency Tass said Brezhnev 
warmly greeted "the out- 
standing American Negro 
sportsman" at  today's 
meeting "and expressed the 
hope that his stay in the 
cause of deepening mutual peoples." 
understanding between the 
Aussie depoi'ted 
for daring rescue  
BANGKOK (Reuter) --  But immigration officials 
Australian journalist John said he can return to 
Everingham has been Thailand when some 
deported from Thailand as a technicalitles have been 
result of his underwater sorted out. 
swim into Laos to rescue his His 25.year-old Laotian 
fiancee, police said today, fiancee, who was a medical 
Everingham, 28, was put student in Vientlane, is in a 
aboard a flight for Hong refugee camp in northeast 
Kong during the weekend for Thailand. She has applied for 
tryingtocarryouttherescue entry into Australia. 
last month without permits .Equipped with scuba- 
to leave or re-enter diving gear, Everingham, 
Thailand--charges on which swam theMekong River past 
he was given a twomooth Communist border guards 
suspmded jail term and and returned the same way 
fEed S85 last week. "with his fiancee. 
I 
Indians of Mexico'believed female twins could not cook 
• tamales. 
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CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
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OANAVENTURE . 
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(NBC) 
5:~ Newlywed Game 
I~ News~ 
News 
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News 
• News  
145 News 
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11s Tonight 
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